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'PREFACE TO ELEVENTH EDITION 
Some modern concepts of Organio Chemistry such llS the 

Orbital ooncept of bonding and the mechanistic prinoiples of Orgl1.nio 
reaotions were introduced in the previous edition of the book Th~ 
authors are happy that these new innovations were appreciated &nd 
the 10th edition of the text· book of Organio Chemistry had to be 
reprinted in 1969 and ag!loin in 1970. That was the first· phase of 
modernjsing the subjeot matter whiQh has been followed llP in the 
eleventh edition of the book. The new edition has .been consider. 
ably enla.rged a.nu improved in all respects. The chief features of 
the new edition are: 

(1) A separate chapter covering the prinoiples of mechanism of 
organio reactions has been given and these principles have been 
applied to interpret the mechaDlsm of almost aU important reao· 
tions in the remaining portions of the text. 

(2) A new ohapter t>n 'Classification an~ Nomenolature' giving 
details of the la.test lUP AC ~ystem of naming all olasscs of organic 
oompounds has been inoluded. The naming of higher organic com· 
pounds on the basis of 'seniority of functional groups' is the latest 
innovation that has al90 been desoribed. 

(3) Some modern topics such as sublimation under vaouum, 
cbromatography, oxygen. Bask method for estimation of halogen!, 
direct estimation of oxygen have been given. 

(4) Spectroiloopy of organic compounds espeoially the ul~ra.. 
violet u.nd Infrared spectra, their explanation and application to 
some important substances is a new feature of this edition. 

(5) The descdption of Optical IsoIDerism has been siven 
modern touches and It and S conventions ha.ve been dls'Cluss.ed in 
detail. 

(6) Under the chapter on tt1kanes thfl new topio 'Conformations 
of ethan~ and propane' hl\s been included. 

(7) The ohapter on 'Carbohydrates' has been re·written and 
erilarged so as to give the latest conventions of writing st.ruotural 
fOl'IJlulae of aldoses. 

(8) Numerous new illustrat;ions of industrial prooesses, mecha. 
Dism of reactions, molecular monels, the. geometry of certain organio 
molecules form a novel feature of this edition. 

(9) The latest numerical problems Ilnd questions askE'ri in the 
various universities of India have been inoluded at tho end of each 
cha.pter. 

The lLuthors hope that the eleventh revised edition of the book 
which bas been rewritten and modernised in many respects wi1l be 
well received bv Oll\, colleagues and the student tlommunity. Any 
suggestionM for further improvement of the book will be noknow. 
ledged with thanks. 
JuU'IJ,lI.dur 
July. 1970 

B.S.BARL 
AnuN BA.HL 
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inorganic compounds. 
(NH

4
)2S0, + 2KCNO __ 2NH"CNO + KIISO" 

Amm. sulphate Amm. cya.na.te 

NH.CNO --to NH2CONH2 
Urea. 

This simple reaction did much to dispel the absurd idea of vital 
force in the formation of organic compounds. A few years later 
Kolbe was able to synthesise acetic acid starting from the elements 
carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, thuEj showing clearly that no sperial 
life process was needed for the preparation of organic compounds. 
Thereafter numerous organic compounds were synthesised in the 
laboratory and by 1850 The Theory of Vital Force had been gradually 
overthrown. 

Modern Definition of Organic Cheulistry. With the fall 
of the Vital force theory, the term 'organic' lost its original signi
ficance. It was, however, established that all the so· called organic 
compounds contained carbon as an essential constituent. Therefore, 
the name 'organic' has been retained to describe all carbon com
pounds irrespective of their origin or the- method q£ preparation. 
Thus in modern practice the term Organic Chemistry is defined 
as the study of the compounds of carbon, the study of the rest of the 
elements and their compounds falling under the scope of Inorganic 
Chemistry. However, a few common compounds of carbon like 
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide-and carbonates are still classed as 
inorganic substances for obvious reasons. 

Thus the modern definition of Organic Chemistry could' be 
given as the study of compounds of caroon other than the oxides, 
carbonates and bicarbonates, a:r:d hydrogen cyanide and its salts. 

Since all the organic compounds could be considered as deri ved 
from hydrocarbon~ (containing C and H only), a more precise defini
tion of Organic Chemistry could be given as 

"A study of hydrocarbons and their derivatives." 

REASONS FOR SEPARATE STUDY' 

The organic compounds obey the same fundamental laws of 
Chemistry that hold for Inorganic compounds. However, they are 
studied as a separate branch of Chemistry as a matter of convenience 
mainly for two reasons : 

(1) The total number of organic compounds known is about 
20,00,000, which exceeds several times the total number of inorganill 
compounds which is hardly 50,000. If. the E!tudy of twenty lakbs of 
carbon compounds be ineluded with that of carbon in Inorganic 
Chemistry, it would throw the subject out of balance. 

(2) There are marked differences between the composition, 
structure and behaviour of the organic and inorganic compounds 
which make their sepa.rate study more fruitful. 
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The chicf (liffcrellces between organic and inorganic compounds 
are statE'd below :-

ORGANIC 

______ -------------------
(I) Organic compounds are 

built mostly from 10 elements viz., 
0, H, 0, N, S, P, Cl, Br, F and I. 

/. (2) Carhon has the wonderful 
c8.pacity to unite with itself and also 
'\Vith other elements with the help of 
covalent bondB. Carbon atoms joined 
each to each in straight chains or rings 
give rise to the formation of a large 
number of simple as well a8 complex 
compounds with hugo molecules. i 

(3) Organic compounds with 
similar 'groups of aoolils' display simi
lar chemical behaviour. Thus they 
form many such classes of compounds 
e.g., alcohols, ethers, ketones, acids, 
am/nes, etc. 

(4) They frequently possess 
pronounced colour and odour whic}_! 
are characteristic of certain classes of 
compounds. 

(5) They are. in general, inso
luhle in water but soluble in organic 
solvents such as ether, alcohol, 
benzene etc. 

(6) They are volatile com
pounds having relatively lower melt
ing points and boiling points. 

INORGANIC 

11) Inorganic substances are 
formed from any of 101 elements 
known. 

(2) The atoms in the molecules 
of inorganic substances are joined bv 
electrovalent bonds, forming relatively 
simple and smaller number of com
pounds. 

(3) Most of the inorganic com
pounds which have been studied are 
either acids, baBes, or 'BaltB. 

(4) They are. in general, col
ourless and odourless. Certain metal
lic salts possess distinct colours. 

(5) They are generally soluble 
in ·water but insoluble in organic 
solvents. 

(6) They are generally non
volatile and pOBSess high melting points 
and boiling points. 

(7) Burn readily. Solutions (7) Hard to burn. Conduct 
and melts do not conduct electric electric curr.:mt in solutions and 
current. melt. 

(8) Their reactions being 
'molecular' in nature are slow .and 
usually complex. 

(9) Covalent bonds being rigid 
and directional, give rise to 'Cha.in' 
isomerism' and different types of 
'Space isomerism' in organic com
pounds'. 

\ 

(10) Law of multiple prop or-
.... j-mB in its rigid form, is not applica
~le to many organic compounds. In 

such compounds the weights of an 
element combining with ~fixed weight 
f the other, bear only an integra.l 
atio and not a. simple one. 

(8) Their reaction!! for the 
most part being ionic in na.ture are 
rapid a~d simple. 

(9) Electrovarent bonds being 
non-rigid and non-directional, cannot 
give rise to isomerism in inorganic 
substances. 

. . (10~ Law of m~ltiple propor-
tions 1S umversally apphcable to inor_ 
ganic compounds. 
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SCOPE OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 

The scope of orga.nio ohemistry is vast indeed. There is no art, 
soience or industry in which this branoh of chemistry is not applied. 
It will be of interest to outline here very briefly some of the applioa. 
tions of organio chemistry in everyday life and industry. 

(1) Applications in Everyday life. No other branch of 
science has so many contaots with human life as organic chemistry 
has. In our day· to-day life we find ourselves in a strange panorama 
of things that are in one way or the other conneoted with this branch 
of chemistry. From the basic requirements of life like food, fuel, 
clothing and health aids, to the obviollsly luxurious things like 
perfumes and cosmetics -and in-between these two extremes come 

Fig. H. 
the following with varying degrees of importance: leather and wood· 
en products; pencil, paper and writing inks; fuels like coal, oil 1l.11d 
wood; dyes of all kinds whether na.tural or synthetic; rubber (4~~~\ 
plastics; oils, fats, paints and varnishes; photographic films an~ 
de\yelopers ; medicines, anaesthetics and antiseptics-all things seem 
to have organic origin and touch. It is no wonder, therefore, I 

organic chemistry is a part and parcel of our daily life. In fact; 
are ourselves nothing but complex structures b\1ilt of thousanl 
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Ilnic compounds which are derived from the phmt and anima) 
. s. 

~~;; (2) Applications in Industry. A knowledge of organic 
"eznistr~ is necessary in many important chemical industries, e.g., 

'"I''' paratlOn of foods, pharmacy, manufacture of soap and other 
'. 'metics, tcxtile industry, manufacture of dyes and explosives, 

.' per il!dustr~, fertilizers, .101.1 the~ ind.ustry, :-mgar jndu~try, fermen
'''tiOD mduiltrIes. woorl-(hsttllatlOn Industry, synthetIC rubber and 
ft,i.nsparent wrappings for foods and other commodities, petroleum 
iiiclustry, etc. 
~- (3) Study of Life processes. The most important appIi
atPon of organic chemistry is tht:! study of the nature of the material 
.- of the proceH:;~R of living organisn~f'I The investigation of the 
"ues, the seeretlollK and other constituents or prodnctR of plants 
.Id animals is hnsed upon organic chemistry. The understan ding of 
.. process of digestion and alltiimilation of food involves the funda
.tal principles of organic chemish:y. The vitamins and the hoI" 
.• mes are organic compollnd~ that Rre produced in our body' and 
,91.y an important role in its development. 'fhe injection of a hor
IIIOne can turn a male into femalc and vice versa. All such miracles 
or.nature concerned with the life process can be interpreted only by .8 aid of organic chemistry. 

DYES 

PLAS TICS 4< 
~f'SINS 

PHARMAClUTICALS 

SOAPS 

HUSBER , 
PAINTS 

Fig. 2·2. Proportions of synthetio a.nd natura.l products capturiIig 
in<illfltry. 

Thero are other fields of organic chemistry at present less 
deyeloped. Further researches may bring thest' in the front rank. 
This naturally means a more thorough study of what we already 
know. The subject itself is worthy of study from the purely scienti
fic and cultural Rtandpoint. The intellectual beauties of the closely 
inter-~oyen relations of organic chemistry will be revealed to the 

,,~nt only when he studies the subject logically, keeping before 
'.~!!l the molecular structure of the compounds involved. 

I \'JCES OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
'" Organic compounds are obtained from natural sources and are 

prepared by syntheliis ill the laboratory. The natural sources 
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of these substances may be traced to either the plant or animal 
kingdom. Thus: 

( 
Plant 

kingdom 

SOURCE 

(1) Plants (direct) 

(2) Animals 

(3) Wood distillation 

(4) Coal·tar distillation 

(5) Natural Gas and Pet. 
roleum distillation 

Sources of 
Organic Compounds 

I 
I 

• 

r 
Natural Laboratory 

I Synthesis 

I Ammal 
kingdom 

COMPOUNDS OBTAINED 

Sugars, starches, cellulose, citric acid, oxalio acid, 
tartaric acid, indigo, oils, vitamins, etc. 

Fats, proteins, urea, uric acid, vitamins, hormones, 
etc. 

Acetic acid, methanol and acetone. 

Benzene, tolullne, naphthalene, carbolic acid, 
cresols, pyridine, dyes, perfumes, drugs, etc. 

Alkanes ond their derivatives such as methyl 
chloride, chloroform, methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol, 
allyl chloride, etc. 

t6) Fermentation processes Ethyl alcohol, amyl alcohol, acetic acid, etc. 

About 40 years back, the main sources of organic compounds 
were the processes of fermentation and wood distillation, while 
fewer compounds were derived from coal and petroleum. With the 
recent development of petrochemical industry and low. temperature 
coking techniques of coal, the number of carbon compounds now 
derived from petroleum and coal is far greater than from any other 
source. While the fermentation processes are still in use for the 
preparation of a large number of organic compounds, wood distilla. 
tion is almost obsolete and replaced by synthetic methods. 

How long the World's Coal and Petroleum Reserves would 
last ~ 

COlli and petroleum are undoubtedly the biggest natural sources 
of organic compounds. For the past 100 years coal dominated the 
scene but during the last 20 to 30 years, petroleum has assumed 
comparable importance. To meet the great demand of organic 
compounds, the world's production of coal increased enormou!t~y41 
during the last decade or so. In 1966 the total productiop C '':.u(' 
was 2,800,000,000 long tons. Although coal is far more SOU 
and widely distributed in nature, petroleum resourc~~ 

also 
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equally vast. The total crude oil production of the wOl.'lcL in the 
year 1966 recorded 1,601,000,000 long tons 

A chemist is naturally interested to know the extent of world's 
cOal and petroleum reserves as also the pr. bable time of their 
oonsumption. Ultimately it is he who has to face the problefu of 
replenishing their consumption by other synthetic means. The 
'World's total coal reserves are estimated to be 5,562,656 million 
long tons, while oii reserves as estimated on Dec. 31, 1966 amount 
to 2,886,915 million long tons. . 

There are many speculations regarding the coal and oil supply 
of the world. According to some specialists, the reserves are enough 
fiO last for a .few generations even at the present rate of production. 
Prof. N.N. Chatterji puts India's total reserves of coal at 20,000 
JJ)illion tons which are sufficient to laoat for another four centuries. 
India's oil reserves are estimated to be 6580 tons only. 

FOOD 

Fig. 1·3. Decay and Formation Cycle of Coal and P'etroleuJll. 

At the present rapid rate of depleting the natural resources of 
coal and petroleum, some economists are raising alarm for their 

'conservation by other sources of energy. In this context, it may 
be pointed out that due to the external reaction between carbon 
dioxide and water in presence of sunlight (Fhotosynthesis), the 
organic compounds are being produced continuously in plants. 

Photosynthesis 
C02+H20+Sunli!lh~ --._ Organic compds +02 

..... ').'he organic compounds whether in the form of coal or petroleum 
on' combustion give back CO2 • 
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CRYSTALLJS",-rION . ' . 
'Th ost general method for the purificatlOn of sohd orgamc 

b e Jll1•S crystallisation 1n principle it is the same as employed 
su stanoes '. Th I d'rr . t'h t for inorganIc salts. e on y Iuerence IS a 

here, in addition to water, several other sol. 
ven ts arc used. The more common solvents are 
a~etone, alcohol, ether, chloroform, benzene, 
etc. 

Procedure. A solvent in which-the' given 
substance is more soluble at higher temperature 
than the room temperature is selected. The 
solvent is heated with excess of the solid sub· 
stance. The saturated solution thus prepared is 
filtered while still hot. As the filtrate cools, the 
pure solid crystals separate which may. be 
removed by filtration. 

rreparation of the 80lution. A suitable 
quantity of the powdered substance is' taken, 
say, in a conical flask and treated with a small 
quantity of the solvent. The quantity of the 
solvent should be just enough to dissolve the 
whole of the solid on boiling. In case of vola. 
tile solvents, it is advisable to fit the vessel with 
ll. long glass tube which serves as a condenser 
and also prevents the inflammable solvent vap. 
ours to re~ch the flame of the burner. The 
heating may be done on a water-bn.th or wire 

Fig. H. PrepGration gauze according as the solvent is 'low.boiling' or 
of 801ution. 

'high-boiling'. 
Filtration oj the .solutio". The hot saturated sC?lution obtained 

above is then filtered through a fluted filter-paper placed in an ordi
na.ry glass funnel. If the quantity of the solution is large, it takes 

Fig. 2'2. Filtration through 
fluted filter paper. 

HOT SAT 
SOU/T/ON 

Fig. 2·3. Hot-water funnel. 
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longer time to filter and the crystals may form in the funnel during 
filtration. To prevent this, a "Hot·water funnel" may be used 
with advantage. 

OrystalliSation. The filtrate is ailowed to cool undisturbed in a 
beaker or a "crystallising dish". After some time the solid substance 
separates in beautiful geo· c;r::> 
metrical forms called crys. ..a_ 
tala: Sometimes the orystals 
do not a.ppear due to super. 
cooling of the solution. In 
such a. case the crystallisa. 
tion is induced either by 
scratching the sides of the 
vessel with a glass rod or 
by sowing a few crystals of 
the same substance in solu
tion. 

Separation and Drying 
of OrY8tal8. The crystals 
are separated from the 
mother liquor by filtration. 
This may be done more 
rapidly with the help of a 
Buchner funnel and a 
suction pump' as shown in 
Fig. 2,4. When tfie whole Fig. 2.4. Filtration under suction. 
of the mother liquor has 
been drained into the filtration. flask, the crystals are washed two 01 

three times with small qua.ntities of the pure solvent. The filtel 
paper carrying the crystals is then placed over a porous plate ani 
driad in a steam or air.oven .. 

Sometimes, the crystals obtained are coloured owing to th 
traces of impurities pres,ent. In such cases, the crystals are radii 
solve!1 in a small quantity of the sQlvent, boiled with a .little rmiml 
charcoal, filtered and crystallised once again as described abov 
The process is repeated till the substance is obtained in absolute 
pure form as indicated by its sharp melting point. 
SUBLIMATION 

Certain substances when heated, pass directly from the so 
to the vapour state without melting. The vapours when cooled g 
back the solid SUbstances. 

This process known as sublimation is very helpful in' se 
rating volatile from non-volatile solid. It is, however, of limi 
application as only a few substances like naphthalflne, camphor 
benzoic acid .can be .purified by this process .. 

The impure substance is placed in a china dish which is ge 
heated on a sand-bath. The dish is covered with a perfora~d fl 
paper over which is placed an inverted funnel. The vapours r 
from the solid pass through the holes in thA filter-PiiPer an( 
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deposited .as solid on the walls of the funnel. The filter paper has 
two functl~l1S : (i) it does not permit the sublimed substance to 
drop bac~ lDto the dish and (U) it keeps the funnel cool by cutting 
off the dIrect heat from the dish (Fig. 2'5). 

COTTON Pl.U6 _r-WATfR 
WATtR 4-J1 ff 

CRUDE 
SU6STANCE 

-.TOPUNP 

SUBLIMATE 

Fig. 25. Sul'limatioD. Fig. 2'6. Sublimation under 
reduced pressure. 

Organic substances such as b-enzoio acid. naphthalene etc. which 
• igh vapour pressure at tempe.rature$ below their melting 

can be sublimed relatively quickly. These can be conveni. 
urified by the laboratory operations described above. Auch 

WATER 

l 

Fig. 2·7. Sublima.t.ion tinder VACuum. 
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substances which have very small vapour .pressure or tond to 
decompose upon heating, are purified by s\lhlimation under reduced 
pressure 

A simple glass apparatus now used for sublimation under red· 
uced pressure is shown in Fig. 2·7. 'l'he cbieffeatures of this appara· 
tus afe a large heating and a large cooling surface with a I-;mall 
distance in between. This is necessary because the amount of the 
substance in the vapour phase is much too small in case of a 
substance with low vapour pressures. . 

DISTILLATION 

The operatlOn of distillation is employed for the pnrification of 
liquids from non· volatile impurities. The impure liquid is boiled in a 
flask and the vapours so formed are collected and condensed to give 
back the pure liquid in another vessel. The non·volatile impurities 
are left behind in the flask. 

The apparatus used for distillation is shown in .Fig. 2·7. It con· 
sists of a distillation· flask fitt"d with a thermometer in its neck llnd 
a condenser at the side· tube. The liquid to be purified is placcd in 
th& tlistillation·flask and the thermometer so adjusted that its bulb 
$tands just below the Qpening of the side-tube. This ensures the 
correct recording of the temperature of the vapour passing over to 
the condenser. A suitahle vessel is attached to the lower end of the 
condenser to receive the col\densed liquid. On heating the distil. 
lation flask the thermometer iir.st records a rise in temperature 
whic.h 500n (lecomes constant. At this point, which is the boiling 
temperature of the pure liquid, most of the liquid passes over. 
Towards the end of the operation the temperature ri~9 once again 
on account of the superheating of the vapour. The distillation is 
~topped at this stage and the receiver disconnected. 

In case of liquids hn.\ting, boiling points higher than 110° C, the 
water.condenser is replaced -by n·ir condenser.. To prevent bu mping, 
it is customary to put a few pieces of unglazed porcelain in the 

. distillation flask. 

While distilling a very volatile and infianullnble liquid snch as 
ather, t)\e distillation flask is heated on a water.bath and not on"a 
wire gauze. In case of very high. boiling liquids, the flask is heated 
directly with a naked flame. 

FRACTIONAL nISTILLATION 

A mixture of two or more volatile liquids can be separated hy 
fractlOnal distlilatlOll When their boiling points differ by more tha;l 
400

, the operation can be <;ll.trried with the help Q1 ol'(imary distilla. 
tion appara.tus described in Fig. 2'8. The inore voll.ttile liquid pasiSes 
over first and is c()llecte~t in a receiver. When the temperature 
hegins to ri8e for the second time, th i.> first receivel' is disconnected. 
A Hew receivE-r i:; attachell ItS soon as the temperltture becomes 
COllSt!1ilt once again. ThuR the distillate is celle-ctecl in fractions ancl 
·thn process is termed Fractional DWillation. 

When the liquids present in the mixture have their boiling 

-~ 
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points close to each other, the separation is best effected by fitting 
the distillation Bask with a fractionating column which in turn is 

Fig. 2'8. Distillation. 
connected to the cond-enser (Fig. 2'9). On heating, the 'f"POUl~ of 

i rRACrIONA7:.1NG lit COLUMN 

'c~ 
(I~ 

~ 
"'II: 

~ 

lIQUI/) 
MIXTURE 

Fig. 2·9. Fracti .al distillation. 
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the more volatile liquid A, along with.a little of the vapQut's of less 
-volatile liquid B, rise up and come in contact with the large cooling 
surface of the fractionating column .. The vapours of B condense 
first and that of A pass on. The condensed liquid flowing down the 
column meets the fresh hot ascending vapour. It snatches more of 
B from the vapour mixture and gives up any dissolved vapour of A. 
This process is repeated at every bulb of the fractionating column, 
so that the vapour escaping. at its top consists almost exclusively of 
A and the condensed liquid flowing back into the distillation flask is 

Fig. 2·10. Different types of fraotionating oolumns. 

rich in B. If necessary, the process_c.'in be repeated with the distillate 
and the liquid left in the distillation flask. ' 

The ilse· of a fractionating column has found a remarkable 
application. in modem industry, especially in the distillation of 
petroleum, coal. tar and crude alcohol. 

DISTILLATION UNDER REDUCED PRESSURE 

The 'straight' distillation is suitable only for liquids which boil 
without decomposition at atmospheric pressure. In case of organic 
liquids which decompose before their boiling point is rea.ched, the 
distiUa.tion is carri~d under reduced pressure when the liquid boils a~ 
a lower temperature·. 

The apparatus us~d for distillation under reduced pressure is 
shown in Fig. 2) L 

(i) maisen Flask, having ,two necks. It is fitted with a IOBg 
drawn jet, dip;ping -in the liquid to be distilled. During the distIlla· 
tion, a stream ·of bubbles rises through the capillary of this jet and 
prevents bumping, which is so pronounced here than in ordinary 
distillation 

. *A liquid boils when its vapour pressure is equal to the atmospherio 
pressure. When the pressure is reduced by suction, the liquid boils at a lower 
temperature. 
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(ii) Oondenser, connected with the Claisen flask on the one 
hand and a filtration flask, serving as a reoeiver, on the other. 

Fig 2·ll. Distillation under reduced pressure. 

(iii) Manometer. The reoeiver flask is connected to an exhaust 
pump through (a) a mercury manometer which tells the pressure 
under which the distillation is being carried, and (b) a trap, to elimi
nnte any condensed liquid. 

The preFisure in the apparatus is reduced with the help of 11 

water pump. Whenever a lower pressure is desired, the water pump 
is replaced by a mercury pump. 

_~n important p.pp11cation of this proc.ess is the recovery of 
glycerol from spent-lye in soap industry. Glycerol is decomposed 
at its boiling point (298°0) but can be distiU(ld unchanged at 12 mol. 
pressure when it boils at 180°. Another application of 'vacuum 
distillation' is the concent.ration of sugar juice under redm'ed 
pressure. 

STEAM DISTILLATION 
Many substances that nre insoluble in water are voiatile 

in steam can be purified by distillation in a .:lurrent of steam' (Stea'1n 
DistillatiQn.). The non-volatile impurities are left behind in the 
distillation flask 

The impure mbtturc together with SOIllle water IS placed ill a 
round.bottom flask which is then connected to II Rtcnm·generator 
on one side and n water ('ondenser on the other (Fig. 2-12) The flask 
is Il.djuRted in a slanting position so that no droplets o.r til(' mixture 
splash into the ('ondl'llSel' on brisk boiling and bubbling uf steam 
The mixturt' in th(' flnKk is heated and then a current of stenm passe 
nto it, HeatH'.~ of the flask is controlled so as to avoid unneoessurj 
eondl'nsa,tion of stf'tlm in it. Steam pirks up the volatile substance. 
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froID the mixture and passes into the condenser. The distiIlat.$ 
collected in the receiver consists of a m~xture of water and, the 
organic substanue. The distillation is stopped when the droplets Ot" 

,the solid particles of the organic substance cease to appear in "he 
COndenser 

Fig. 2'12. Steam distillation. 

The distillate is then treated to recover the organio substa.nce 
by .. suitable method. In case it is a solid, the substance may be 
separated by simple filtration, and if-it is a liquid, it can be rem.o ... ~ 
ed by means of a separating funnel. The aqueous layer in both ca.ses 
may be extracted with a solvent. 

Steam distillation is employed in. industry for the recovery of 
various essential oils frOID plants a-nd flowers. It is also used in the 
manufacture of aniline and turpentine oil. 

Principle of Steam. Distillation. A liquid boils when its vapour ,Pres.. 
.ur. is equal to the atmospheric pressure. In steam, distillation, a mixture of 
water and an organic liqUid is heated. The mixture boils when the combined 
vapour pressure of water (1'1) and that of the organic.liquid (1'2) is equal to the 
atmospheric pressure (P) i.e., 

P"'Pl+P2 

Naturally, the boiling temperature of the mixtura would be lower than the 
boiling temperature of the pure organic liquid when tl\e va.pour pressure of this 
liquid alone would be equal to the atmospheric pressure. Thus, in steam distil. 
lation the liquid is distilled at 0. lower temper~ture than. it.q boiling point when 
i, Jnlght decompose. It sorves the same purpose as distillation under reduced 
p~ure. 

BXTRACTION WITH A SOLVENT 

When an organio substanc:e is present as solution in wa.ter, it 
~n be recovered frOID the solution by the following steps: 

-, (i) The aqueous ,~ol'Ution is shaken with an immiscible org.:lnie 
IOlvent in wMr;h the solute is mare soluble. 
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(ii) The solvent layer is separated by means of a separating 
funnel.' 

(iii) The organic substance is then recovered from it by distilling 
off the solvent. 

The process of removing a substance from its aqueous solution by 
shaking with a suitable organic solvent is termed BXTRAcrION. ' 

Procedure. The aqueous solution is placed in a separating 
funnel. A small qua.ntity of the organic solvent, say ether or 

SOLVENT 
LAYER 

AQUEOUS 
LAYER 

Before extraction After extraction 

Fig. 2,13. Extraction with a solvent. 

chlqroform, is then anded to it. The organic solvent being immisci
ble with water, will form a, separate layer. The mouth of the fun
nel is closed with a stopper- or the palm of the hand and th'} 
contents shaken gently. The solute being more soluble in the 
organic solvent is transferred to it. • The solvent layer is then 
separated by opening the tap and running Ollt thE! lower layer. 
The organio substance dissolved in it is finally reco'Vered by distilling 
off the solvent. 

Note. It is always better to extract two or three times with smaller 
qunntities of the solvent than once with the whole bulk of the sol"'mt pro
vided. 

Soxhlet Extrac:iion. When an orga'nic substance is to be 
recover:1 from a solid, it is extracted by ~eansof an organic solvent 
in which the impurities are insoluble. In actual practice the ex
traction from solids is often tedious and requires thorough 
contact and heating _with the solvent. This is done in a special 
apparatu~: the So!xkfet Extractor (Fig. 2'13). It consists of a 
glass of cylinder C baYing a side tube T and ~vnhon S. The 
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cylinder carries a water-. ~ondense:i ·at the top and is fitted 
below into the neck of a boIlmg flask. 

Lne powdered material is placed into 
the thimble made of stout filter paper and the 
apparatus is fitted up us hown in Fig. ~.14. The 
flask containing a suitable .solvent IS heated 
on a water-bath or sand bath. As the solvent 
boils, its vapours rise t hrougb the side tube T 
up into the water condenser. The condensed 
liquid drops on the solid in the thimble, dis
£ • .,lves the organic substence and filters out 
into the space between the thimble and the 
glass cylinder C. As the level of liquid here 
rises, the solution flows throujth the syphon 
back into the boiling flask. The solvent is 
once agam vaporised, leaving behind the ex
tracted substance in the flask. .In this way, 
a continuous stream of pure solvent drops on 
the solid material, extracts the soluble sub
stance and returns io the flask. At the end of 
the operation the soinnt in the boiling·flask 
is distilled off, leaving the organic substance 
behind. 

Soxhlet Extractor is used with 
advantage for the extraction of oils and 
fats from flowers and seeds, and alkaloids 
from plants. The -a.pparatus ensures 
maximum extraction with a. limited 
quantity of the solvent. 

CHROMA'1'OGRAPHY 

SOLVENT 
+ 

EXTRACTED 
SUBSTANCE 

Fig . .lH4. Soxhlet extractor. 

ThIS new technique of purification and separation of organic 
Bubstances was discovered by a Rus'sian scientist Tswett in 1903. 
It is now c:xtensively used for separation of small samples of 
organic mixturp,s when the routine methods like crystallisation and 
distillation fail. 

The chromatic separation of organic mixtures depends on the 
selective adsorption of the components from solutions. W-hen solu
tion of the mixture is passed through a colu,mn of the adsorbent 
(say alumina), ...Ithe different solutes present in the solution will be 
adsorbed to ditterent extents. The most highly adsorbed solute will 
be retained at the top of the column while the weakly adsorbed 
solutes will penetrate various distances down the column depending 
on their degree of adsorbability. The solutes thus separated in the 
column can be washed down, one at a time by passing fresh solvent 
·through it and this process is known as elution. 

This new technique of separatIOn 01 organic mixtures was first 
applied to a mixt;lll:e of leaf pigments (~yes) which separated as 
coloured bands on the column of white alumina, Hence its name 
chromatography, meaning 'colour writing'. This process is now 
widely used for separating organic substances whether coloured or 
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colourless, though the term chromatography still remains. 

SOLVENT' 

l 
ALUMINA IN FINELY 
POWDERED FORM 

""""""'-8ANOS OF COLOUR 
MOV,N(; DOWNWARDS 

In case of coloured subs: 
tances, the separation' can be 
observed visually. If colourless 
mixtures are being separa.ted, 
ultraviolet light. may be used to 
illuminate the column to show up 
the separation. Sometime it may 
be necessary to use some chemica.l 
on the adsorbent to cha.nge the 
colourless into coloured subs~ 
tances. 

The above procedure wTlicA 
makes use of a column of solid 
adsorbent such as . alumina, magne
sium oxide or silica gel is termed 

Fig. 2·15. Column Chromatography column c:horlilatop-a It The 
(lll?Utratedl. solvents co~monl, usea jor Yeiution 

of the column are water, alcohol, acetone, pelrolt't{m ~her etc. 

Porous pa.per or filter paper may also be used as the adsorption 
medium instead of the column of adsorbent, when the technique is 
known as Paper Chromato
graphy, 

In another technique the vapo
rised mixture dissolved in a gas 
such a8 nitrogen or helium is sepa
rated by pas8ing through a tube 
packed with, say, fire brick granule4 
and this is termed Vapour Phase 
ChroJl1atography (VPC). 

The following experiments 
will illustrate the techniques of 
Chromatography. 

Experiment 1. Separation 
of 8cr~ened methyl orange into its 
component dyes by ,Oolumn Ohroma
!ogf'aphy. 

Set up the apparatus as 
shown in Fig. 2'16. Fill three· 
qUIl,rteta of the tube with alumina 
suspended in. et,hyl alcohol. Re. 
move the air bubbles by tapping 
it and keep the alumina covered 
with ethyl alcohol throughout the 
experiment. Add a few drops of 
screened methyl orange to the 
top of the column. Go on adding 
ethyl alcohol until lihe yellow and 

EThTL ALCOHOL 

BWE DYE 

YELLOW OYE 

Fig. 2'16. Separation of dye 
mixture by column chromato

graphy. 



the blue dye have separate(l. The yellow dye moves down leaving 
behind the blue dye near the top of the column. 

E:x:periment 2. Separation of a mixtUre oj' food dyes by Paper 
Ohromatography., 

Cut a filter paper eight inches squa:re; :&oll it up into the 
shape of a cylinder a.nd fix the two ends with plastic clips. Placo a 

MIXTURE 
Of 

/irES 

FILTER PAPER 
CYLINDER 

BLUE 
--T--+-IL-I'ELtDW 
~r---+-'I-RED 

- ~-r--f-L ORANGE 

PAPER CLIP 

8;;;::~~~~ WATER 

Fig. 2'17. Paper ch:t;:omatog.taphy. 

spot of mixed food dyes (green, red and yellow) at one-Quarter of 
an inch from one end of the paper. 

PlaCe the paper cylinder in a large beaker containing water to 
about one-eighth of an inch. Cover the beaker with a slass plate 
and leave it undisturbed for about half an hour. Now take out 
the filter paper and you will see that the mixture is completely sepa
rated into blue, yellow, red and orange components. 

DRYING OF SUBSTANCES 

Organic substances, otherwise pure, often contain a. small 
amount of water. Before it is fit for analysis! a substance must be 
absolutely dry. Even traces of moisture present may' alter the 
results of anal)sis and interfere with the study of its reactions. 

How to dry a Solid. The preliminary drying of freshly 
prepared crystals is done by pressing between pads of filter papers 
or by spread~ng them over a porous plate. The final removal of 
moisture is then carried by heating the crystals in an oven below 
their melting point. In case the substance decomposes on heating 
it may be dried by :placing in a desiccator or better still in a Vacuum 
Desiccator (Fill. 2'18). 

'How to dry a, Liquid. Liquids are dried by allowing them 
to stand with a dehydrating substance with which they do not 
[C8oCt. One of the following substances may be uRed : calcium 
chlonde, Bodmm hydroxide. sodium sulphate, lime, sodium metal, or 
phosphorus pentoxide. 1n actual practice, the liquid is placed in 
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contact with appropriate dehydra'tmg agent in.a stonpered .bottle or 
flask and kept over-night. Next day, the upper clear layer of the 
liquid is decanted off and distilled in a dry flask. 
TESTS OF FURITY 

A pure organic substance has characteristic physical proper
ties, crystalline form, refractive index, specific gravity, melting 

Fig. :Ha~ Drying of organio solids. 

point anq boiling point. If a given sample ot a subs~nce shows the 
properties that the pure compound is known to possess, it may be 
considered pure. The numerical value of these properties chllnges 
with the nature of the amount of impurities pres.ent. In most labora
tory work, the melting point of a solid substance and the boiling 
point of a liquid substanoe is considered, a sufficient indication of 

,its purity. 

Melting Point. A pure solid substance melts sharply at a 
definite temperature, while an impure substance will have a lower 
and indefinite melting point. 

Detennination, The apparatus employed for the determination of the 
melting point of a given solid substance is shown in Fig. 2·19. The crystals are 
powdered finely and charge:i into a capillary tube sealed at one end. The 
capillary tube should be 5 to 6 cms. long and 1 mm. in diameter. The substance 
should stand in the capillary 3·4 mm. from the bottom when thoroughly packed. 
The capillary tube is wetted with the liquid in the bath and placed along side a 
thermometer fixed in an iI'on stand. The capillary remains sticki.1g to the 
thermometer by itself and is so adjusted that the solid in it stands just opposite 
to the middle of the mercury bulb. The thermometer is now lowered in a 
beaker containing sulphuric acid C'.nd the apparatus set up as shown in Fig. 2'19. 
The beaker is heated slowly and tho temperature of the bath kept uniform 
by gentle but constant stirring with a ring stirrer. When tho substance in the 
capillary just shows signs of m!llting, the burner is removed and the stirring 
continueg.. The temperature at which the substance just melts and becomes 
transpar~nt is :recorded. The experiment is repeated with a new capillary 
charge~' with. fre,sh substance an~ the ~veruge of the two melting points thus 
detll.rn1med IS the correct meltmg POlDt of the substance under examination • 

. Tl).e sulphuric acid \bath can be replaced by a water-bath for 
melting points below 100°C. 
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Mixed Melting Point. The method of mixed melting point 
as a means of establishing the. purity of a substance depends 
upon the -fact that a pure organic compound possesses a sharp 

CONt.· 
H/50 .. 

\ 

1HERMONE 1l1t 

COli' 
./ 

C"P'Ll~R' 
/TIJlJE 

Fig: 2:11}. Deterniina.t,ioI) of meltmg point. 

melting point while ~he.' pr.esence of impurities usually lowers the 
melting point. A substance· mixed with impurities dC>es not. melt 
sharply' at a fixed temperature hut· -do~s so over a range bf 
temperatures. It will start melting· ·al a certa.in temperature 
but will not bUlome entirely liquid until a highE'r temp·erature is 
reached. 

The substance whose purity is to be ascertained is-mixed with 
a saT;Ilple of the .authentically pure substange. The inelting point of 
the mixture is determined as usual. If t~is nll.xture melts sharply 
and the melting point comes out to pe the same as that of the 
sample under experiment taken a,lone, it,is proved that .the two are 
indeed the samples of the same substa.nce. Iil other words, the 
'substance under trial is proved to be pure beyond doubt. 

Boiling Point. A. 'pure organic liquid boils at a fixed tem
pera.ture which is characteristic.of that substance. The presence of 
impurities raises its 'boiling point. 

(1) Distillatwn Mct/iod. If enough liquid is. available, its boiling point 
IS determined in an ordinary distillation apparatus (Fig, 2·20). A .Pllre liquid will 
distil at a constant temperature which is its boiling point. In casa the liquid is 
impure, the boiling point will rise during distillation •. 

(2) Capillary-tube Method. When only a small quantity of the.liquid is 
availab16. its boiling point is determined by the -Capillary-tube Method', A 
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few drops of the liquid are pl~oed in a thin-walled lIm.aU test-tube.. A <;apillary 
tube aealed at about onO oontunotre from one end. 18 dropped lOto It. The 
gIaBS tube oontaining the liquid and the capillary. is then tied alongside a 
thermomete~ so that the liquid stands just near the bulb. The thermometer 
is then lowered in a beaker containing water or sulphurio acid (any liquid 
whose boiling point is higher than that of the substance y.nder investigation). 

Fig. 2·20. Determination of Fig. 2.21. The USe of Thiele 
boiling point, ~ube. 

The beaker is l_l~atod and ~he bath liquid stirred oontinuously with a ring 
.stirrer. When the bOlhng point 18 reaohed. bubbles ls~ue in a rapid stroam 
from the lower ~nd of the capillary. :rhe th.ermometer 18 r(lad ,when the (lvolu. 
tion of bubbles just stops: The ,:xperlment 18 repeated with·a fro~ liquid in B 
new capillary and the bolling POtnt reoordod !\s before. rho mean. Qf the· two 
readings is taken to be. the correct boiling point of the liqUid W)der 
examination. 

Ip the above determin~tion of the boiling. llomt the tUbe Con. 
taining the Jiquid and .ca.pillary may be heated;n a . Thiele Tube 
instead of the bealter. It is .handy and eliminates the Use of a 
stirrer. 

1. Write an aooount 
pounds are purified 

Q.UESTIONS 
of the various. methods by which organie com. 

2, The isolation, of organio oompou.n~ is s?motimes effected by distil • 
.,. lation in steam, Bometi!lles by (lxtraQtion w~th I!- SUItable SolVent. D080rioe how 

each of theBe prooesses is employed,giving an exaruple o( each. Write a short 
acoount of the physioal,prinotplos on whioh they depend for their sucooss, 

3, What are tho methods gener~lly employed for the purifioation of 
orglUlio compounds' H,ow can you. obtam a sample of pure.ether from a mix. 
ture of aloohol. aoetio !!IOld and etller , 

4. 'Write an essay on methods of puri'fication and oriteria of purity 01 
organib oompounds. 
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5. Desoribe how you would sepurt&to In a pu~o oonditifiJ:! eaoh oomponent 
of a mixture of ethyl alcohol. benzoio aoid and aoetanilide. 

6. You are given an organic liquid; how 'would you proceed to test its 
purity? Jf it contains dissolved liquid impurity, desoribe a simple method for 
purifying it. 

7. Give a brief description of the process of "e~raction with solvents" 
and its use in the purification of organic compounds. .D!,scribe the construction 
and use of Soxhlet apparatus. 

8. Whnt is the significance of melting point lind boiling point in OrglJ.P.io 
Chemistry? How would you proceed to find the boiling point Of a liquid, duly 
0.5 mI. of whioh is available. ' 

9. Give an organic compound for Identification, how would you 
proceed to determinf' whether it is It single pure compound or '\n impure sub
stance or a. mixture. (Banara8 B;Sc., 1958) 

10. With the help of a sketch describe the extraction of oil Beeds using 
Soxhlet's apparatus. (llangalore B.Sc., 1969) 



3 
Composition 
of Organic 
Compounds 

Friedrich K. Beilstein 
(1836-1906) 

Russian organic chemist. He discovered 
isomerism of benzyl chloride and 
chlorotoluene. Students know him 

through his test of halogene 

1. DETECTION OF ELEMENTS 

The first step in the analysis of an organic compound is the 
detection of elements present in it. Most of these compounds con
tain 2 to 5 different elements. The principal elements present are: 
carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Often, in addition to these, they may 
contain nitrogen, sulphur and halogens. Phosphorus and metals are 
also present but only rarely. The order of abundance in which these 
el.,ments are founrl in organic compounds is indicated below: 

ELEMENTS 

Carbon 
Hydrogen 
Oxygen 
~itrogen. Halogens and Sulphur 
Phosphorus and Metals 

D'ETECTION OF CARBON AND HYDROGEN 

ORDER OF ABUNIJA:e.CE 

Always present 
Nearly always present 
Generally present 
Less commonly present 
Rarely present 

If the compound under investigation is .known to be organic, 
there is no need to test for carbon. This test is performed only to 

26 
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establish whether a given compound is organic or not. With the 
exception of few compounds e.g., carbon tetrachloride, all organic 
compounds also contain hydrogen. The presence of both these ele
ments is confirmed by the following common test: 

, 0 

LIMEWATER 
Tl.JRNED I.fILI<Y 

• Fig. 3'1. Testing for carbon and hydrogen. 

The organic substance is mixed intimately with about three 
times its weight of dl'Y copper oxide. The mixture is then placed in 
a. hard glass test-tube fitted with a bent delivery tube (Fig. 3'1), the 
other end of which is dipping into lime water in another test-tube. 
The mixture is heated strongly when the following reactions take 
place :-

C + 2CuO __ CO2 + 2Cu 
2H + CuO __ H 20 + Cu 

Thus if carbon is present, it is oxidised to carbon dioxide 
which turns lime water milky. If hydrogen is also present, it will 
be oxidised to water which condenses in small droplets on the cooler 
wall of file test-tube and inside the bulb. The formation of water 
is further confirmed by testing the condensed liquid with anhydrous 
copper sulphate (tvhite) that is turned blue. 

If the subbtance under inv.estigation is a gas or a volatile liquid, tho 
above test is modified. The vapours of the substance are passed over heat,)d 
copper oxide conta~ned in' a hard-glass combustion tube. Tho issuing gases are 
tested for carbon dioxide and water vapour as described before. 

Note. While lesting for hydrogen, it is essential that tho apparatus.and 
copper oxide used are absolutely dry. Cupric oxide being hygroscopic in 
nature it is heated strongly just before use, .. 

DETECTION OF OX,YGEN 
Ther~ is no conclusive test for oxygen, through its presence In 

organic compounds is often inferred by indirect methods. 
(1) The substance is heated alone in a dry test-tube, pref~l. 

ably in an atmosphere of nitrogen. Formation of droplets of water 
on cooler parts of t~e,tube obviously shows the presence of oxygen. 
A negative result, however, does not necessarily show the !tbsence 
of oxygen. 

(2) The second methocl is to test for the preSence of various 
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oxygen.containing groups such as kydroxyl (OR), carboxyl (COOR), 
aldehyde (CRO), nitro (N02), e10, If any of these is detected, the 
presence of oxygen is confirmQd. 

(3) The sure test for oxygen depends on the determination of 
the percentajIe of all other elements present in the given compound. 
If the sum of these percentages falls short of hundred, the remainder 
gives the percentage. of oxygen and thus confirms its presence. 
DETECTION OF NITROGEN 

tI) The presence .. of nitrogen in an organic compound is shown 
by the following tests : 

(1) A little of the substance is heated strongly in a test.tube 
or by directly placing it in the Bunsen fl?-mo. A smell of burnt 
feathers indicates nitrogen. 

(2) Soda.lime Test. The given substa.nce is mixed with 
douole the amount of soda· lime (NaOH +CaOj a.nd heated in a- test 
tube. The vapours of ammonia evolved show the presence of 
nitrogen. A negative result, however, is not I:. proof of the absence 
of nitroge:p. Many olasses of ni~ogenous oompounds inoluding nitro 
and diazo derivatives, do not respond to this test. 

(3) Sodium Test (Lassaigne's Test). This is a. golden test.
for the deteotion of nitrogen in all olassos of nitro.r;cenous compoundEl. 
It involves the following steps: 

(i) 2°/&e 8Ub8tance '9 heated strongly w',th sodium metal. 
N .. + C + N --. NaCN 

o.-,-.J 
Fr_om Org. Compd . 

. (.i) The water extract of the fused m!L!lS is boiled with ferron., 
sulphate solution. 

FeS04 + 2NaOIl ~'Fe(OHl2 + N'¥O, 
From e-xcess 
of sodium 

6NaCN + Fe(OH)a --+ Na,,[Fe(CN)6) + 2NaOH 
Sod. fertooyanide 

(Ui) To the cooled solutwn is then a4ded a little ferric chloride 
801ution and exces8 oj concenlrated hydrochloric acid. 

, 8N8«[Fe(CN)61 + 4FoCla --+- FoOI,[Fe(CN)6]4 + 12NaCI 
Sod. ferrooyanido PruBsian Slue 

The formation of Prussian blue or green coloration confirms 
the presence of nitrogen. 

Hydrochloric aCId is added in this step to dissolve the 
greenish precipitate of ferrous.hydroxide produced by the excess of 
sodium hydroxide on ferrous sulphate in step (ii), which woulr1 
otherwise mark the Prussian blue precipitate. 

Note. In oaso sulphur IS also p~sent along with ni~rogen in the given 
organid Mhlpdurld. a blood red coloratIon may appear whtle pllrfol'ming the 
above nst. This it>" due to tho formation of sodium 8ulpbooyanide whhlh again 
reacts with ferrio chloride to produoe blood .red coloration : 

Nil +C+N+S_ NaCNS 
Sodium sulphouyaniuo 
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3NaCNS+FeCI3 -4 Fe(CNSh + 3~aCl 
Ferric s~lpho. 

cyantde 
(Blood red) .. 

Procedure of Sodium Test. Fi" a .fusion tltbe tn an iron stand, clamp
ing it jUlitnear' the upper en? (Fig. 3'2). Taite a freshly cut p~ece of sodium of 
the pize of a pea. and dry It. by pross-
ing between the folds of a filter paper. 
Place the metal in a fusion tube and 

I 
heat it from below. When it melts t , 
a shining globule, put a pinoh of the 
organio compound on h. Heat the 
tube with the tip of the flame till all 
reaction ceases and it becomes red hot. 
Now plunge it in abOut 50 mls. of dis. 
tilled water taken in a china dish and 
break the bottom of the tube by strik. 
ing against the dish. Boil the con. 
tents of the dish for about ten minutes 
and filter. Label the filtrate as 
'sodium extract' and proceed with it as 
follows. 

lSOOIUM. 
~ ORG,5U8StANct 

Take a portion of the sodium 
extract in 0. test. tube and note if it is 
alkaline. If it is not, make it BO by 
adding sndium hydroxide. Then add 
to it freshly prepared ferrollB sulphate 
solution and hoat it to hailing. Put 
2.3 drops of ferric ohloride solution, cool 
and aoidify with cone. hydroohloric 
acid. A PrUB$ii1.n 'blue or green precipitate, 
sence of nitrogen, 

DETECTION OF SULPHUR 

\ 
Fig. 3'2. Sc,dium test (or nitrogen. 

or even coloro.tion, confirms the pre-

The presence of sulphur in organic s~4stances is shown as 
described below: 

(1) Sodtum Test. Sulphur, if present, in the given organio 
compound, upon fusion with sodium reacts to form sodium sulphide. 

2Na+S _ Na..S 
Sodium sulphide 

Thus, the 'sodium ,extract' obtained from the fused mass may bo 
tested as: 

(i) To a 'portion, add freshly prepared I:!odium nitroprusslne 
solution. A deem violet colorlltion indicates sulph\lr. 

(ii) Acidify a second portloll of the extraot with acetic acid 
and then, add lead acetate solution A black prp,cipitate of lead suI. 
phide confirml:'l the presence of sulphur. 

Pb(CHaCOO)z + NazS __ PbS + 2ClJaOOONa 
Lead acetate Lead fJurphate 

,(2) Qxidatil)il Test. The organic 
I'lixture. of potassium nitrate and sodium' 
if present, is oxiclised to :l\llphM~, 

(Black) 

subslianoe is f\lsed with 
carb(ma.te. The, stl\"phu 

NnaCOa+S+30 .._. .1.'111160" +. Co.~ 
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The fused mass is extracted with water, acidified with hydro
chloric acid I,tnd then barium chloride solution is added to it. A 
white precipitate· indicates the presen.ce of sulphur. 

.. BaCJa+NazS04 __ BaSO, + 2NaCI 
Barium sUlphate 

(White ppt.) 

DETECTION OF HALOGENS 

(1) . Sodium Test. Upon fu~ion with sodium, the halogens in 
the organic compound are converted, to the corresponding sodium 
halides. Thus, 

CI+Na __ NaCI 

Br+Na ---.. NaBr 
l+Na __ ·Nal 

Acidify a portion of 'sodium extract' with dilute nitric acid 
and add to it silver nitrate. ~olution . 

. White precipitate .soluble in ammonia indicates CHLORINE, 

Yeliowisk precipitate spar~ngly. sOluble· in ammonia indioofe8 
BROMINE, 

an. Yellow precipitate i,,:soluble in ammoni"a indicates IODINE. 

Note. When nitrogE)n or.sulphur is also present in the compound, the 
'sodium extTMt' before t~8ting for.halogens is boiled with strong nitric acid to 
decompose the cyanide lind.the sulphide formed during the sodium'fusion. If 
not removed, the·sa radicals will form a white and black precipitate respectively 

, on the addition of silver nitra~e. 

NaCN +HN03 __ NaN03+HCN t 

NagS-I-2HN02 __ 2NaNOa+H2S t 
(2) Copper Wire. Test (Beilstein's Test). The copper wire 

flattened at one· end is heated in an. oxidising Bunsen flame. till it 
ceases to impart any green colour to the 
flame.. A small quantity of substance 
under !nv~stigatio is now taken on the 
flattened -end of t~wire which is re-inserted 
in the Bunsen flaine. Upon heating for a 
while, .the halogen present in the substance 
is. converted. to a volatile copper halide 
which imparts a blue or green colour to the 
flame. This test though very sensitive, is 
not always reliable. A substance like urea 
whi'ch contains no halogen, also colours the 

o flame green. 

DETECTION OF PHOSPHORUS 
Fig. 3'3. Beilstein's test. 

The solid substance is heated strongly with an oxidising agent 
Buch as conc. nitric acid or a mixture of sodium carbonate and 
potassium nitrate. The phosph<?rus J?resent in the s~bstance is thus 
oxidised to phosphate. The reSIdue IS extracted WIth water, boiled 
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with some nitric acid, and then a not solution of ammonium molyb
date is added to it in excess. A yellow coloration or precipitate 
indicates the -presence of phosphorus. 
DETECTION OF METALS 

The substance is strongly heated in a crucible, preferably of 
platinum, till all reaction ceases. An incombustible residue indica
tes the presence of a metal in the substance. The residue is ex
tracted with dilute acid arid the solution tested for the presence of 
metallic radical by the uRual scheme employed for inorganic salts. 

2. ESTIMATION OF ELEMENTS 

Having known the elements present in a given organic com
pound, we proceed to determine their composition by weight. The 
estimation of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and other-elements can be 
done accurately by metbods described below. No dependable method 
is, however, available for the determination of oxygen and hence 
its amount is a,]waVIi determined by difference. 

ESTIMATION OF C AND H 

Both carbon and hydrogen are estimated together in one oper
ation. A known weight of the organic substance is burnt in excess 
of oxygen when the carbon and hydrogen present in it are oxidised 
to carbon dioxide and wa.ter respectively. 

Cj;Hi/ + O2 --. xCOz + 'Y/2H20 
(excess) 

The weights of carbon dioxide and water thu!) formed are 
-detel'nlined and the amounts of carbon and hydrogen in the original 
substance calculitie'd. . . 

Apparatu$. The apparatus employed for the pUrpose consists 
of three units, 

(i) Oxyg~n I>u'pply, 
(ii) Combustijl,Jn tube, .and 

(iii) Absorption apparatus. 

PURl DRY 
OXYGEN 

COPPER OXIDE 

\ 
: F{JRNACE I L __________ -l 

H2S04"" 1(01'1 
PUMICE SOLUTIO.!; 

Fig. 3·4. Apparatus for the estimation of C and H. 

Oxygen Supply. Oxygen from the aspirator is allowed to bub
ble through sulpburic acid contained in a Drechsel bottle anti then 
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pa;;sed through U-tubes charged with soda-lime. The-oxygen gas 
thus freed from mQisture and carbon dioxide enters the combustion 
tube. 

Oom'(mstion tube. A. hard-glass tuba about 33 inches ill length 
and l inch in diameter, and open at both ends is used tor the com
bustion of the organio substance. It is filled as shown in Fig. 3'4, 
with (i) a roll of oxidised Clopper gauze to prevent the baokward 
diffusion of the produots of oombustion, (ii) a porcelain boat con
taining a known weight (about 0;2 gm.) of the organio substance, 
(iii) coarse copper oxide packed in about two-thirds of the entire 
length of the tube, and kept in position by loose asbestos plugs 
,or. eithe!'-'·side ; and (iv) a roll of oxidised copper gauze placed to
wards the end of the combustion tube- to prevent any vapours of the 
o~ga.nio substance leaving the tube unoxidised. The combustioJ;l tube 
is ebolosed in a furnace, heated by gas burners. 

Absorption Apparatu8. The products of combustion conliaming 
moisture and carbon dioxide are then passed on to the absorption 
apparatus which consists of: (i) a weighed U-tube packed with pumioe 
soaked in concentrated sulphuric acid, .to absorb water, (ii) a set of 
bulbs contaming strons'solution of potassium hydroxiqe, to absorb 
carbon dioxide, and finally (iii) a guard-tube filled with anhyd. 
roW" caloium ohloride to prevent the entry of moisture from atmos· 
phere. 

Procedure. 'fo start with, before loading it with the boat, 
the combustion tube is detaohed from the absorptIon unit. The 
t,ube is heated strongly to dry ,its contents and carbon dioxide pre. 
sent in it is removed by passing a ourrent of pure, dry oxygen 
through it. It is then cooled slightly and connected to the absorp
tion apparatus. The other end of the combustion tube is opened 
for a while- and the boat oontaining weighed organic SUbstance 
introduced. The tube is again heated strongly till the whole of 
the substanoe in the boat has burnt away. This take~ about two 
hours. Finally, a strong ourrent of oxygen is passed through the 
combustion tube to sweep away any traces of carbon dioxide or 
moisture which may have been left in it. The U·tube lHld the pot,ash 
bulbs are then detaohed and the iilCi'on,s(\ in weight of each of them 
determined. 

and 

Let the weight of the substanoe taken 
IrtorE'ase in weight oCU·tube (H20) 
Inorease in weight oC potash bulbs (C02) 

Since 18 grams oC water contain hydrogen 

'II grams oC water contain hydrogen 

Also, 44 gram~ of CO2 contain carbon 

z .. " 

=xgrams 
""'!I grams 
=2: grams 
... 2 grams 

2 
""18 xy gramfl 

,..12 grams 
12 =« xz grams 

Hence the Ilh'on organio substanoe contains 

2'11 100 
H=TIjX7% 

12z WOOl 
C =« X-;;- fo' 
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Note. (1) If the organio substanoe under invelltigation aIao oontains 
nitrogen, upon combustion it will produce oxides of nitrogen whioh will also be 
absorbed in the potash bulbs. Henoe a spiral of copper is introduced at the 
right8xtreme of the coml:>ustion tube, so that'the oxides ofnikogen are reduced 
t.o free nitrogen which escapes unabsorbed. 

(2) If the compound oontains halogens as well, a spiral of silver is also 
intrOduced in the combustion tube.. The free halogens, Which would have heen 
otherwise absorbed in the potash bulhs, are converted to silver haUdes and thus 
eliminated from the produots of combustion. 

(3) In C888 the substance also contains sulphur. the ooppe~ oxide in the 
combustio.n tube ia.replaced by lead chromate. The sulphur dioxide formed 
during combustion.ill thus converted to lead sulphate and 18 thus prevented from 
passing into the aDsorption unit. 

Example 1. 0'2176 gm. of. an organio 8ubatunoe gave .oil com 
bU81ion 0'4960 urn. 01 carbon dioxlde and 0·2026 gm. 01 water. Oalcu. 
late the percentage 0/ carbon (lnd hydrogen in it. 

Weight. oUbe substance taken ... o·sns gmt 

Weight of 00. formed _ 0"950 gut. 

We'ght oC 810 form$d - Q'30sa gOl. 

Now, we know. 00a_0 and R,O'. 2H 
. "12 18 .2 

Weight of d in 0"950 sm. of CO. 
0·.9S0xI2 

- il. gm. 

WeilJht of H in 0'2025 gm. of RaO 
0·202SxB 

.... 18 gm, 

0,'950 X 12. 100 
Hence, poroentage of C_ U: X 0.2.76 

... M·IS' 

0·2025 x2 100 
and percentage of R... 18 X 0'2c,76 

=9·01) 

Example 2. 0·234~ gm. 0/ an organio oom1)Ound oontaining 
carbon, hlldrogen and oxygen only was analysed by the oombustion 
method. The increase in weight 0/ the U.htbe and the potash bulbs 
at 11,e end 0/ the operat.ion was/ound to be 0,2'11)1 gtn. and 0·4488 gm. 
,·{!spectively. Determine the percentage composition 0/ the compound. 

Wt. of CO2 (increase ill wt. ot" potash bulbs) ... 0'4488 gm. 

Wt. orlIllO (increaso in ,vt. of U.tuho) ",,:0'2754 gm. 

Sinco we lmow that COgeC an(1 lI,052H 
44 12 IS 2 

Wt. of C In O'HRS gill. of CO2 ,,,,, O'44~~ X 12 gm. 

'. 0·2i.14x2 
Wt. of H In O'27iJ4 sm. ofH20= 18 gm. 

Bllt t.ho wt. of tho compound tl\ken for Rnnlysis=O'234G gr.l. 
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•• Percentage of C in it _ O'44~8xl~ ~ -""'18 
- 44, X 0'2346 - ... ~ 

PerCI..l~e of 1I 0·2754 X 2 X ~_ 18.04 
IS 1)'2346-

Percentage of 0 (differBtl.ce)-34'78; 

ESTIMATION OF NITROGEN 

The two chief metllods for the estimation of nitrogen in an 
organic substance are : 

(i) The Duma8' Method, 
and (ii) The Kjeldahl'a Method. 

Dumas' Method. This method is ba.sed upon the fact that 
nitrog~nous rompounds when heated with copper oxide in an a.troos. 
phere of carbon dioxide yield free nitrogen. Thus: 

C",HftN$+(CuO) --+ xC01+Yf2 H20+z/2 N:+(Cu} 

Traces of oxides of nitrogen, which may be formed in some cases, 
I).re reduced to elementary nit.rogen by passing 0\'('1' heated, copper 
spiral, 

Apparatus. The apparatus used in the Dumas' method con. 
fliiltH of: 

{i} OOa generator, 
{iiI C()l1ibuBtion tuoe, 

and (iii) ScMJI' 8 nitrom,eter. 

CO2 GEl'EBA'rOR. The carbon dio:s.ide need(ld in this process 
is prepa.red by hea.ting magnesite or sodium bicarbonate contained in 

_ (Jkr 

FINC Cu(,'t 
SUBSTANcE 

8RI6H r 
COPPER ,-,PINAL 

(.0,41?5F (uO 

-. . 

Fig. lH). Dum&&' met-bod for nitrogen estimation. 

a hard-glass test-tube, Of by t.he action of dilute hydrochloric acid on 
marble in a Kipp's apparatus. The gas is pttssed into tIle combus-
tion tube after being dried by bubbling through concentrated sui
.phudc acid contain('d in l1. Drechsel bott!e, 
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CoMBUSTION TUBE. The combustion tube of about 90 cms. 
length, which is heated in a combustion furnace, is charged with: 

(i) a roll of oxidised copper gauze to prevent the back diffusion 
of the products of combustion and to heat the organic substance 
mixed with copper oxide by radiatjon ; 

(iiJ a weighed amount (about 0,2 gm.) of the organic 8ubstance 
mixed with excess of oolyper oxide; 

(iii) a layer of coarse copper oxide packed in about two·thirds 
of the en*e length of the tube, and kept in position by loose 
asbestos plugs on either side; this oxidises the organic varours passing 
through it ; .and 

(itl) a reduced copper 8piral which reduces any oxides of nitro. 
gen formed during combustion, to nitrogen. 

SOHIFF'S NITROMETER. The nitroge~ gas obtained by the 
decomposition of the substance in the combustion tube is mixed 
with considerable excess of carbon dioxide. It is estimated by 
passing into· Schiff's nitrometer where carbon dioxide is absorbed by 
caustic potash solution and the nitrQgen collects in the upper part of 
the graduated tube. . 

Procedure. The apparatus is fitted up as shown in Fig. 3'5, 
and to start with, the tap of the nitrometer is left open. Carbon 
dioxide is passed through the combustion tube to replace the air itl 
it. When the gas bubbles rising through the potash solution fail to 
reach the top of it and are completely absorbed, it shows tha.t only 

. carbon dioxide is coming and that all the air has been displaced 
from the combustion tube. The nitrometer is then filled with 
potassium hydroxid~, solution by lowering the reservoir and the tap' 
closed. The combustion tube is no~ heated in the furnace, raising 
the temperature gradually. The mtrogen set free from th-e. com· 
pound collects in the nitrometer_ When the combustion is complete, 
a strong. current of carbon dioxide is sent through the apparatus in 
order to sweep the last traces of nitrogen from it. The volume of 
the gas collected is noted after adjusting the reservoir so that the 
level of solution in it and the graduated tube is the same. The 
atmospheric pressure and the temperature are also recorded. 

Calculations: 

Let w=weight of the"8ub~.ance in grams 

'IJ=volume of moist N2 in mls. 

t=room ~mperature in °C 

B= barometric pressure in mm. of mercury 

b=aq. tension at room temperature WC) 
t1 eB-b) 273 

Volume ofN, at N,T.P '+2'13 X 760 

""". V mls. (say) 
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Now, 22,400 mIs, of Na at N.T.P. weigh::028 gmB• 

28 
V mls. ,. = 22400 xV gma, 

28V ioo 
,'. Percentage of N ... 22400 ' X W . 

Example 3, 0'1877 gm. oj an O1'gani~ subs~at!ce when analysed 
by the Dumas' method yield 31·7 m1s. oj mo,sl t1;,trogen mectsu1'ed at 
14°0 and 758 mm. mercury P'·e8stl1·e. Determtne the percentape oj 
nitrogen in the 8ubstance. (Aqueous tension at 14°0=12 mm.) 

Volume of Nfl at N.T.P 
v (B-b) 273 

.... t+273 X 760 =-V mla. 

Substituting the va' OliS "l1lues in the above equation. 

V 31·7 (758-12) 273 29' J 
.... 1~+273 ";700= Hm A 

Weight of2~·1} mls. of nitrOgen=22:~O X29·0 gms. 

.'. Percenta.ge of nitrogen 
28 x29·6 103 

=- 22400 XO')877 
=19·72 

£xample 4. In the estimation of nitrogen present in an organic 
compound by Dumas' method, 0·200 11m. yielded 20·, mls. oj nitmgen 
at 15°0 and 760 mm. pre8/Jure. Oalculate the percentage oj nitrogw 
in the compou1ul. 

Volume of Na at N.T.P. 
tlxB .273 

= '-+273 X 760 =V mls. 

Substituting the vllrious valuefl in the a.bove 'equation, 
20·7 X 7·0 273 

V = -m- X 76(' "",19'63 mls. 

W~ight of 19·63 mls. (Jf nitrogen ..... 2~!OO X HHl3 gms. 

28 100 
.'. Percenta.go of nitrogen "" 22400 X 10·63 X 0.2 

=12'27 : 

Kjeldahl's Method. This method is carriea muoh more ~sily 
than the Dumas' method. It is ns('d largely in t.he unl\tysis of fo()ds 
and fertilisers. 

Kjeldahl's method is hased on the fact that when an organio 
compound containiug nitrogen is heated with concentrated sulp}mric 
acid, the nitrogen··in it is quantitatively converted into ammonium 
sulphate. The resultant liquid is then treated with excess of alkali 
and the liberated ammonia glts absorbed in excess of stundard acid. 
The amount of ammonia (and hence of nitrogen) is determined by 
finding tho amount of acid neut.ralised by back titration with ~()me 
standard alkali. 

Procedure. A weighed quantity of the substance (0'3 to 0'5 
gm.)· is placed in a speoial long-necked 'Kjeldahl flask' made of 
resistant glass About 25 mls. of concentrated sulphuric ,tl'id to, 



gether with a little potassium sulphate and copper sulphate is added 
to it. Potassium sulphate raises the boiling point a.nd thus ensures 
complete reaction, while cQPper sulphate acts as a catalyst.' The 
flask is loosely stop-pered by l~. glass bttl~ a/P.I;! heatEld gently in an 
inclined position. 'fhe heating is continued tilt the brown .colour ,of 
the liquid first produced, disa.ppe~s leaving bhe contents clear as 
before. At this point all the nitrogen in the substance is' con:vert~d 
to ammonium sulphate. The Kjeldahl flask is then cooled and its 

KJElbAIIU5EO 
llQUIO +£XCESS 

OF A~KAll 

.. 

Fig. 3'6. Kjeldahl flask. Fig. 3·7. Distillation of ammonia. 

coutents diluted with some distilled water, nnd then carefully trans
ferred into a one-litre round.bottomed ~ask. An excess of sodium 
hydroxide .sQlution is p!:mred down the side of the flask and it is 
fitted with a -KjelJahl trap and a water condenser, as shown iq 
Fig. 3'7. The lower end of the condenser dips in ~ measured volum~ 
of excess of the N/I0 HISO, solution. The liquid In the round-bottom
ed fiaflk is thon heated and the liberated ammonia distilled into 
,sulphuric uoid. The Kjeldahl trap serves to retain Q,ny alkali 
splashed up on vigQrous boiling. When no more ammonia pasRe's 
over (te~t the distillate wit,h red litmusj, the receiver is removtld: 
The excess of acid is then determined by titration with N/IO alkali, 
using ph()nolph~ha:lein a.s the indicator. 

Calculations. l.et the weight oC the organio substance be Ll) gms. and 
V mls. of N. U(ll is reqllirtld·for complete neutralisation of ulDmonia. evolved. 

Vml. N.BOI B V ml_ofN. NU3 

1000 mIs. of N.NU3 ,con,tain 17 gmB. of ammonia or 14 gm". of nitrogen. 

Amount of nitrogen present in V mIs. of N. NBs 
14 

=lOOOxVxN gm. 
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where 
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100 
Percentage of mtrogen = Wt. of nitrogen X __ .......,;;;.:;..;...-:-=-:-:

Wt1. of Bubstance 
14 

=iOOOxVxNx 

HVN =--II) 

lOt) 
II) 

N stands for nonnality of the acid used 

V stands for volume of the acid used up 
and :I: stands for the substance kjeldahlised. 

Example 5. 0'257 gm. of an organio Bubstdnoe was heated with 
oono. sulphurio 4Cid an,d then distilled with excess of strong alkali; 
The ammonia gas etJoZved was absorbed in 50 mls. of N/I0 hydroohlo· 
rio aoid which required 23·2 mls. of N/I0 NaOH for neutralisation at 
the end of the operation. D'ltermine the peroenta{/e of nitrogen in the 
substanoe. 

Volume of N/IO HOI neutralised by ammonia=50_23·2 
=26'8 mls. 

Now,· 26'8 mls. of N/IO HCI 5!! 26·8 mls. ofN/IO NHII 
526·8 mls. of N/IO N (lOmbined) 

ft6 8 I f NIl '" I . . 14 26'8 f 't ... • m s. 0 0 ... , 80 utlon contains 10 X 1000 gms. 0 n1 rogen 

This weight of nitrogen was originally present in 0'257 gm. of the 
organic substance. . 

.'. Percentage of nitrogen 14 x 26'8 X ~ _ 14'6 
10XlOOO 0'257· - • 

Example 6. 0·4 gm. of an organic oompoul1d was kjeldahUsed 
and ammonia evolved was absorbed into 50 mls. ot semi·normal 
solution oj sulphurio aoid. The residual aoid solution was diluted 
with disttlled water and the volume was made up to 150 m18. ~u mls. 
of this diluted solution required 31 mls. of N/20 NaOH solut,ionf01 
oompl.ete neutralisation. 9alculate the peroentage of nitrogen in ,the 
compound, 

(i) CALOULATION OF ACID USED BY AMMONIA. 

N 
Volu~e of 2' H 2SO, taken=50 mls. 

Let the volume of N/2 H 2SO, len unused by ammonia= V mls. 
V mIs. of this acid solutiOn was diluted to 150 mIll. and titrated against 

Nj20 NaOH. 

20 mls. of diluted solution;s31 .nls. of N/20 N{\OH 

" Normality of diluted solution = 31 X :0 X ~O= !~o N 

Normality of 150 mls. of acid solution= :~o N 

i.e., V mls. of ~ H~SO,;s 150 mls.·of :~O N diluted acid 

31 2 
V = 150 X -400 X T =23 25 mle. 
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N 
Volume of TH2S0, left =23'.25 ·mls . 

• '. Volume ofaeid used up by ammonia=50-23·211 ... .26·75 mls. 

(ii) CALCULATION OF PERCENTAGE OF N. 
26·75 mls. ofN/2' H 3SO. = 26'75 mls. of N/2 NHa solution 

526'75 mls. of N/2 N (combined in 6olvtion) 

.• Wt,. of nitrogen in 26·75 mls. of N/.2 solution 
14 1 

=2 X lOOOx26.75 gma. 
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This wt. of nitrogen was originally present in 0'4 gm. of the substance. 
14 1 100 

.'. Percentage of nitrogen ="'2 X -\000 X 26·75 X -o:i =46·81. 

ESTIMATION OF HALOGENS 

Carius Method. It consists in oxidising the organic substance 
with fuming nitric acid in the presence of silYer nitr&.te. The halo· 
gen of the substance is thus converted to silver halide which is 
separated and weighe(l. 

The Carius method of estimating halogens involves the use of" 
a stout hard-glass tube (bomb tube) of abo!lt 50 ems. length and 
closed at one end. Ahout 5 mb. of fuming nitric acid together with 
2 to 2'5 gms. of p'_1re silver nitrate is plalJed in it. A narrow 'weigh
ing tube, containing an accurately weighed quantity of the substallce 
is then slipped into the bomb tt:Je, taking. care to avoid the mixing 
of the substance with nitric acid. The open end of the tube is 
then sealed ofl'. It is D;)W' heated in ail iron jacket of the furnace 
heated h'y hurners from below. The temperature of the furnace is 
gradually raised to 30UoO. After heating for about six hours, the 
tube is allowed t.o eool. The high pressure developed inside the 
tube is released by softening the sealed end with a small flame. 

IRON TU8E 
CAR/u.s TUBl I 

r ---- - - -- - - ~ -----j-----, 
I I _.J 

I ORGANIC 
I SUBSTANCE 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Fig, 3·8, Heating the bomb tube in a furnace 
(Gan:us Method). 

,;h I' It hole i;; h:own open through which the gfii:iCS escape. The 
.. r d of the tu be i" how cut off and the contents transferred into a 
I"eaker. The haii.~le formed is collected in a Gooch crucible, 
washed, dried and weighed. 

Let w gms. of the organic Hubstance give x gms. of the Rilver 
"d;rl{'. 

f h I 
At. Wt, ofhalol!on IOOx 

.'. Perrl'ntllge 0 a ogen= M. 'Vt, of silver halide X w-. 
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Example 7. 0-197 gm. 0/ an organic Bubstance when heated with 
excess of .glrong '"itric acid and 8ilver nitrate (lave 1)'3525 (1m. of iJtltJer 
iodide. .P,:nd the percentage of iodine in the compound. 

~ince. AgI 50 I 
(108+127) 127 

In this case 0-11)7 gm. of the 90mpound gave 0-3525 gm. of Ag! 
. 0·3&21i x 127 . 1" 

e 235 gm. laC me 

_. 0·3525 X 127 100 
.• the percentl1gs of JOdme= 235 Xo;m 

=!}6·68. 

Example 8. 0-2562 gm. of an. organic 8ubstance !Vk.e>~ heated 
1(,'il". excess of strong nii"ic acid and silver nitrate gave 0'3066 gm. of 
Ilil-ver fJromide. Find the percentage of bromine in Ihe compound. 

Since AgBr 51 Br 
1108+80) 80 _ 

Rore, 0'2562 gm. Of the substance gave 0'3066 gm. of AgBr 

O·a066X80 . 
188 gm. bromme 

.• 'tlle porce'ltage of bromine 
()-3066 X SO X 100 -~O.1)3 

188 0'2562 _0 

Oxygen Flask Method. -This method of t"stimating halogens 
has been introduced only recently. It IS simple in operation and 
general in application. The. organic sample is ignitet\ in an atmos
phere of oxygen and the products of combustion are absorb(ld- in 
aqueous alkaline hydrogen peroxide. The chlorino and bromine 
of the organic substal1ce are converted into chloride and bromide 
respecti'rely, whereas iodine if present is changed into molec\llllr 
iodine with some iodate. These products are then determined by 
titration me-thod. 

Proced\ire. A known weight of the organic sample is wrapped in 
a filter paper so that a smaH tail of paper is left out as a fuse. Tht' 

"wrapped sample is claspe-d 
between the folds of' a plati
num gauze attached to the 

Fig. 3·0. Estimation of balogens by 
oxygen flask method. 

glass stopper by platinum 
wire. Dilute sodium hydroxide 
and a few drops of hydrogen 
peroxide (H20,) nrc placed 
in a conical flask (8ee Fig. 3'9). 
The flask is brisJdy flushed 
with It stream of oxygen from 
an 'oxygen cylinder'. The 
paper' fuse is ignited and 
the {!round glass stopper 
('Iurying the sample replurcd 
mpidly into the flask. The 
stopper is pressed with lutlJd 
to ml~k~ the joint air- tight 
fur the {ow seconds of com
bustiou. The 'oxygen flask' 
(from which the method 
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t.a.kes its name) is now shaken vigorously to ensure complete absorp. 
tion of the gaseous products. The stopper and the platinum mOtint· 
jng (gauze and holding wire) are carefully washed into the flu~k and 
the cDntents analysed as follows. , 

Ohlorine and Bromine Rre estimllted by making the contcntll 
of the flask slightly acidic with sulphuric add and thetl titrating 
lrith standard solution of silver nitrate. If the \~'eight of the 
orga.~ic sample taken be x g.ms. and V mls. of N. silver. nitrate is 
reqlllred to reach the end pomt, the percentage of chlorme can be 
calculated. 

Since ClaAgN03 

V mls. of N AgNOa=V mls. of N chlorinc (01) 

But 1000 mIs. of N chlorine (Cl) solution contains OJ 
=35'0 gm. 

V mls. of N chlorine ,(01) I1Olution contt\,ins CI 

35'5 • 
-'=100 X lV xV gm. 

Hence percentage of 01 in sample 

=~ N V ~ 1000 X X X 'l: 

Similurly, the percentage of bromine (Br) in the ol'ga.nw saml,le 
would be 

• 80" 100 
=--xNxVx--

100 x 

Iodine is determined by first cOllvel'ting it into j(l(lltte by 
adding excess of bromine. Then potassium iodide and sulphuric 
acid is added to liherate iodine which is titrated 'with stn.n(l·'rd 
thiosulphate. 

J2+5Brt+6HIlO --+ 2HlOa+lOHBr 

HI03 -!-5HI -lo 3I,+3HsO 

If x gm. (If the sa'mp}e require V mls. of N :,todium tltlo
sulphate, 

. 127 N HIli 
Percentage of 1= 10011 xTx V Xx 

ESTIMATION OF SAND P 

Sulphur is estimated by a slight modification of the Oartus 
ntethr)~. The organio substPol\ce- is heated with fuming nitric acid 
but 110 silver nitrato is added. TIle sulphur of the substance is 
oxidil'lcd to .'<ulphuric acid \\ hleh i:,; tllE'1l precipitated as "ariuOl 
Hlllphato by adding exees!! of harium chloride solution. The preci
pita.te i~ filtered, warshec1, drieortnd weighed. From the weight of 
the borium sulphate so obtained, tho percentage of tlulphur cnn h~ 
calculated. 
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Phosphorus is also estimated like sulphur. The organic sub
stance is heated with fuming nitric acid whereupon its phosphorus is 
oxidised to phof:1phoric acid. The phosphoric acid is precipitated as 
ammonium phosphomolybdate, (NH.)3P04.12Mo03, by the addition 
of ammonia and ammoniuIIl molybdate solution, which is then sepa
rated, dried and weighed. 

Example 9. In. an e8timation of 8ulphur by the OariU8 method 
0·2175 gm. of the/substance gave 0'5825 gm. of barium 8ulphate Oal- .... · 
culate the percentage of 8ulphur in the sub8tance. 

We know, BaSO, e S 

(137 +32+64) 32 

Or, 233 gme. of BaSO; contain 32 gme. of sulphur. 

. 0·5825 
32 
333-XO.5825 gm. of sulphur . " '. 

This is the weight of sulphur present in 0·2175 gm. of the substance. 
32 X 0·5825 100 

Hence, percentage. of S= 233 X 0'2175 =36·77. 

Exam.ple 10. (}·395 ~m. of (tTh Ot'g(tThVl C/lw.pav.'W1 ~y C<J.TVU 
method for the estimation of 8ulphtt.r gave 0·582 gm. oj BaSO,. Find 
the percentage of 8ulphur in the compaund. 

i.e .• 

We know. BaSO, == S 
233 32 

233 gma. of B"aSO, contain!! 32 gms. of sulphur. 

32 . 233 X 0·582 gm. of sulphur. 
" 0·582 .. 

This is the weight of sulphur· present in 0·395 gm. of,the substance. 

Hence, the percentage of sulphur 

32 100 
= mXO'1582X 0.395 

=20·23. 

ESTIMATION OF OXY\}EN 

Until recent.ly, the percentl.\,ge of oxygen ,in a given organic 
compound was found by difference. Any percentage of the total 
composition 1lOt aocounted for by the foregoing determination was 
taken to be oxygen. This rather faulty procedure. of estimating 
oxygen has now been replaced by a direct experImental method 
described below. 

Principle. 'I'he g.i.v~n organic garilple is pyrolysed (decompos
ed by heating) in a ~rea,m of nitrogen gas. The elemental oxygen 
along with other gaseous products is passed through hot cD,l'bon 
(1100°). All the oxygen is thereby conyerted to carbon morwxide. 
This when passed'throug'l:l warm (175°) iodine pentoxide (1201») is 
oxidiged to carbon d;ox,de pl'ollucing iodine. 

hea.t 
Org. Compound ---+ 02+gaseous products 

Ill(W} 
02+20 ~ 2CO 
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(175°) 
5CO+120 5 __ fjCO~+12 

43 

By determining the amount of CO, (or 12) produced, the percen
tage of carbon in the original organic compound can be calculated. 

Procedure. The pyrolysis of the given organic compound 
is carried in a combustion apparatus similar to the one used for 
the estimation of carbon and hydrogen. 

GRANULAR. 
CARBON 5UB5TANCE 

r-- ----- ----, 

~, 1:"" I" (~il '1 /))",,1, . 'I 
N2__"~ ~~: ~:~:i;t.;.~·.~/ .. ,'.;,: I~~~: •.• ~:;:~ 

~_ ~ " .,.." t,r/tJ •• :,'r'4,"/~. 

I • 

; FURNACE ~ ~ ______________ J 

Fig. 3'10. Pyrolysis unit of the apparatus used for the 
estimation of oxygen. 

A weighed quantity 'Of the sample is charged it). a. porcelain 
ho?,t which is loaded into the combustion tube. The latter part 
of the combustion tube is packed with granular carbon. The 
temperl\tu're of the heating furnace jacket is kept at llOO°C. Pure 
nitrogen from a cylinder enters the tube from the left end a.nd sweeps 
through it. 

The gases emerging from the combustion tube containing 
carbon monoxide are first passed through a U·tube containing soda· 
asbestos (asbestos impregnated with dry NaOH). This retains any 
acidic materials obtained from halogens, nitrogen or sulphur present 
in the organic sample. The gaseous mixture free from the acidio 
materials is then passed tluough a wjrie glass tube packed with 
iodine peritoxide kept at 175°C. It converts carbon monoxide to 
carbon dioxide and generating iodint:. 

r- - - - - - - - - - - --"1 
I 

l ___ . ___ . ______ _ 

K/ KOH 

Fig. 3'11 •. Absorption unit. 

The resulting gaseous mixture is now allowed to pass over a 
lleC! of potassium iodide (KD laid in a wide glass tube. This l'emoveB 
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iodin(l. 'l'he residua.l gases contammg carlJ,(lJl dioxide are finally 
passed through It soda·asbcstos U·tube where CO2 is r(ltained.· The 
soda.~sbes~os tu?e is weighed before and Mter pYl'olyeis, ·The differ. 
ence m weIght gIves the amount of CO2 obtamed from the given 
sample of the orga1lic compound. 

Calculation!!! : 

Let the weight of Qrgrmio substance taken=x gms. 
Increase in the weight of KOH tube ='!J gms. 

Since 05C05C02 

16 gnHI. of oxygen preiient in the substance <'an form 44 grams 
of CO2 , 

44 gU1S of CO2 arc (lbtained from oxygen 
=16gms. 

y gros. of COa are obtained from oxygen 
16 

= ·44' xy gms. 

Henee the weight of oxygen in tIw weight of f>!lmple taken 
16 

=: «Xy gmll. 

the percentltge of oxygen 

16 1/ 
=-- X .!- X 100 

44 x 
QUESTIONS 

1. Give an Mconnt, of the methods by which the presence of nitrogen, 
ohlorine and sulphur is tested in organic Bolirls. 

2. How would you test for the presence of chlorine in an organio oom· 
pound? Desoribe how it is qualitatively determined. 

3. How onn you identify halogens nnd nitrogen when thoy occur 
together in an organiQ corn pound ? 

4. Explain briefly with a diagram of the apparatus employed in the 
method of determining the peroentagfl of oarbon !lnd hydrogen in an organio 
compound containing c_ftrbon, hydrogen and nitrogen only. 

5. Describe fully how you would detect the presence of (a) nitrogen, 
(b) sulphur, (0) phosphorus in an organio substance, explaining as far as 
poSBible the reactions involved by moans of equations. How would you 
determine one of these elemonts quantitativl'ly ? 

6. Doscl'ibe with ossential details the vBrious lllllthodl! availablo for 
the quantit."Uve estimation of nitrogen in an o·rganic compound. 

0·8 gm. of a. substance 'vas digested with sulphurio acid, and thcn dissol. 
ved with an excees of cBustic soda. The ammonia gas evolved WIlS passed 
t~ough 100 c.c. of. 1 N sulphurio acid. Tho excesa. of acid required 1i0 o.c. of 
1 N caustio soda solution fOl' ·its complete noutralisation. Calculate the per
centage of nitrogen ill the (·omponnd. [Ans. 35%] (Naf/plir B.Se., J96O) 

7. How is nitrogen detect('.rl and Ilstimaterl in an organic compound! 
0'2 gm. of an organic substance on Kjeldohl's analysis gaV(l enough ammonia 
to just. neutralise 20 0,0. of docinorm:ll sulphuric: acid. Caloulate the pOl'cel'ltagfl 
of nitrogen in the compound. [Aus. 14'0%] (AlI1l(1malai B.Se., 1961) 
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8. Deseribe the mct.JlOd of estimation of sulphur in an orgailic com
pound. 

Three isomerio oompounds haye ,'apour donsit·y 29'5 Rnd contain C 
~6l-02%, H= 15·25% and N =23·73%. Assign str\lctural formulae to them 
;nd suggest a method to distinguish them. 

(Atomic weights: H=I, C=12, N.=141 
~Ans. CaH1NH2 ; CHsNHC2H6 ; (CH3l3N] IBaroclu B .. Sc., 1962) 
9. How do you detect the pre~enc6 of nitro~cn, sulphur nnd halogen 

in organio compcunds! Explrlin tho chemieal loactlons involved. How are 
,lrganie Cum pounds purified? IOsmaniu ]J..'}c. Pm't ll, 1963) 

10. How would you estimate nitro~en in u nitrogenOll:i orgapie com. 
pound 1 Give all details anti discuss tho l't'llctions involved. 

(Nagpul' B.Sc. II, 1964 
II. Descl'ibe fully h.jllldahl··s method for tho estimation of nitrogen in 

an orgullic compo!.lnd. Whut uro its limitations 1 (Onlcuttu B.Sc., 1964) 

12. How (Jan you cRtill1llte nitro'g~n qllRntitntively in un or~anic com-
pound! (Dibrugarh B.Sc., 1967) 

13. Give a brief Rccount of (.a) the detec~ion and (II) II mothod for the 
estimation of nitrogol\ and sulphur ill on orl!;anil' compound. 

(08""1111(1 B.Sc., 1968) 
14. How are nitrogen :"HI 1lUll'hur dotorted III an org'IIHf' compOl~DlI ? 

How i~ nitJ'ogeJJ estimn,tl'll 1 {,Iill,lural E.Sc., 198B) 

15. How can ,Oll rlt-tart the jll'Psenl'C of nitroi;~n, sulphur and halogen:! 
in 11Il Ol'ganic compound? . (Dibrll!l(lrh B.Se., 1968) 
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" CALCULATION OF EMPIRICAL FORMULA 

%age At. Wt. Atomio Ratio H.O.F. Atoms present 
0 20·04 12 1'67 l-66 = 1 

H 6·66 6·66 H~_6 4 

N 46·63 14 = 3·33 , 1'66 '= 2 

° 26·77 , VI 1·60 1'66 = 1 
lIonoe the Ampirionl formula of the s~b8tance is OH,N:O. 

Example 4. 0·21 gram of an organic substance containing 
0, H. 0 and N only, gave on combustion 0·462 gram carbon dioxide 
and 0·1215 gram water. 0·104 gram of it when distilled with caustic 
soda evolved ammonia which wlis neutralised by 15 mls. of N/20 
HISOt . Oalculate the empirical formula. 

CALorrLA~IoN OF PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION': 

Percentage of nitrogen :-

N N N 
15 mls. of 20 H 2S04= 15 mls. of 20 NHa915 mls. of 20 N 

(combined) 

.' wt. of nitrogen in 0·104 gm. substanoe= 16 X ~~ X 10~0 gm. 

=O·O]O.i gm. 
• . 0·0105 

%nge of the mtrogen= 0'104 X 100-:10·09 

Percentag~ of a and If :-

Since 002EO; H 20;2H 

%age of 0 0·462 X 12 ,,100 _ 60.0 
I( 44" 0,21-

M 0'1215X2 100 =6.43 
- 18 XO'2l 

Percelltage of oxygen (by <ljfferenC6) = 23·48 

CALCl'I.ATJON OF EMPIRICAl. FORJlfULA 

%8~O At.Wt. Atomic Ratio H.O.F. A~toms pre3cnt 
C 60 12 ['·00 0'72 7 

a 6·43 6,43 0·72 9 
N 10·09 -: .. 14 0'72 ~- 0·72 
0 23-4S 16 .. -; 1-46 0·72 2 

Hence. Empirim\ fl~rmll\n. is C7H aN02• 

II. Mor.EC'l'LAR l!'omruLA 

The Mole('~.dar formula of a substance expresses the actual 
number of aioms of eael, element present in its molecule. It may be 
the same HS t.he ('mpil'ical formula of the flubf;tance or an exa<·t 
ron I tiplc of it, . 

Substallce Empirical Formll1(t ll_(olecular FOI'mula 
MethaJlo OH" (,H4 or (CH4lt 
Ethylene C'H2 t'2H .1 or (CH2)z 
Acetic sci.l OH2O C2H 40 2 01' (OH2O)2 
GllIC'ose CH20 CSH'20S or (CH2O)Q' 
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Thus we can write: 

Molecular Formula = (Empirical Formula)" 

when n= 1, 2, 3 etc. When n ::= 1, the molecular formula coincides 
with the empirical formula. It follows from ihe al)ove relation 
that 

M. Wt. == Emp. formula Wt. X n 

lvI. Wt. 
n = ....... ----;".---..---.;;;-

Emp. Formula Wt. 
whence 

If the molecular weight is known, the value of n can be found 
with the help of th~s relation. 

t;xample 5. An or.ganic compound has been found to possess 
Ihe emp,:rical formula OH20 and the molecular UJeight = fJO. Give its 
molecular formula, (0=12 ; H=1 ; 0:::;16). 

Molecular formula = (Empirical form'qla)n 
l\f. Wt. 

n=Emp. F, Wt. 
But 

In this caso, l\f. Wt. =90 
Emp. F. Wt.=12+l:;-lo=30 

90 
n= 30 =3 

Hence. the molec-qlar formula=(CHzO)s or CSH60 S' 

Example 6. An organic liquid contains 12'lj per cent carbon, 
2·1 per cent hydrogen and 85·1 per cent bromine. 0·188 gram of it in 
a Victor bfeyer experiment, displaced 24·2 mls. of moist air measured 
at 14°0 and '(52 mm. pressure. Find the molecular formula of the 
substance. (Aq. tension at 14°0=12 mm.) 

CALOULATION OF MOLE10ULAR WEIGHT : 

. 24'2(752~12) 273 
Volume of dry air replaced at N.T.P.= 287 X 760 

=22'42 mls. 
Now, the wt. of 22'42 mls. of vapour of substlloce=0'188 gm. 

0·188 f) 

= 22-42 x ~2400 ., 22400 " .. " 
=187'9 gms. 

l\Iolerular weigqt of the substance = 187'9. 

CALOULATION Of EMPIRICAL FORlIlUT,A : 
1 

%agr; At. 'Wt. Atomic ratio 

C 12'8 }2 1'066 
H 2·1 1 2-10 

Br 85·1 80 1·064 ... 
. ' Empirical formula is CH2Br. 

CALOULATION OF MOLECULAR FORMULA: 

Let the molecular formula be (CH2Br)n 

H.C.F. 
1·06i 
1·064 , 
1·064 

M. Wt. 187 ·9 <) 

But n = Emp.F.Wt:= 12+2+80=~ 
.'. Molecular formula F" C2H4Br2. 

Atoln!! prc!!ent 
I 
2 
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ExalUple 7. An organic dibasic acid contains 0=17·39 ; 
H =1'45, and Br= 57·97 per. cent. 1'he vapour density of its eth11l 
ester is 166. Determine the molecular formula of the acid. 

CALCULATION OF MOLECULAR WEIGHT OF ACID: 

Let the diba9ic acid be RH2 and its ethyl ester R(C2H 5}2' 

Molecular weight of ethyl ester=2xV.D.=2x 166=332 
Thus R(CzH 5}2=R+2 (24+5)=33:l 
Whence R=274 
.', Molecular wei~ht o£the acid RH2=274-t-2=276. 

CALCULATION OF E.MPIUICAL FORMULA : 

C 
H 
Br 
o 

PeJ;oentage of oxygen= 100-(17'39+ l'45'Fi7'97)=23'19 

%age At. wt. Atomic Ratio H.C.F. 
17'39 12 1-45 (1·72 
N5 1 1'41) 0·72 

57·97 80 0·72 0·72 
23'19 -:- 16 1-45 0'72 

Henco, the empirical formula is C.H2Br02. 
Let the molecular formula of the ncid be (C2HzBr02)n' 

M. Wt.. 276' 276 
But n=Emp, F. Wt =2~+2+80+32 =138=2 

,'. Moleoular formula is C4H4Br20~. 

Atoma pl'e8ent 
2 
2 

2 

ExalUple [to 0'20 gm. of anhydrous organic acid gave on com· 
bustion 0'040 gm. water and 0'195 ym. carbon dioxide. The acid is 
found to be dibasic and 0'0 gm. of its silver salt leaves on ignition 
0'355 gm. silt'er. What is the molecular formula of the acid 1 

CALCULATION OF MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 

M. Wt. of silver salt 0'5 
. 2x 108 - 0-355 

0-5 
M. Wt_ of silver salt=0_355 X 2 X 108=304'2 

If~RH2 be the dibasic aoid, its silver salt is RAgz, 
Bllt RH2=RAg.-2Ag+2H 

=304'2-'216+2=90·2_ 

CALCULATION Q],' EMPIRICAL FOUMULA : 

C 
H. 

0 

0-195X12 100 
Percentage of C= 44 X--0:2 =26'59 

H= 0·040 X 12 _!_OO =9,')') 
18 X 0.2 ---

" 
o (by difference) =71·19, 

%age At, Wt, Atomic ratio 
26·59 12 2'22 

2-22 1 2·22 
71'19 16 4·45 

.'. EmpiricaLformula is CH02• 
~ , 

H.C,F. 
2·22 
~'22 

2'22 

CAU.lVL,\TlON OJ<' 'M01..I,OUJ,AU :FOHlIIUL\ 

I ('. b CH l\l. Wt. 9(1,2 ') 
! .e~ It e ( 02),' ; n=E F Wt =12 1 32=-

~mp. '. - + +. 

Atoms present 
1 

2 
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Hence, Molecular formula of the acid is C2H 20". 

ExalDple '9. An organic monobasic acid gave the following per
cent'lge composition: 0=70'59 ; H "-=5'88; 0=23'53. 

0·272 g!fl,. of tfoe acid req'uired 20 mls. of N/10 NctOH for 
complete neutralisation. 

Deduce the empil'ical and the molecular formulae of the acid. 

C.U,CULATION OF MOLECULAR WEIGHT: 

N N . 20 N . 
20mls. wNa.OHs20ml. 10 aCldaiQOX,lo gm.aCld 

Thus : ~ X ~ =0'272 
100U 10 

Whence 

Molecular weight of acid 
N,=500xO'272=136 

=NxBasicity 
=136x 1=13{j 

CALCULATI()N OF EMPIRICAL FORMULA : 

At. Wt. Atomic ratio H.C.F. Atom8pre8ent 
C 7·059 12 5·88 
H 5·88 1 5·88 
023'53 16 1-47 

Hence, empirical formula is C4H 40. 

CALCULATION OF Mor,ECULAR FORMULA : 

Let molecular formula be (C",H40)n 

B M. Wt. 136 
ut n= -Emp. F. Wt. = 411+4+16 

Honce. molecular formula is CSH S0 2• 

hi7 
1'47 
1·47 

131,j. =-w- "'" 2_ 

4 
4 
I 

ExalDple 10. A mono-acid. organic base gave the following 
results on analysis ;-

(i) 0·J(j0 gm. gave 0·2882 (1m. 002 and 0·0756 gm. H20. 

(ii) 

(iii) 

0·200 gm. gave 21·8 mls. nitrogen at 1/;°0 and 750 mm. .. 

0'400 gm. of the platinichloridp-. left on ignition, 0'125 gm. 
of Pt. 

What is the molecular formula of the base ? 

CALCULATION OF ~IOLECULAR 'VEIGHT : 

M. Wt. of platinichloride -1<)" x Wt. of salt taken 
- .;). Wt. ofPt left 

0·4 
=195x 0'125 =624 

B 
B2H2PtCI6-H2~tC16 

= 2-.r---

624·-410 
= 9 =107 

~, 

.. Molecular weight of the base is 107. 

CALCULATION OF El\lFIRICAL FORMULA: 

273 
Volume of nitrogen at N.T.P. =21·8 X 288 =!!0'6~ mls. 
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. 0'2882 X 12 100 
Percentage of 0=--44-- X o:r=78'6 

H= 0'0756x2 100 -8'4 
18 X 0'1 -

N = 20'66X28 100 291 
22400 ·XQ.2 =1 . 

EZpment % age At. weight AI. ratio H.C.F. Atoms present 

0 78'6 12 6·25 0·92 7 
H 8;4 1 8'40 0,92 9 
N 12'95 14 ()'92 0'92 , 

.' Empirical forn,ula is C7R oN. 

CALOULATION OF MOLEOULAR FORMULA: 

Let the molecular formula be (07HON}1I 

But n M. Wt. = 107 = ~ = I 
Emp. i? Wt. 84+9+ 14 107 

.'. Molecular formula is (07HONh or 07HON. 

MOLECULAR FORMULA _OF GASEOUS HYDROCARBONS 
The molecular formula of a gaseous hydrocarbon may be de· 

termined directly without a previous knowledge of its percentage 
composition. A known volume of the hydrocarbon is mixed with a 
measured excess of oxygen and the mixture exploded in a eudio
meter tube. The carbon and hydrogen of the substance is oxidised 
to form carbon dioxide and water respectively. The equation of 
explosion reaction can be written as 

C.,HlI+(x+y/4)02 = xCO,+y/2HIIO 
The following observations are recorded :-

(1) The volume of the gaseous products after explosion and 
cool!ng (VI). This corresponds to the volume of carbon dioxide and 

t 

Fig. 4'1. Explosion of gaseous hydrooarbon$ ill eudiometer tube. 

unreacted oxygen, the ,vater vapour being condensed to liquid which 
occupies negligible volume. 

(2) The volume of tlte 'residual oxygen after introducing alkali 
(V2). When a little alkali is introduced in tho eudiometer tube, it 
absorbs carbon dioxide, leaving behind unreacted oxygen. The 
volume of carbon dioxide alone would thus be equal to (VI - V 2)' 
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The molecular formula of the hydrocarbon is then found by 
the application of Avogadro Law. 

Example 10. 10 mls. of-a gaseous hydrocarbon was mixed with 
100 rnls. of oxygen and the mixtnre exploded in a eudiometer tube. 
The t'olume oj-the mixture afte,: cooling was reduced to 90 mls. which 
upon treatment with potash solulion was further reduced to 70 mls. 
Determine the molecular formula of the hydrogen. 

Volume of oxygen used= 100-70=30 inls. 
" "carbon dioxide formed=90-70=2.0 mls. 

IfC",Hy be the formula. of the hydrocarbon, 
C .. H y+<x+y/4)02=xCOa+y/2 H 20 

Applying the converse of Avogadro Law, 

1 ml, C",liy+(x +y/4) mls . .o2=x mls. CO2 +V/2 mls. MaO 
or 10 mls. c,,,Ry+1O(x+V/4) mls. O2 -lOx mls. CO2 +10V/2 mls. H 20 

Thus 10(\1:+11/4)=30 aud 10x=20 
whence x=2 and y.,4 

Therefore, the moleculm' formula. of the hydrocarbon is C2R,. 
Alternative Solution: 

Total oxygen used (for CO2 and H 20)=; 30 mls. 

C+02 =CO;: .'. 1 vol. 002=1 vol, O2 

Hence for 20 mls. CO2 formed, volume of oxygen used=20 mls . 

. ', Volume of oxygen used for water Illone=30-20= 10 mls. 
2H2 +02=2H20 ; 1 vol. 0 232 vol. H 20 

Hence for 10 mls. oxygen used. volume of water formed=20 mls. 

Now, 10 mls. hydrocarbon+30 mls. O2 +20 mls. 00d-20 mls. H 20 
or 1 m!. +3 mls. O2=2 mls. 002 +2 mIs, H 20 

Applying Avogadro's Law, 1 molecule of hydrocarbon yields two mole
cules ofOOa (containing two ° atoms) and two molecules of H 20 (containing 
four H atoms). Hence the molecular formula of the hydrocarbon is 02H,. 

III. DETEitllIINATION OF MOLECULAR WEIGHT 

The'Molecular weight ofa <;ompound is the weight of one 
molecule of it as c01JLpafed to the weight of an atom of hydrogen asi. " 

Tho methods commonly employed for the determination of 
moleculltr weights of organic flubstnnces are: 

PHYSICAL C'HElIUCAL 

1. Victor Meyer method 1. Silver salt method for acids 

2. Dumas method 2. Platinichloride method for bases 

3. Hofmann method 3. Volumetric method for Acids and 
Bases 

4. Freezing point and Boiling point 
method 

-
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1. PHYSICAL METHODS 

VICTOR MEYER ~ETHOD FOR VOLATILE SUBSTANCES 

In this methode, a known weight of the EUbstanc~ is converted 
into vapour by dropping in a hot tube: The vapour displaces its 

. own volunie of air which 

HOT VAPOUR 

.........., . 
COPPER vICKer 

H~MA~'N 
80TTLE •. ,.' 

.~. 

is collected over water 
and its volume measured 
at the observed tempera
ture and pressure. 

The apparatus used 
in this method consists 
of: (i) a 'Victor Meyer 
Tube' of hard glass, hav
ing a side-tube leading 
to the alTangement for 
collection of displaced 
air over water, (ii) an 
Outer Jacket of copper, 
containing a liquid boil
ing about 30° higher than 
the substance whose 
uolecular weight is to 
be determined, and (iii) 
a 'Tiny Stoppered Bottle' 
(Hofmann bottle), in 
which the substance is 
weighed and introduced 
into the heated Victor 
·Meyer- tube. 

Procedure. The 
apparatus is fitted up as 
shown in Fig. 4'2. The 

. liquid in the copper 
jacket is boiled by heat
ing it with a Bunsen 
burner, when thy hot 

Fig. 01·2. Victor Meyel' method for ' vapours of the liquid in 
Mol. Wt. determination. turn heat the Victor 

Meyer tube. When no 
more air bubbles eseape from the side-tube, a graduated tube filled 
with water is inverted over its end dipping in water. The Hofmann 
bottle containing a weighed quantity (0'1-0·2 gm.) of the sub
stance and loosely stoppered, is then dropped into Victor Meyer 
tube opening its cork for a while. The substance at once converts 
into vapours which blowout the stupper and displace on equal 
volume. of air from the upper part? of the Victo·r Meyer tube. The 
volume of air collected in the graduated tube is read off after 
carefully levelling in a cylinder of water. and the atmospheric 
pressure and temperature recorded. The YOhllne iH reduce(l to 
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S.T.P. and the weight of 22'4 litres of vapour calculated. This is 
numerically equal to the molecular weight of the sU,bstance. 

MOIST AIR MO/STAIR 

AIR PRESS IJR E AIR PRESSURE 

tL1J: LJ ! ! 

Before levelling After levelling 

Fig. 4'3. After levelling tne pressure of moist air coUected 
i9 equal to the atmospheric pressurEl. 

Example 1. In a Victor Mfyer. determw.aii-.m of molecular 
wezght 0·1 gm. of the substance displaced '27 mls. of moist air measured 
at 15°0 and 745 mm. pressure. What is the molecular weight of the 
substance 1 (Vapour tension of water at 15°0=12·7 mm.) 

Volume of displaced air, V1s=27 mls. 
Atmospheric temperature =15°C or on abwtut,e scale 

T15=273+ 15=288° 
Pressure of dry air, P 15=745 -12·7 =732·3 rum. 

~x~ ~x~ M V_%X~X~ 
TN T I5 N- T15XPI~ 

., 732·3 x 27 x 273 
Honce, volume of displaced air at N.T.P. = 2SSX.7()0 

= 24'67 mls. 

Thus the weight of 24'67 mls. of vapour of the substanee=O·l gm. 

22400 
" 

0'1 X 22400 
24'07 

=90'80 (mol. wt.) 

Example 2. 0·22 gm. of a substance when vaporised by Victor 
IJleyer's method displaced 45'0 mls. of air measured over water at 20°0 
and 755 mm. pressure. Oalculate the molecular weight of the substance. 
(Vap01£r pressure of water at 20°0 is 17·4 mm.) 

(i) CALCULATION OF VOLUlIIE AT N.T.P. 

Initial Ocndition8 

Volume (VI) =45 mls. 
Pressure (PI)=755,-17·4 

=737'6 mm. 
Temperature (TIJ=20+273 

=293°A. 

Final OonditioN 

Volume =V2 
Pressure =760 mm. 
Temperature = 273° A 
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Applying the General Gas Equation 

760XV. 
273 

45x737'6 
293 

45 X 731'6 273 
V 2= :193 X 760 

=40·70 mls. 

(ii) CALCULATION OF M. WT. 

Wt. of 40·7 mls. of vapours at N.T.P.=0·22 gm. 

". Wt. of 22400 mls. of vapours at N.T.P. 

0·22 
=40.7 x22400=121·1 

Thus the molecular weigh t of the substance 

=121-1. 

Dumas Method. This is based 011 the. principle of weighing a known 
volume of the vapour of the sltbstancll in a glass bulb at an elevated templ'ra
ture. The calculation of the molecullj.r weight is done as in ViGtor Meyer 
method. 

Hofmann Method. This method is suitable for determining molecular 
weight of substances at their boiling point under atmospheric pressure. 

A known weight of the subst1J.nce is vaporised above a mercury column 
in a barometric tube and the volume of the vapour formed noted. The mole
cular weight of substanc~ is then calculated as described under Victor Meyer 
method. 

CRYOSCOPIC METHOD OR FREEZING POINT METHOD 

The molecular weight of a non-volatile organic compound can 
be easily determined by noting the depression of freezing point of 
a solvent produced by dissolving a definite weight of the substance 
in a known weight of solvent. 

100Kw 
m= 6.TW 

m=molecular weight of the dissolved compound, 
I( = molecular depression constant, 
w = weight of dissolved compound, and 

6. T=depression of freezing point. 

The Molecular depression constan"t or the Freezing poin"t 
constant is defined as the depression of freezing point which would 
be produced. by dissolving one gram-~olecule. of the solute in 
100 grams of the solvent. Its value is usually given in ready
reference tables. 

Water 
;Benzene 

VALUES OF Ie FOR SOME SOLVENTS 

Acetic acid 
Phenol 

Determination of Depression of Freezing point. The 
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Paratus which is almost exclusively employed for the determination ap . f f' . t of the lowermg 0 reezlllg pam 
was designed by Beckmann (Fig. 
4'4). It c~nsists of (i) .the in1!er 
freezing potnt tube provIded WIth 
a side-tube for introducing the 
solute and fitted with Becl{mann 
thermometer reading up to '01°0 
and a platinum stirrer; (ii) the 
outer air-jac'ket surrounding the 
inner tube which ensures a slower 
and more uniform rate of cooling 
of the liquid; (iii) a stout glass 
cylinder which contains freezing 
mixture and is also provided with 
a stirrer. 

o 

<) 

BECAMANN 
-THERMOMETER 

CORK-T/PPEI) 
STIRRER 

H-t-~-FREEZIN6 
POINT TIJBE 

OIJTER 
GLASS T{JBE 

In an actual determinati011 
15·20 grams of the solvent's 
taken in the inner freezing point 
tube and the apparatus set up 
as shown in the diagram. 'rhe 
solvent is gently stirred anei th€' 
mercury thread of the thermo Fig. 4.4. DeterJ!lination of 
meter watched carefully. Tht. depression of frtiezing point. 
temlJerature first falls below the freezing point of the solvent but 
later as it begins to solidify,.it rises rapidly owing to the latent heat 
set free, and finally remains steady at the true freezing point. 

The freezing point of the solvent having been accurately deter
mined, the solvent is remelted by removing the' tube from the bath, 
and a weighed amount (0'1-02 gm.) of the solute is introduced 
through the side-tube. Now the freezing point of the solution is 
determined in the same way as that of the solvent alone. A further 
quantity of the solute may then bo added and another reading taken. 
Knowing the depression of the freezing point produoed, the mole
cular weight of the solute can be oalculated. 

Example 1. 0'512 gram of an uryan·ic 8ubstance when dissolved 
m 2.j grams of water lowe?'ed its freez£ng point by 0'19°0. Oalculate 
the "'iwlecular weight of substance. (ill olecular depression constant 
for wate?' is 18'5). 

Suhstituting the values in the expression 
lOOKw 

m 6.TW 

= 100x18'5xO'512 = '!lg..p 
0·19 x25 . 

Example 2. 1'35;; gms. of a substance dissolved in 55 gms. of 
acetic acid produced depression of 0'618°0 in the freezing point. Oal
culate the mole.wlar weight of the dissolved 8?tbstance. The' molecular 
depression of the freezing point of acetic acid (100 gms.) is 38'500. 

Deprersion of freezing point=0'6180 
Weight of solute =1·355 gms. 
Weight of solvent =55 gms. 
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Substituting the values in the expression 
100Kw 

fn= 6TW 
100 X 38'5 X 1·355 

U'618x55 153'5. 

EBULLIOSCOPIC METHOD OR BOILING POINT METHOD 

The molecular weight of a non-volatile organic compound can 
also be determined hy noting the elevation of boiling point produced 
hy dissolving a definite we.ight of it in a known weight of the solvent. 

100Kw 
1n= L':r\V 
In=Molecular weight of the dissolved compound, 
K=Molecular elevation constant, 
w = W ei ~ht of dissolved substance, 
W='~Ycjght of solvent, 
T=Elevation of boHing point. 

'fhc Molecular elevation ~onstant or the Boiling point 
constant i;; de tined as the elevation of the boiling point which would 
be produced by dissolving one gram-molecule of the solute in 100 
grams of the solvent. ItR value is generally given in ready-reference 
tables. 

VALUES OJ!' K :FOR SOl\IE SOLVENTS 
\Vator 5·2°C Benzene 26'7°C 
Ethyl alcohol 1l·t;°C Ether 21'0°C 
Acetone 16'7°C Acetic aCid 25·3°C 
Determination of Elevation of boiling point. The appara. 

tus now commonly used for the determination of the elevation of 
boiling point was designed 
by Landsberger. It con· 
sists of: (i) a boiling ftaslc 
which sends vapours of the 

E 

Fig. 4·~. Determination of elovatlon of 
bOilin-g point by Landsberger's method. 

solvent into the inner 
tube; (ii) an inner boiling 
tube which has a bulb with 
a hole in the side, and is 
graduated in mls. It is 
fitted with a thermometer 
reading up to ·01 DC and a 
glass tube having a rose
head at the lower end. 
The rose-head ensures uni
form distribution of the 
vapours through the sol
vent. The bulb reflects 
back a.ny particles of the 
solvent which happen to 
fly a:bout when the boiling 
becomes brisk ; (ili) an 
outer covering tube which 
receives hot vapours from 
the inner tube through 
the hole H. Thi" forms a 
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protecting jac~et round the boiling-tube and prevf>nts the loss of 
heat due to radiation. 

In an actual determination 5'7 mls. of solvent are plaeen in 
the inner tube and the vapours of the solvent passed through it. At 
the start the solvent vapours condense and as more vapours are 

. passed the liquid begins to boil. As soon as the temperature h~s 
become steady, the temperature is read on the thermomete~ fhls 
is the boiling point of the pure solvent. Now the supply of solvent 
vapours is cut off for a while and a weighed quantity (0'2-0'5 
gram) of the substance whose molecular weight is to be determined 
is dropped into the solvent in the noiling tube. The boiling point of 
the solution is then determined as before. Immediately after read
ing the temperature, the thermometer and the rose-head are care
fully raised out of the solution and the volume of the solution noted. 
The weight of the solvent can be found by multiplying its volume 
with density. 

Example 1. 
normal pressure. 
grams of acetone 
of the compound 
16·7~. 

The boiling point of pure acetone is 56'38°0 at 
A solution of 0·717 gram of a compound in 10 
boiled at 56'88°0. What is the molecular weitjht 

The molecular elevation constant for acetone is 

Elevation in boiling point=56·88-56·38 

I 
=0'50°. 

Substituting the given values in the expression 
100Kw 

m=-""=,==-
61'W 
100 X 16'7 X 0·717 

m= O'50x10 we have 

=239'4 

Example 2. A solution made by dissolving 1·5126 gms. of a 
substance in 21·01 gms. of benzene has a boiling point 1·05°0 higher 
than the boiling point of pure benzene. Find the molecular weight of 
thp substance. 

1I10lecular ele?,ation of boiling point of 100 gms. benzene is 25·70. 
Elevation of boiling point=1'05°C . 
Substituting the given values in the expressioll 

100Kw 
6TW 
100x25'7X 1·5126 

1·U5x21·01 
=176·2. 

II. CHEMICAL METHQDS 

SILVER SALT METHOD FOR ACIDS 

. This method of dctermillin~ molecular weights of organic acids 
IS ba.sed on the fact t,hat they fo~m insoluble silver salts which upon 
heatmg decompose. tn ]f'!l,YC a reSIdue of metallic silver. 

Procedure. A small quantity of the unknown acid is dissolv
ed in water and treated witl, II. Hlight excess of ammonium hydroxide. 
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The excess of ammonia is then boiled off, To this is added sufficient 
quantity of silver nitrate, -when a white precipitate of silver salt is 
obtained. The precipitate is separated by filtration, washed succes
sively with water, alcohol and ether and dried in the steam oven. 
About 0'2 gm. of the dry silver salt is weighed into a ctuciblt. and 
ignited until all decompositiou is complete. Ignition is repeated 
till the crucible witli the residue of silver has attained constant 
weight. The molecular weight of the acid i!' then calculated from 
the weight of the, silver salt taken and the weight of.the residue of 
metallic silver obtained from it. 

Calc.ulations, Let the weight of the silver salt taken' be x gma. and the 
weight of tho residue.of metallic silv~r be a gIns. 

The weight of silver salt that would leave lOS gma. (equivalent weight of 

the silver) of residue=-=- x HYS and this is the equivalent weight of the silver 
a 

salt of the ac-id. 

But Eq. Wt. of acid=Eq. Wt. of the silver salt - Eq. Wt. ofsilv.er 
+Eq. Wt. of Hydrogen 

= -=-xIOS-IOS+1 
a 

= -=- X IOS-107 a 
Molecular weight of the acid 

=Eq. Wt.xBo.slcity 

= ( : X 10S-107 )xn. 
Example 3. 0·759 gm. of the silver salt of a dibasic Grganic 

acid was ignited, when a residue of 0'463 'jm. of metallic silver wos 
left. Calculate the molecular weight of tlte acid. 

Weight of silver salt taken =0·759 grn. 
Weight of silver left as residue =0'463 gm . 
. '. The weight of silver salt that would leave lOS gms. of silver 

~ Xl0S=177·0.j 
0'-163 

and this is t,he equivalent weight of silver salt. 
Now, the equivalent weight of the acid: 

=177'05-10s+ 1=70·05 

.'. Molecular weight of the acid 
=70·05 X 2 (basicity) 
=140'1. 

ExitDlple 4. When heated cauttously in a crucible, 0·3652 gram 
of silver benzoate gave 0·1720 gram silver. Find the molecular weight 
of benzoic actd. 

The weight of silver benzoate that would leave lOS gms. of silver 

. = 0'3652 X lOS 
(}·1720 

=229·2 gms . 

. ' Equh'alcnt weight of benzoic acid 
=229'2 -10S+ I,.. 122·2 
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Since benzoic acid is a monobasic acid, its mo1e<;lu1ar weight 
=-= 1 :!2·2 X 1= 122·2 

PLATlNICHLORIDE METHOD FOR BASES 

Most orgl1nic bases (amines) combine with hydrochloro.platinic 
acid, FzPtCla, to form insoluhle salt.s known ail platinichlorides. 
These double mIt:! m3.Y be represented by the general formula 
:B II PtCIs, "here B stp,nds for one equivalent of the base. Platini. 
chlo:idefl on ignitio.n decomposes to leave a residue of platinum. 

B zH 2PtCla--+Pt 

Knowing t.he weights of the platinichloride taken and the platinum 
left behind, the molecular ~veight of the base can be calculated. 

Let x gm:;;. be the weight of the platinichlorid~ t.1 ken and 
a gillS. of the platinum resi~ue after ignition. 

(1) Since one molecule of the platinichloride of the base, 
B

2
H2PtOls, contains one atom of platinum (atomic weight = 195), 

195 gillS. of platinum will be left by 1 gm. molecular weight of the 
platinichloride. 

But a gms. of plat.illllm is left by x gms. plat,inichloride 

195 gms. 
" " 

~; 

" - X 195 gms. " 
a· 

Hence .Mol. Wt. of platinichloride 

x 9 =-xI5 
a· 

(2) The equivalent weight of the pase, B 

B2H2PtCls'-H2PtOIs 
2 

l\oLWt. of platinichloride-410 
2 

~ X 195-410 
a 

2 
(3) If the acidity of .the .base is n, the Mol. Wt. of the base 

=( .: 'X 195-410 ) .~ . 

. Example 5. 0'6387 grn. of the platinichloride of a rnonuacid 
base on ignition gave 0·209· gm. of platinum. Find the molecular 
weight of the base. (Pt=195). 

(i) 0·209 gm. platinum is left by 0'6387 gm. of p1atinich1oride 

0'6387 
.'. 195 gmS. .. U'2011 X 19.5 gms. " 

Hence Mol. Wt. of the platinichlotide= 0~~~~7 X 195=596'0 
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(i\ Eq. Wt. of 
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b Mt. Wt. of platinichloride-410 
ase= 2 

596-410 93.0 
2 

(ii) Mol. Wt. of base=Eq. Wt.xAcidity 
=93'Oxl=93'0 

Example 6. 0·98 gm. of tne platinichloride of a diacid base 
left on ignition 0'3585 gm. of platinum. Find Ihe 'molecular weight 
of the base. 

li\ 0·3585 gm. Pt is left by 0·98 gm. platinichloride 
0·98 

195 gms. " 0,:1585 X 195 gms. " 

M. Wt. of platinichloride=0~~::5 X 195=533 

(ii) Eq. Wt. of base _ M.· Wt. of platinichloride-410 
2 

533-410 123 
2, 2' 

(iii) 1\-1. Wt. of base=Eq. Wt. x Acidity 
=123/2 X 2=123, 

VOLUMETRIC METHOD FOR ACIDS AND BASES 

The molecular weight of an acid can be delierll).ined by dissolv
ing a known weight of it (x grns.) in water and titrating the solution 
again!"t standard alkali solution (say N/10) using phenolphthalein as 
indicator. 

Suppose V mls. of NJIO alkali neutrlJ,lise x gms. acid 

1000 mls ... IN ,,~ X 1000 X 10 gms. acid 

Since acids and. bases neutralise each other in equivalent proportions, 
and lOOO mls. of 1 N alkali contain one g'ram equivalent of it. 

the Eq. Wt. of acid= ~ X 1000 X to 

and Mol. Wt. of acid=Eq. Wt. X Basicity. 

The molecular weight of a base mA.yalso be determined exactly as 
above by titra.ting a known weight of it against a standard acid and applying 
the- relationship: 

.Mol. Wt.=Eq. W~. X Acidity 

Example 7 0·183 gm. of an arom'ltic rnonoba,~{c acid "cquired 
15 rnls. of N/I0 8odiumhyilroxide solution for exact nentralisation. 
Calculate the molecular wcight of the acid. 

15 mls. NIIO NaOR solution ::0·183 gm. acid 

1000 mls. 1 N NaOH solution =0'183 X 1~~~ X 10 gm~. acid. 

But 1000 mls. of 1 N sodium hydroxide contain 1 gIn. equivalent of it and 
will neutra.lise 1 gm. equivalent weight of acid. 

1000 
.'. Eo. Wt. of acid =0,183 X 15 X 10 

=122. 
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Mol. Wt. of solid =Eq. Wt. X Basicity 
=122x1=122. 
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Example 8. 0,25 grn. oj.a dibasic oryanic acid were dissolved 
, 'n toater and the volume made to 100 rnls. 10 mls. of this solution re
~uired 12'3 mls. oj N/30 sodium hydroxide 80lutionjor com'J)lex neu 
tralisation. Find the molecular weight of the acid. 

12·3 mls. N/30 NaOH solution == 10 mls. of acid 
123 mls. N{30 NaOR solution == 100 mls. of acid 

== 0·26 gill. acid 

100<Tmls. 1 N NaOH solution 

.'. Eq. Wt. of acid 

Mol. Wt. of acid 

0·')5 
== 1;3 X 1000x30 gms. 

0·25 
= 123 X 1000x30=61·0 

=Eq. Wt xBasicity 
=60·96 X 2 X 121·92 • . 

Example 9. 0'.20 gm. of a diacid base required 25 mls. of N/8 
Hot for exact neutralisation. What is the molecular weight of the base ~ 

25 mls. of N /8 HCl 

1000 mls. of N HC) 

But 1000 mls. of N HCI contain 
trillisb 1 gm. equivalent of the base. 

.'. Eq. Wt. of base 

Mol. Wt. of base 

== 0·20 jVIl. of the base 
0·20 

== 25 X 1000 X 8 gms. of base 

1 gm. equivalent of acid and will neu-

0·20 1000 S ra-X X 

=64 
= Eq. Wt. X Acidity 
=64x2=128. 

Q.UESTIONS 

1. On ana.lysis an organic compound was found to contain C=43·98~;). 
CI=37·18%. H=2·09%. Calculate the empirical formula. Given that the 
compound is a monobasic acid, write the molccl1lar formula. 

2. The organic liquids each .containing 5!'5 per cent carbon and 9'0 
'per cent hydrogen and having vapour density 44 gives different results on hy
drolysis. One of them yields met~yl alcohol ann the other ethyl alcohol; wbile 
the'saline residue ill the former case on acidification yields propionic acid and in 
the latter acetic acid. Establish the identity of the two. 

3, An organic substllnce A gave the following ana Iv sis : 0'123 gm. gave 
0'204 gm. of carbon dioxide and 0'04ii gm. of water. 

0'1845 gm. of it gave 16'S c.c. of nitrogen at N.T.P. 
When it was treated with tin and hydrochloric acid it gave a substance 

B containing 77·41 % carbon, 7·63% hydrogen and 15'05% nitrogen. 
The substance B when diazotised ll,nd heated in presence of wat.er gave a 

compound C which OIl distillation with zinc dust gave benzene. 
Assign structural formulae to A, Band C. 

4. An organic compound contains 81'55 per cent carbon, 4'8 per cent 
hydrogen and 13'6 per cent nitrogen and has the vaponr density 51·5. It,eyolves 

, ammonia when heated with caustic pot.ash and on r<>duction with sodium and 
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alcohol forns a base which reacts with nitrous acid giving off nitrogen nnd 
yielding alcohol. The alcohol can be oxidised to benzoic acid. What is the 
original sub5t.ance and how is it prepared? Explain the above ohanges. 

5. An aromatic dibasic acid gave the following results on analysis: -

(i) 0·219 gm. of the dibasic acid gave on oombustion 0·528 goo. carbon 
dioxide and 0'081 gm. water. 

(ii) 1'9 gms. of the silver salt of the dibasio acid gave 1·08 gms. of silver 
on ignition. 

(iii) On nitration, the acid gave only one mono-nitro derivative. Assign 
struotural formulu to the acid and desoribe one method of preparing it. 

(H=l ; C=12; 0=16; Ag=108). 
6. An organic compound X gave the following results on analysis: 

C, 16·27%; H. 0'68%; 0, 10·83% and CJ, 72·20%. It reduced Fehling's solu
tion and the vapour density was found to be n·s. On heating with alkali it 
gave a pleasant smelling liquid Y. 

X o~uld also be prepared by the action of ohlorine on ethyl alcoh(ll. 
What is the nature of the oompound X and what is tile liquid Y ? 
7. An org'anio oompound (A) has the molecular formula C7H sN04• Tin 

and HOI reduce it to a compound (B) having the formula C7H 7N02• The com
pound (B) on boiling with NaN02 and HCI gives a compound (C) with mole
cular formula C7H GOs. The oompound (C) gives the following !'"I"I!l.otions : 

(a). It is acidic and evolves CO~ with. NaHCOa.. (b). Ferric chloride gives 
a deep VIOlet colour. (c) On heatmg With soda lIme, It loses CO2 and gives 
phenol. 

Assign structures to A, E and C, and explain all the reaotions. 
(Aura B.Sc. II, 1967) 

8. An organic compound (A) contai.ning 76'6% C and 6'38°~ H, gave a 
mixture of two isomers IE) and (C) ; when an alkaline solution of (A) was re
fluxed with chloroform at 60°C. B, being sleam volatile, was separated by 
steam distillation. B, on oxidation gave an acid (0) containing 60·87 % C and 
4'34% H. The (D) acid was also obtained by heating sodium salt of (A) with 
CO2 ' at 120-140"C under pressure. AS2ign structures to A, B, C and D and 
explain the reaction involved. (Banaras B.Sc. II,19G7) 

9. An organic compollnd (A), containing 40% of C, 6'67~{J of hydrogen 
and vapour density ]5, restored the cololl1' of Schiff's reagent. Un treatment 
with caustic potash, it gave an alcohol (B) that could be obtained by the reduc
tion of (A) and an acid (C) which could be obtained by the oxidation of (A). 
What was the compound (A)? Explain these reactions. 

(Gorakhpur BJjc., 1967) 

10. A neut~1l.1 organic compounrl: (X) contains C=6"':30o, H=3·4% 
and N =!.l.fl(l~. On heating with sodalime, it evolved ammonia but does riot 
undergo uia~ot~sation or r~act _ with acetyl chl.orid~. On r~acti~n with sodiu!ll 
hypobromite It gave an acld (1:) C7H 70 2N which dissolves m aCIds as weHas 10 
alkalies. What are compounds (X) and (Y) and explain the reactions involved? 
Give one method f'lr the preparntion of the compound (X). 

(Allahabad H.Sc. II, 1967) 

11. An organio compound containing 58'53~u' carbon, 4'065°~ hydrogen 
and 11'39% nitrogen, gave on reduction a product which on subsequent Ilcety
lation formed acetamide. Assign the structural formule. to the compound and 
explain the reactions imolved. (Aura B.Se. III, 19(7) 

12. (i) 0·2!.l05 goo. of a solid organic a_cid on combustion gave ()'6160 gm. 
of CO and 0·0!.l45 .gm. of H 20. (ii) On heating with sodulime, its sodium snit 
gave ~en.zene. (iii) It forms two series of salts and two series of esters und (~v) 
It furnishes an anhydride on simple heating.. From th~ abo\'e fucts about the 
acid. find out its structural formula and ex pi am the reactIOns. ' 

(Agra B.Sc. III, 19(7) 
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13. An aromatic organic compound containing 58':'3% of carbon, 4'07% 
ofbydrogen. 11'39% of nitrogen and 26'01% of oxygen was found to have 0. 

ciolecular weight 123. On reduction it gave 0. mono acid organic base. What 
lWruotural formula would you assign to it ? (Indore B.Sc. III, 1967) 

14. An organic compound A on analysis WlV! fonnd to contain 0= 
)8-271%, H-=O'077% and 01=72'203%. It reduced Fehling's solution and on 
oildation gav? ~ m~nocar.boxylic ~cid B having 0=14'079, .H=?'6~2 and C!= 
114'137. On dlstlllatlOn With sodahme, B gave a sweet smelling hqUid C contam
inlS9'12% chlorine and which can also be obtained by heating A with alkali
""at structural formulae would you assign to A, B and C ? Explain the above 
reaPtions. (Udnipur B.Sc., 1968) 

15. An aromatic substance A contnins 77·8% carbon ond 7'4 % hydrogen 
ad forms an ester 'B' with acetyl chloride. 'A' on treatment with phoqphoTUn 
JMD.te.chloride gives 0. product '0' contnining 28'0% chlorine. On oxidation 
\fttb nitric acid 'A' gives a monocarboxylic acid 'D'. Explain the above reactions 

.arld suggest suitable structures for A, B, C and D. (Osmania B.Sc., ]900) 

16. A compound, C6H 120 (A), reacted with hyclroxylamine hut not 
..,jtJl Fehling's solution. On cat.alytic .hydro~enlltion A gave C6H 140 (B). The 
_pound B when passed oyer hot alumma, ylOlded COH12 (C). The compound 
o !Ill ozonolysis furnished two compounds. One of which gavl' a negative 
Totten's test and a posit,ive Iodoform test. The other gave a pooitive Tollen'l" 
teD nnd a negative Iodoform reaction. Suggest structures for the compounds 
A.; lJ and O. (Jadavpur B.Sc .• 1968) 

17. A compound 011 analysis, is found to POSSElSS the following per
o~lIge composition : 

0=66·4, H=5·53 and 01=28'00 

When the compound is oxidiscd with potassium permllnganate an acid is 
obtained which contain~ 68·8% carboll and 4'9% hydrogen. In another experi
tnent. when the compound is treated with sodium hydroxide a new compound is 
produced which contains 77·8% carbon !lnd 7'4% hydrogen. 

Explain these reactions and determine the structural formula of tho 
cOJn,pound. (Ujjain B,Sc., 1908) 

18. 0·106 gm. of an aromatic hydrocarbon of mol. wt. 106 gave on 
OOIII,bnstion 0'352 gm. CO2 !lnd (1'090 gm. H 20. Calculate the molecular formula 
r.n4'1'lrite all the possible structures. Discuss how you would distinguish between 
them. ([(urukshet,a B.Sc., 1968) 

. 19. An organic compound containing 65·45 per cent of carbon, 9'09 per 
Cellt of hydrogen and the rest nitrogen was found to have vapour density 27·5. 
On boiling with dilute sulphuric acid it gave a monobasic organic acid which on 
dinillation with soda lime gave ethane. But on treatment with tin and hydro
chloric acid it gave a. monoacid base which gave propylulcohol with nitrous 
acid. Wh!lt is the formula of the compound? Explain these reactiolls. 

20. How is chlorine in un organic compound detected and estimated? 
Two differont VOlatile substances gave the following identical rcsults on 

anaJysis 0=52·2%, H=13'0% and the rest is oxygen. The vnpour dcnsity of 
both tho compounds WlJ,S the saIne and found to be 23. Assign tho structurnl 
formulae to the two sublltu.nces and describe the action of boilmg HI on each 
orthem. (Bangalore B.Sc., 1909) 

21. How is nitrogen detected in an organic compound? 2'0 gm. of an 
organic compound con~aining C, Hand 0 gave on combustion 2·93 gm. of 
001 and 1'2 gm. of wa.ter? Its molecular weight is 180. What is its molecular 
fo.rrnula '? (Bangalore B.Sc., 1969) 
_ 2~. A hydrocarl,>on (A) 'of formula ClsHu takes up roadily one molo of 

hydrogen or one mOlo ofBromino. Oxidation converts it intg benzoic a~id !lnd 
olller !lpid (B) of molecllltw formula CsH s02 More vigorous OXidation of 

_ hydrocarhon (A) gives benzoio acid and phtlll.lic acid. What is the stru<.'ture 
<>!bytlrocilrLon (A) and the acid (B) ? Write their names. (l.:d(lipur B.Sc., ']909) 
-_ J.' 2:1. Tho org,lIlio compound;; A and B contain C=JO% an·l hydrogen= 
_~%. The n.pour density of {\ was l;j and tha.t of B was 30. A reduced 
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Fehling's solution but did not react with sodium carboIl;ate, wl;ile B did not 
reduce Fehling solution but produced effervescence wIth sodium C¥bonate. 
Deduce the structural formulae of A and B and explain the above reactions. 

(Udaipur B.Se., 1969) 
24. An organic compound gave the following results on IlJlalysis. 

0·2115 gm. on combustion gave 0'4655 gm. CO2 and 0'2533 gm. watcr. The 
v.npour density ·of the substance was 29·7. When treated with potassium 
dichromate and dilute H 2S04 it produced a substance which gave the Iodoform 
test. What was the original compound. (Panjab B.Se., 1969) 

25. A dibasic organic acid (A) contains C=41'38% and H=3·45%. It 
reacts with hromine and gives a bromoacid (B) containing· Bromine=57·90/0. 
Suggest structural formulae for the acids (A) and (B). (Kurukshetra B.Se., 1969) 

.26. A primary alcohol with a vapour density 29 contained C=62·f%, 
H=10·3% and reacted with bromine to give a derivative which contained 
carbon=16'5, H=2·7and Br=73·4%. Determine the structural formula of the 
compound and its derivative. (111eerut B.Se., 1969) 

ANSWERS 

1. 2. CzH"COOCH3 , methyl propionate: 
CH3COOC2H s• ethyl acetate. 

B=CaH"NH2, C=CGHSOH. 
/COOH 

5. CGH,,, Phthalie nei,l 
COOH 

/CH3 
(C) CGH 4" meta; 

.CI 

9. HOOCHC~~CHCOOH; 
A=maleie acid and 
B=fumaric acid. 

10. CaH.(CtIa).COOH ortho-tolnie acid. 
11. (A) HCRO ; (B) CHaCOOH4• 12. C2H.COOH. 
13. (A) CCI3CHO ; (B) CClaGOOH; CClaH. 
14. C:1H 5COONH4• 15. C3H GO. 
16. A=CSHG; B=C7H GOZ ; C=CSH 6CI2 
17. CHaCH2CONH2 • 18. CSH4CI2• 

19. C6H4.(CHa)z. 20. ezH,t.f)!2' 
21. ClIaCONHz. 
22. (A) CGH,(COOH)z Phth(\li~ o.cid ; 

(B) COH4(CO)20 PhthllJic anhydride; 
(C) CeH4{C0)2NH Phtho.limide ; 
(D) CeH 4(NHz)COONa sod. o-aminobenzoate. 

23. 93'07; aniline. 
24. CHaCH2NH2• 

7. (A) C6H 4(N02)COOH; (B) CaH 4 (NH2)eOOn; 
(e) e 6H 4(OH)eoo H. 

8 (A) Cr,HsOH; (B) C6 H4{OH) CHO, ol'tho; 
(e) CeH.1(OH)CHO, para (D) CGH4(OH)COOH, ortho; 

9 (A) ROHO; (B) CH30H; (e) HCOOH. 

10. (x) O-CO)NH; (V) o~ -COOH 
-co _#-NH2 
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11. CsRsNOz and CsR sNH2• 

12. CSR 60 Z' - 13. CSH 5N02• 

i4. A=CClaCRO, B=CClaCOOH and 

° II 
15. A=C6H sC'EIzOH, B=C6R sCH20.C.CH3 , 

D=C6H sCOOR 

° CHa, II 
16. A= /CH- C-CzHs• 

CBa 

and 

° n .. 
23. A :-H-C-H 
24. CzHsOCHa. 

CHCOOH 
25. A:- II 

CHCOOH 

(J 
Ii 

B :-CHa-C-OH. 

CHBr.COOH 
B:- I 

CHBr.COOR 
CHzBl'.CHBr.CH20H. 
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Structure of 
Organic Molecules. 
Classical Concept 

ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND VALENCY 

Jo~eph A. Le Bel 

The views on the atomic structure which are accepted today 
have developed from the classical Rutherford Bohr Theory. Accord
ing to this theory, the atom is made of a ~entral positively charged 
nucleus containing positively charged particles called protons, and 
neutral particles called neutrons, both having unit mass. The 
nucleus is surrounded by negatively charged particles called elect
rons which carry one unit negative charge and negligible weight. 
The number of potons and electrons in an a tom being equal, it is 
electrically neutral. 

The extra nuclear electrons are said to revolve round the 
nucleus in fixed orbits or 'energy levels'. While the electron moves 
in such a level, it possesses a definite quantity of energy and it 
neither emits nor absorbs energy. The electrons are arranged in the 
outer orbits so that the maximum number of electrons III the 
various orbits starting from the first one il> 2, 8, 18, 32, 18, 8. The 
outermost orbit of electrons in different atoms (except those of inert 
gases) is incomplete and t,he electrons in it are known as valency 
electrons. 

68 
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aoW ATOMS JOIN TO 1:0RM MOLECULES? 

The classical concept of formation of molecules, proposed by 
Lewis and Kossel, is based upon the eleutronic structure of atoms. 
The atoms of inert gases have either two (helium) or eight electrons 
in the o~termost orbit. These gU$es do not todter into chemical 

. colllbinatlOll and, therefore, they are assumed to nave complete or 
stable orbits. The atoms of all other elements ha.ve incomplete last 
orbits and tend to complete them by chemical combination with 
other atomf>: G.N. Lewis ~roposed that it is the u_rge of atoms. to 
complete thetr outerm08t orbtts of electrons as in the mert gases, whtch 
is responsible for chemical combiwttion. In other words, chemical 
union between two tLtom" results from the redistribution of electrons 
between them so tha,t both the atoms <}ompiete their last orbits or 
acquire st~ble configuration possessed by the inert gases. The 
chemical lmkages are of three types: 

(i) Elect1'omlent Linkage; 
(ii) Covalent Linkage, and 

(iii) Co.onZinaie Linkage. 

Electrovalent Linkage. The type of linkage unites two 
s>wms nne of whioh has exoess eleotrons than the stable number 
(2 or 8), and the other is short of electrons. ThU&: 

A.+ o;g~A[?;gJ-
00 00 

Here, the atom A transfers its excess electron to B, and thus both 
oomplete their last orbit of electrons. The atOlJ-lS A and B become 
positive and negative respectively, and are thus bound by electro. 
static lines of force. This type of linkage occurS commonly in inor· 
ganic compounds. ' 

Electrovalent compounds are non· volatile, soiuble in water 
[l,nd possess high melting points. Their aqueous solutiol1s conduct 
electric current . 

. Covalent Linkage. This type of linkage binds two atoms, 
both-of whieh are short of electrons. The two a.toms contribute one 
electron Pitch and then shan, the resulting pair of eleotrons. 

00 00 

or A-B 
00 00 

This linkage, signified by a single line, is termed Covalent Linkage 
(Co.joint). It is commonly found in organic compounds. 

Covalent compounds are volatile, generally insoluble in water 
but fioluble in organic solvents, and possess low melting and boiling 
points. Their solutions do not conduct electric current. 

Co. ordinate Linkage. A co.ordinate linkage connects two 
atoms, one of which has a spare pair of electrons and the other is 
short of a pair of electrons. The first atom (dot or atom) contributes 
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its pair (lone pair) of electrons and the second atom (acceptor atom) 
accepts. 

:A8 
xx .. x + B ~ ..:,_._ : A g BX~ A __ B 
xx xx 

After the formation of the linkage, the lone pair of electrons is held 
in common and fills the last orbit of A as well as B. The linka~e is 
represented by an arrow, pointing away from the donor atom. 

Co-ordinate compounds resemble covalent compounds in res
pect of their physical properties. 

VALENCY OF CARBON ATOM 

The atomic number of carbon is 6 and its atomic weight 12. 
Its electronic structure can be represented as shown in Fig. 5'1. It 

C,'\ has four electrons in the last orbit and tends 
/~"'C/'"-..... to gain four more electrons by forming four 

,'... "", covalent bonds with other H atoms. Thus, 
" " .... ,,, the structuraJ formula of the simplest hydro. $ 0' • '~$ carbon methane (CH4) can be written as : 

," / I H H 
, " ~ I \ ..... __ " I , , , ,-

' ..... -0"" 
Fig. 5'1. Atomic·struc

ture of carbon. 

o ox 
o C 0 + 4H ~ H>ci C ~ H or 

oX 
1I 

I 
H-C-H 

xi 

Silnilarly in all organic m.olecules carbon atom. is tetra
covalent. 

According to Le Bel and van't Hoff, the fOlJr valencies of the 
carbon atom are not lying in one plane but instead these are sym-

A regular tetrabedron 
with 4 similar falles 

f , 
I ' 

I I ' '\ 
I I '\ 

'~ 
I I ~'" 

'\ 

---:.~ 

... ---
Space model of 

carbon atom 

Fig. 5·2. 

The normal direction 
of valencies 

metrically distributed in space so that the angle contained between 
any two valency bonds is 109° 28'. 

It will be instructive for the student to constrnct mo·del of a tetruhedron 
from a sheet of paper as follows : 
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Cut out the paper along the solid lioes around the edges. Then fold the 
other solid lines over a foot-rule, and glue the faces of the t·etrahedron together 
with the aid of the three glue flaps. If the centre of this tetrahedron is taken 
to represent a carbon atom, the vertices will show the direction of the fOUT 
valencies. 

\ 
\ 

\ 

--POLDTiiifiERAN7Fc[ui--r---~ 
Fig. !i·3. How to make a paper tetrahedron. 

SINGLE CARBON-TO-CARBON BOND 

A carbon atom has the wonderful instinct of uniting with other 
carbon atoms through covalent bonds. This serves to construct the 
carbon structure of organic molecules. Thus the molecules of hy
drocarbons, ethane and propane contain two and three carbon atoms 
rcspE'ctively linked by covalent bonds. 

, H H RHR 
I I 

H-C-C-H 

I UT 
E~Ulbe 

I I I 
H-C-U-C-H 

I I I 
H H H 

Propane 
Single carbon-to·carbon bond is usually strong and is 

not easily brolien during cheDlical changes. 
DOUBLE BOND OR ETHYLENIC LINKAGE 

In certain compounds, two of the valencies of a carbon atom 
may be satisfied by union with the two valencies ·of another carbon 
atom. Thus in ethylene molecule the two carbon atoms are linked 
by two covalent bmlds. 

H II 
"'- )' 

C=C 
/ "'-

H H 
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Such a union fnvolving two covalent bonds between the adjacent 
carbon atoms is spoken of as Double Bond or Ethylenic Linkage, 
since it occurs in ethylene molecule. The two valency bonds of each 
of the csrbo-. atoms whill' thl'Y join to form a double bond have been 
mue.h distortC'd from their normal -direction and are e.on:,;equently 
under strain. Therefore, a double bond is weak and is easily 
ruptured by oxidation, or is reduced to a stable single bond during 
chemical reaction. 
TRIPLE BOND OR ACETYLENIC LINKAGE 

Sometimes, two adjacent carbon atoms are linked together by 
threc covalent bonds. Thus, acetylene molecule is represcnted as 

H-CEC-H 

Such a linkage involving triple union between adjacent carbon atoms 
is called a Triple Bond or Acetylenic Linkage as it occurs in acety
lene molecule. 

Like It double bond, a triple bond also signifies a great strain 
in the molecule. In fact, a triple bond is weaker than even the double ' 
bond. It is readily ruptured by oxidation, or reduced to a double 
bond and then to a single bond during chemical reaotions. 
RING STRUCTURES 

We have given above some examples of substances where the 
molecules consist of carbon atoms joined together in chains that 
are free at both ends Thero are also numerous compounds known 
where carbon atoms join to form closed rings. These arc termed 
Ring Compounds or Cyclic Compounds. Th'ls 'we have: . 

Hz H 
C C 

/, "" HaO CHI HO OR 
I I I II 

HaC OHa HO OH 
,/ 'J 

C 0 
Hz H 

Oyclohexane Benzene 
STRUCTURAL FORMULA 

We have seen that a molecular formula states the number and 
kind of -atoms in the moleGule. Thus ethyi alcohol has molecula,r 
formula C2HoO which implies that a molecule of the compound is 
macte of two carbon atoms, six hydrogen atoms and one o~ygen 
auJm. A molecular formula remains silent as to how the'3e atoms of 
various elements are joined in the molecule. 

A formula showing a complete picture as to how the va,.iou8 
atoms are linked to each olhe,. in the molewle, is known as a Struc
tural formula. 

For example ethyl alcohol having molelJular formula CzHuO 
has structural formula 

H H 
I I 

H-C-C-OH 
~ I 

H H 
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Thus a structural formula shows cleady as to which atom is bond j 

d to which atom in the moleoule. It may be recalled here .that :he valenoy bonds of carbon atoms are distribute~ aym~etrically in 
spaoe. Therefore, a structural formula written m the plane of the 
paper is not an exact pic;ture of the molecular struoture. 

A model of the moleoule is often useful to facilitate our think
lng a,bout the structure of a molecule. One simple kind of a model 
to represent structure of a moleoule consists ' 
of coloured balls and sticks or pegs of metal 
wire. This is called ball-and-stick model 
or ball-and-peg model. The following 
Illodelof methane (CH,) shows tl.at it has It 
three dimensional structufe. 

The m~del shows the exact angle bet
ween the bonds. Henoe models are very 
helpful in telling us as to how the vario\ls 
.1toms of the molecule are arranged in space. 

It is true that the beginning student 
finds it useful to construot models of organic 
compounds. In this way he can visualise - Fig. 5·4, Model of 
their shapes better. But it is inconvenient methane. 
to draw a three dimensional sketch 
each time. Since we must write on a flat surface for convenience, we 
should always keep in mind that the actual molecule is really three
dimensional and that the formula we have written is simply a pro. 
jection of the former. This is illustrated by the following models 
of methylene ohloride (CH,CI2). We should not forget despite the 
appearance of the projection formulae that the carbon .bond angles 
are not noo and the molecules are not flat. Or, that the formulae 
rea.lly do not represent the models. 

Fig. 5'5. Projections of CH2Cl2 molecular models give 
formulae on the plane paper. 

We have discussed above the ball-and. stick mOdels of organio 
substanoos. These models oonsigt of ooloured wQoden balls of the 
same size conne.oted by stioks or pegs While they give an adequate 
method of indicating whioh atoms are bonded to whioh atoms 
~nd also give an idea of bond angles, the size of individual atoms is 
Ignored. This defect has been overoome in the Stuart mOdels. 
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In these 'models the btlJl reprel:!cnting the various atoms are made of 
a size proportional to the effective atomic radii. The model is un
doubtedly more compact but there is a certain loss of visual clarity 
with the bOI).d angles. 

Fig. 5·6. Stuart and ball-and-stick models of ethyl alcohol 
and chloroetbane. 

In the space-filling or Stuart models, the spheres representing 
;d,Oll1S ill the molecule are designed so as to indicate sharing of elect
ron clouds. 

Writing structural forIDulae. We have seen that real 
molecules are three dimensional as shown by the models. Usually 

the chemists write formulae in 
the plane of the paper and indio 
cate the angles between valen. 
cies of carbon atoms as right 
angles. This is only for con
venience, .otherwise valency 
bond,:" of carbon lie jn a zig-zag 

Fig. 5'7. Valency bonds of cr-rhon atoms way. Thus the structural for-
in pentance lie in a zig_zag way. mulae written on paper simply 

~dicate t.he order in which the various atoms are joined and d? not 
gIve any idea of their disposition in space. In other words, they 
only depict the structural representation of a molecwle and the 
valency bonds may be put in any d.irection. Thus ethyl chloride 
may be written as 

Hl;I 
I I 

H-C-C-Cl 
I I 
HH 

or 

H CI 
I I 

H-C-C-H 

l~ :k 
Condensed structural form.ulae. The detailed structural 

iormulae of the type given a.bove ·use a great d!ml of' space and are 
oftEln not necessary. For this reason chemists ·often write what we 
call 'condensed structural formulae'. These can be wt'it.t,en more 
rapidly andin less space; 

In a wndensed form'l.lla an atoms linked to a given carbolt atom 
are given aft~r the '0' and in the same line but their bonds are not 
shown. 
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Structural formula 
H'a 
I I 

H-C-C-H 
I 

HH 
H H 

H-6- .6.-H 
~k 

Conden8§_d formula 

Off3CRa 
Ethane 

CHaOH2Cl 
Ethyl chloride 

7ti 

It may be noted that atoms other than hydrogen aro writt.en after 
the hydrogen atom in the condensed structural formulae. 

Skeletal formulae. Sometime skeletal formulae are used for 
brevity or to make the differences in the carbon chains more appa
rent. A skeletal formula shows all atoms in a molecule except hydro. 
gen. Thus skeletal formula of ethane and propane would ~e 

c-o c-c-c 
It is assumed that itIl the 'remaining valencies of carbon atom arc 
filled by hydrogen atoms. The skeletal formulae uf the two butanes 
may be written as 

c-c-c-c 
Xormal butane 

BOND LENGTHS 

C 
I 

C-C-C 
]sobutane 

When two atoms are linked by a covalent bona, the distance 
hetween the centre of the two atomic nuclei 1:,~ called the Bond 
Length. There are several methods available f9r the measurement 
of bond lengths (or bond distances) which include X-ray diffraction, 
electron diffraction and molecular spectroscopy but the description 
of these belongs to Physical Chemistry. The concept of bond lengths 
and their measurement is of considerable interest in 0 Organic 
Chemistry. The unit length here is an Angstrom (symbol A) '\'hieh 
is equal to 10- 8 em. . 

Bon-l lengths of certain pairs of atoms involved in organic 
molecules are given in the table below : 

BO:!\'Ll BOND LENGTH Bmw Bmw IjEKG'l'lL 

ul) 0 

A 

C--H (Alkanes) l·Oi C-Br (Bromol1lkano) 1'04 

X- H (Amines) 1-(10 C-I (Iodoalkano) 2'14 

O-fr (Alcohols) o !lG C=C (Alkenes) 1·3t; 

C -C (Alkanes) 1·54 C=-.O (Ketones) 1'2~ 

C--N (Amin~.,) l'4i , C=-_ C (Alkynes) 1·:10 

C-O (Alcohols) 1048 CaN (Nitriles) 1'16 

C_ ('I (Chloroallmnes) 1·76 C=C (Benzeno/ I·:W 
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BOND ENERGIES 

Th~ bond C-H, 01 a-ny otner chemitJaI bond is characterised 
by a bond energy which is the energy needed to break that bond in 
any compound in whiclt it exists. The value of bond energy can be 
calculated from the bond spectrum of the molecule concerned. 

For molecules containillg three Dr more atoms. i.e., two or more 
bonds, the heat of formation of the molecule from the atoms can be 
regarded as the sum of all the bond energies. Thus the heat of form
ation of the water molecule from hydrogen and oxygen atoms is 
twice the bond energy ot' 0- H bond. This can be easily calculated 
froTu the he~t of formation of steam (from moleeular hydrogen and 
oxygen) and the known ctiss6oiation energies of .the 0 3 and Ha mole. 
cule:> by application of Hess's law of Constant Heat Summation (sce 
a Text·book of Physical Ghp.mistry). 

The bond energies of C-H, C-C, C=C and C:=G bOAds 
can be calculated in a similar munner, using known heats of com
bustion of hydrocarbons and the heats of combustion of carbon and 
hydrogen. 

Example. Find the bon(l energy of lhe G - H bond from the 
following data : 

CH4 +'l02 ~ ~H20 (gus) + CO2 + 1111 Keals 

Sublimes • -
C ~ C (gap) - fIlo Keuls. 

(gruphite) 
2H2 __, 4+L - 207 Kcala. 

2H2() ...__,. 2B~ + O2 - 116 Koals. 
C.02 ~ C+02 - 94 Keals. 

(graphite) 

Solution. By Hess's law, thermochemical equations can be 
added and subtracted like algebraic equations. 

OR, ~ 4H + C (gas) - 395 K calories 
This naturally involves the breaking of four C-H bonds. 

The average value for the C-H hond energy is 99 Kilo· 
calories. 

A hst of bond energies of importallt bonus IS givPI1 below: 

BOND BOND ENERGY BOND .liD ENERGY 

(KCAL/lrULE) (KCAL/lIIOLEl 

C-H \18·; C-C 82·6 

C-CI 80'0 (JdJ Wi'S 

C-Br (i9'O CsC 199'6 

C-I :i5·0 C-O 85'{) 

C=O )7S'O 

O-H J 10'0 

-. 
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::Bond energies provide a very useful indication of the strengths 
f the various chemical bonds. The bond energies of carbon-to 

o rhon single, double and triple bonds show that the order of their co. . 
strength IS - > = > s. . 
SPECTROSCOPY OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 

The structural formulae of organic compounds were for long 
derived from a study of the chemical reactions of these compounds 
and then confirmed by their synthesis by proven steps fr~m known 
staiting materials. The last two decades have witnessed a virtual 
revolution in this fielf and now sufficient information regarding the 
chemical structure of an unknown compound can he obtained 
~irectly by purely physical methods. One such modern method is 
the examination of 'spectra' of organic compounds or spectroscopy. 
This is based on the faot that when light is mad~ to pass through 
a sample of a given organic substance, certain portions of it arc 
absorbed while others are transmitted. The wavelehgth (or f:equency 
of the portion absorbed depends on the chemical structure of the 
substance. Thus a study of it.s absorption spectrum can provide us 
valuable clues to its structure. 

How is absorption Spectrum caused by Radiant energy ? 
We know that light consists of electromagnetic waves which travel 
in a straight line (velocitY=3 X 1010 cm. in vacuum) a\\ay from the 
source, the direction of vibrations being perpendicular to the direc
tion of propaga.tion, While ordinary light is made of components 
I,laving wavelength range 7'5 X 10-5 cm. to 4X 10-5 cm., a monochro
matic source gives a single wavelength component. 

I.E---I em --~ 

Fig.5·B. 
A: Wav~length, A (em.). 
B: NumbE'r of waves pllssing per second=frequency, v (sec. -1) 
C: Number of waves per cm.=Wave Number, II). (cm.- 1). 

Quantum thfilory tells us that in addition to its wave nature, 
light also consists of discrete quanta ('packets' of energy) and that 
a particular wavelength is associated with a quantum of energy 
(ergs\. This is given by the following .simple relation 

he 
E=hv=-r 

where E = energy of light; A its wavelength or v i.ts frequency; c= 
yelority of li!(ht : and h. the Planck's constant. From the above 
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relation it is evident tha.t !j.horter the wavelength, greater the energ" 
For the study of absorption spectra we generally consider 

three kinds of light: 

(i) Visible, those' wavelengths (4 to 7'5x 10-5 cm.) which 
human eye can see unaided; 

(ii) Ultraviolet, having shorter wavelength (1 to 4x 10-5 em.) 
than the visible light; and 

(iii) Infmred, having longer wavelength (3 X 10- 2 to 7 X 10-5 

em.) than the visible light.. 

RADIATIIJN W A VELBNGTTI WAVE NUMBER ENERGY 
(cm) (cm- I ) (ergs) 

I. Infrated 3x10- 2 33 66 
to 7xlO- s to 1'4x 104- to-2'8xl0- 12 

2. Visil))" 
, 7·.') X 10- 5 I·Ox 104 2·7)< 10-12 

t04x10- s to 2'5x104 to 5x 10-12 
, 

a. Ultr:wiolet 4xl0- 5 2·5x 104 5 X 10-12 

to 10- 5 to 105 to ~'8XIO-12 

In addition to energy of electrons, a molecule has kinetic 
energy due to the rvtational and vibrational motions of the atoms 
in each chemical bond. For example, a non· linear molecule made 
ofthrce atoms A, Band C with bonds represented by springs could 
be vi"ualised to be executing vibrations as shown in Fig. 5'9. 

Stretching vibrations Bending vibrations 
Fig. 5·9. Vibratory motion in a molecule. 

The total energy E of the molecule (leaving aside the nuclear 
energy) may be taken as the sum of the three energy tenus: 

E = Eeloctrohic + Evibrational + Erotational 

When light radiations am made to pass through an organic 
:mbstance (or its solution), not only the electrons of the component 
atoms. aTe excited but the vibrational and rotational energies al'e 
also increased. 

According to Quantum theory, both vibrations :tnd rotations 
are qua.ntised and the kinetic energy due to these is a.lso increased 
by certain definite levels. Henco a.ny wavelengths (or frequencies) 
of light-that a particular molecule will absorb, will be determined by 
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,-he changes in the electronic, vibrational or rotational Elnergy le.vels 
~>ermissible for it~ atoms. The wavelengths or radiations. absorbed 
~re measured wIth the help of a 8pectrometer and are said to cons
Gitute a 8pectrum. The spectrum of a compound is generally 

resented in the form of a continuous graph indicating the absorption 
'~f light at all wavelengths (or frequencies) over a particular range. 
The shape of such a plot is highly characteristic of the compound's 
structure and provides an excellent diagnostic technique to ascertain 
the molecular structure of unknown substances. 

_ Ultraviolet and visible absorption spectra. It is one of 
vbe earliest pqysical methods of elucidating the structure of 

I._ Jfganic molecules. Absol1'~:"''' of visible and ultraviolet light 
produces changes in the energy of electrons, in atoms of the molecule 
from a stable to an unstable orbital. The significant feature of 
these spectra are the positions of maximum absorption, Am"", and 
the intensity of absorption at these ma.xima. 

In general, carbon compounds having"hn alternate single and 
multiple bonds are apt to absorption in this region of wavelength. 
A system having only a few *conjugated mUltiple bonds absorbs 
the radiation in this region less strongly than those possessing an 
extended series of conjugated multiple bonds. For example, 
butadiene (having two conjugated double bonds) gives "rna" as 
2·17xlO- 5 em while ~ carotene (having 11 conjugated double bonds) 
absorbs strongly at 4·5-x 10-5 cm. The following table bears out 
the statement that value of A",o" increases with increased conjugll.
tion. 

COMPOUND "rna",. xlO- 5 cm 

-
Ethylene (H2C=CH2 ) Hi5 

1 : 3 -Butadiene (H2C=CH-CH=CH2) 
1 : 3 : 5-Hexatriene 

2·17 

fH2Q.=CH-CH=CH-CH=CH2) 2·58 

Acetone (CRa .co. eRa) 1·88 . and 2·79 

Since structural environments also' intluence the value of 
Ama" in ultraviolet and visible spectra, the technique in general 
reveals fewer structu~al features than infrared spectra. However 
in many cases ultravlOlet spectrn. nre useful to confirm structural 
features derived by other means. 

*A conjugated system of.multiple bonds may be as 
-C=C-C=C-C=C-

£"-the ono which contains (here) a double bond and single bond alternately in 
lfIpe carbon chain. 
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Infrared spectra. Unlike the situation obtaining in visible 
and ultraviolet absorption spectra, all organic molecules absorb 
light in the infra-red region. In this region, rthe absorbed radiation 
brings about predominant changes in vibrational energy which 
depends upon (or is It function of) the masses of the atom.3, as also 
the strengths of bonds between atoms and their spatial arrange
ments in the molecule. Thus it stands to reason that no two 
compounds except optical enantiomers, can have similar Infrared 
(I.R.) absorption spectra. Just as fingerprints are taken as a 
characteristic of identity of every individual, the bands in LR. 
spectra are also characteristic of a compound. In other words, the 
'bands in the spectra of a molecule can be regarded as its ~molecu]ar 
fingerprints' leading to its recQgnition. 

j he 1.R. spectra of an organic compound helps in
(a) proving its identity by comparison; and 
(b) showing the presence of certain groups or atoms in its 

molecule. 
In order to clinch the proof of identity of an organic molecule, 

its 1.R. spectra are compared with 1.R. spectra of a previously 
reported compound of known structure. If the two are found 
resembling, we can conclude without least hesitation that the 
two compounds are identical. 

A particular functional group gives riEc to characteristic 
absorption bands in the infrared spectl'1!.. In other words a parti
<-ular group strongly absorbs light of certain wavelength no matter 
to which compound it belongs· to. From example a carbonyl group 
(>0=0) strongly absorbs the radiation in the region 6 X 10- 4 em. 
while.1 carbon hydrogen bond absorbs near 3'4x 10-4 cm. The 
maximum absorption bands in the accompanying plot of l.R. 
spectruOl of acetone Hhow absorptions at 5'9 X 10-4 cm. and 
3'45 X 10-4 cm. indicating the presence of a carbonyl group and 
carbon hydrogen bonns <)f the methyl group. 
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Fig. 5·10. Infrored spc(;trum of acetone. 
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Suffioient information can be derived from 1.R. spectra of 
olecules and their determination is ,now a routine operation in 

tIl tablisbing the structure of an unknown compound. This ingenious 
':cbnique of establishing the identity or analysis of organic com
pounds has the distinctive advantage that it can be carried out with 

verv small amonnt of the sample (1-2 mgms.) which too Qan be 
~eco';ered unchanged after the required measurements have been 
made. 

TABLE: Some Characteristic Infrared Absorption Frequencies 

BOND TYPE OF COMPOUND WAVELENGTH em-1 

-J-H Alkanes 28110 -2960 
I 

=~-H Alkenes 3010 -3100 

- sC-H Alkynes 3300 

-b-6- Alkanes 600 -1500 
I I 

'C=C / 
/ "-

Alkenes l620-1680 

-CsC- Alkynes 1l00-2260 

)0=0 Aldehydes 1720 -17'40 

, 
/0=0 Ketones 1705-1721l 

)0=0 Acids 1700 -171l0 

-OH Alcohols 3[,00- 3630 -
-NH2 Amines 3300-3500 

QUESTIONS 

1. How do you explain the urge of the atoms for chemical union? 
Name the three typos pf linkages and give examples to illustrate t.heir mode of 
formation hAt ween atoms. 

2. Write the structure of (,Etrbon atom and show that ('arbon is tetra
covalent in organic molecules . 

. 3. What is meant by c.ovalent .and eleotrevalent linkageR, amI ;Vhich of 
theso Imkages generally occnr 1II orgamc componnds? Give th,1) electrOnIc form
ula of methane •. 

-!. On what conception regarding the stl'ucture of ca1'0011 atom, is the 
gl'Hillll'~ forqlllia of an ol'g.tnic compound based? Point out its limitations. 
Des~l'ibt) the olautronio structure of 1\ carbon atom and write down the ele~tronic 
formllLt .. (If f.ho following: 
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Methane, Ethane, Oholofonn and Oarbon tetr~oridb. 

5. Write notes on • Single oarbon-to.carbon linkage, double bond, triple 
bond. How is it that a single bond is the strongest of aU ? 

6. What do you understand by the structural formula of a compound 1 
Mention its significance. 

7. (a) Explain the terms 'electrovalency' and 'covalency'. 

(b) Discuss the following statement: 

'The oxistence of the orga.nic compounds is consoquent on tho 
tendenoy of carbon atoms to form covalent linkages with one 
another and with atoms of other elements.' 

Illustrate your answer by referring to simple organio snbstance". 

8. What do you understand by the expression <Tetra-covalency of 
Carbon' ? Explain the significa.nce of a 'single bond', 'double bond' and a ·triple 
bond'. Arrange them in the order of their strengths giving reasons for your 
answer. Give at least one example of the substances containing (i) 'single' bonds 
only, (ii) at least one 'double' bond and (iii) at least one ·triple' bond. 

9. How will you make a paper te.trahedron1 Also construct ban-and-peg 
model of metho.ne. 

10. Define a structural formula. Write structural formulae of propane, 
ethyl alcohol and dichloroethane. 

11 .. How ball-a.nd-stick models are helpfttl in understanding the struc
ture of organic molecules. What are the limitations of such models and in what 
way Stuart models are an improvement over ball-and-stick models. 

12. How do you write the structural formulae of organic compounds 
in the plane of the paper t 

13 .• What is a 'Condensed structural formula' and a 'Skeletal formula' ? 
Give examples and say why these are commonly used in organic chemistry? 

14 What do you understand by absorption spectra of organic compound? 
How is infrared spectrum utilized for ascertaining the structure of an organic 
compound! 

15. Writo an essay on spectroscopy of organic compounds. 

16. How is infrared spectrum caused t What changes are brought 
about as a result of absorption of infrared radiations 7 



6 
Structure Of Organic 

Molecules. Modern 
Concepts 

Niels BohJ.: 

The classical theory given by Lewii\ and Kossel proved very 
profitable in interpreting the nature of chemical bonds. The elec
tronic formulas of organic compounds e .... plained ina satisfactory way 
the reactions and behaviour of a large number of them. 

The orbital theory of chemical bonding b~sed on the modern 
concepts of atomic .structure is mQre sound and has stood the test of 
time. It has proved tq be mU!lh m.ore useful in interpreting and 
predicting the behaviour of most of the organic compounds. These 
concepts undoubtedly have their origin in the wave-mechanioal 
treatment,of atoms and mo~ecules; it would be perfectly alright fOI 
the present to dispense with any ma,thematical treatmen t, and to 
discuss the theory in a general way. • 

THE STRUCTURE OF ATOMS 

The views on atomic structure which are accopted today 
have developed from the classical Rutherford-Bohr theory. Thus an 
atom is made of a positively charged nucleus surrounded by one or 
more electrons. The stability of such an atom is dlle to the electro
static attraction between the positive aucleus and the negative 
electrons. 

83 
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The nucleus of an atom consists of protons and neutrons. A 
proton carries one positive cha.rge and has unit mass, while a neu
tron has the same mass but carries no charge. Thus the positive 
charge of the nucleus of an atom is equal to the number of protons 
present in the nucleus and is called its Atomic Number. An elec
tron carries a unit negative charge and has negligible mass. . Since 
atom is electrically neutral, tb.e atomic number of an atom is also 
equal to the number of extra-nuclear electrons. 

Let us consider the simplest atom, hydrogen. It consists of 
__ the nucleus made of one proton and a single outer electron. Next 

comes helium with atomic number two and, therefore, having two 
outer electrons. Carbon, the most important element in organic 
chemistry, has the atomic number of six, and hcnce possesses six 
extra-nuclear electrons. 

Although nearly the entire mass of the atom is concentrated in 
the nucleus, the formation of chemical bonds is concerned with extra

Fig. 6'1. How shells would appear 
if probability of finding electrons 

is represented by shading. 

nuclear electrons only. Accotding 
to the theory of quantum mechn
nics, the electron is executing a· 
back and forth motion about the 
nucleus rather than moving around 
it in closed orbits as was originally 
believed~ By moving rapidly towards 
the nucleus and away from it ill 
all possib!r directions, the electron 
virtually occupies all space around 
it and thus offers the appearance of 
II. spherical cloud. While the extra
nuclear electrons are free to move 
about ill the cloud, on mathematical 
calculations it has been noted that 
they have a greater tendenoy to 
align themselves in concentric 
spherical shells placed one aboV'e 

the other around the nucbus, thus giving a strueture something 
like that of an onion. Since the electron when present in a certain 
shell is associated with!1 definite amount of energy, the shells are 
al~o termed Energy levels .. Starting from the shell or energy level 
nearest the nucleus, these are designa.ted as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6, 7. The 
maximum number of electrons which the various shells can hold is 
2, 8, 18, 32, 18, 8 respectively. The increasing number of shells or 
energy levels implies higher energy of the electrons present in 
these. 

The electrons present in each principal. shell or energy level 
are divided into subsheIIs or sublevels, as many as the number of 
the shell. The four subshells are denoted by the letters 8, p, d ll.p.d f 
whose energies increase in the order named. '.rhus the nrst shell 
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has single subshell designated as 18 ; the second shell has two suo
shells designated as 28 and 2p, the third shell has three subshells 
designate (I as 38, 3p, 3d and the fourth shell has four subshells-4s, 
4p, 4d rnd 4f. 

'Ihe subshclls are further divided into smaller units called the 
orbitals which the electrons occupy. An 8 subshell is made of one 
orbital, 11 p subshell, three orbitals; a d suhsheH, 5 orbitals; and f 
8ubshel1, 7 orbitals. Since each orbital oan hold two electrons, the 
IXl&ximullI number of eleotrons in the subshells 8, p, d and! is 2, 6, 
10 and 14 respectively. Some time the principal shell numbers arc 
also de~ignated by the letters K, L, M, N etc. btlt the numbers are 
used in preference. The following diagram (Fig. 6'2) depicts beauti
fully tho con~ept of shells, subshells, as also the maximum number of 
'electrons whIch could fill these. 

6 

5 

4 

3 . 

• 'lIEUSO IS) ;,'Pd p d E(hERGY 
S S .s BLEVElS 

K2 t 6 2610 1 6 10 2. MAX.NO.OF 
ELECTRONS 

M 

N 

0 

P 

Fig. 6'2. Electron shells of an atom, indicating the number ofeloc
trons that oan be accommodated in varioas enorgy levels. 

The maximum number of electrons which oocupy the various 
;;hells is also being given in the table below. It may be noted that 
in case of subshells, the number in front indioates the prinoipal shell 
number and the superscripts give the number of electronR in that 
particulitl' subshell. 
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TABLE: Distribution of electrons in shens and sub-shells 

~AL SHELL MAX. No. OF SUliSlIELL AND THE MAx. No. OF 
}T". ~~T"'P"'T-""'j" "J" •• ~.y ...... p')::-~" m EACH 

1 (K) 2 182 . \ 

2 (L) 8 282 2p6 
I 

3 (M) IS 382 3p6 3d1O 

4(N) 32 482 4p6 4d1O 4fl4 

5 (0\ 32 582 5pa 5dlO 0/14 

f:i (P' 1<1 682 11.,6 

7 (Q) 8 7.,2 '7p6 

T.P~ NATl"RE OF A'l'OM1C O~l'l'AIS 

As a.lrea.dy discu.o""ed, e!~ctirc""(' in e'l.'1h ('"c"'g~ '~vel ..... ~ 
visualised 0,8 tiny parti .)ies cx:ecuting rapid back and ft'!"th. mC'tion. 
By and large this mOVement taJ::es phce in 'lo certain re&irJn :n space. 
This regio1/. in f1~e atom to whir-II, an electron is confinet!. a'Pa .,.r'i"·' hQ'J 
~ geomet"ical .qJ.r"pe, i'J t""med i!'6 AtODlic Orbl1+al ('~ ()rb:ta!. T ... 
"I!"r}(\ olCSl:l"ly undef"t(lod tha.t +~('! term orbi4-'l.l l.?O ~" ""<''''''':~·:n .. 
'M"Lh .l.h{' "'~r>r 'ol'bit: -"id' c1efli''''' '!, "'~r~.icu'ar P'}t" "r "ll'"'-"'-'''':lJ 

It only implies that the eloctron at any momert is ":,~~ : a,L any 
place of the orbital, although it may spend more time in certain 
parts than in others. Furthermore, not more than two electrons can 
occupy Ol}_.e "orbital. All electrons in orbitals spin clockwise'or anti
ciockwis._" and the two 'coupled' electrons of a given orbital must 
have opposIte spins in order to be accommodated in tho same orbital. 
By the same argument, two electrons with the sa.me spin will go to 
diffQrent orbitals. 
T'.fE GOhMETRJCAL FORM OF THE 8 AND p ORBITALS 

Tho first ten elements (At. Nos. 1 to 10) of the periodic table 
include liydrogen, Carbon and Oxygen which occur most often in 
organic compounds. The maximum number of extr.'1.nuclear elec
trons in the atoms of these elements is 10 (Ne, At. No. 10). Two of 
thesd could be present in the first shell and eight in the second. Thus, 
the first shell is made of one subshell (Is) or one orbital called the 
'8 orbital'. The second principal shell consists of two subshe11s-
28 subshell which..has two electrons or one 8 orbital, and the 2p s"k 
shell which may have six electrons o~ three 'p orbitals'. TIn'l; .I''lc 
study of organic compounds, we will confine our discussion to the 
discussion of the shapes of 8 and p orbitals. 

According to mathematical derivations, the S Orbital has a 
8phericalsMpe with the atomic nucleus lying at its centre which is 
indicated by a plus (+) charge. As discussed earlim, we have one 
s orbital at each principal shell, its size being larger with the higher 
shell number. Hence the 18 orbital lies coml'letely within the 28 
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'b'ta,l which is surrounded by the 38 orbital, and tJo on. it may be 
~~t~d that there is no bar against two or morc orbitals occupyillg 

the saJUC space. 
Thc p orbitals are considerably' different from the 8 orbitids. 

They are not spherical but have dumb-bell shape. 

o 
Fig. 6'3. 8 orbital has 

spherical shape. 

BGx 
Fig. 6'4. p orbital has dumb

bell shape and direction 
along the central axis. 

The two lobes of the orbital have a position concentric with 
tho nucleus, termed a node, where the. probability of~ndil';; an 
lectron becomes zero and the plane passmg through thIs :pomt js 
~er01ed a nodal plane. This type of orbital. has a shape as well as 
direction about the nucleus. 

As we have already obsel"Vea, the posswle number ot electron 
'n a shell is six and since not more than two electrons can occup 
~n ol'bital, there are three p orbitals. These exist perpendicular t 
cach other along the three axes (named x, y, z) and are designate 

as P:e' PlI' pz· 
The subscripts do not imply any different energy. but simply 

indicate the direction of the orbital. The principal shell number to 

z 
Px ORBITAL 

z 
.p,. ORBITAL 

z 
Fig. 3'5. The three p orbitals a.re dumb-bell shapea and arranged 

at right angles to each other, the nucleus of the atom 
lying at the intersection ofthe axes. 
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which a. p electron belongs is genE'rally prefixed and thus the three 
p elaotrons in the second shell are written as 2pQ!, 2PII' 2p •. 

Electronic Configuration. We have a.lready stated that 
extranuclear electTons are distributed in shells or energy levels around 
the nucleus which are divided into subshells (or ener~y sub-levels) 
and these are made of orbitals. -

(1) '1'he prinoipal shells are numbered as 1, 2, 3, ctc. which i'! 
also the order of their increasing energy. 

(2) The number of sub-shells in a particular shell is given by 
its number.-Thus shell (1) has one sub-shell (8), the shell (~) has 
two sub-shells (8.' p), and so on. 

(3) The square of the number of a principal shell gives the 
number of orbitals in that shell. Thus shell (1) has (12=1) one 

orbital ; the shell (2) has (22 ... A) four 
orbitals. 

(4) No more than two electrons can + occupy the same orbital and these must 
Fig. 6'6. Electrons with have opposite sP.ins ,!hic~ are indicated by 

opposit!) IIpin. arrowS In OpposIte dIrections. 

Acoording to the above prinoiples, the first principal shell has 
on9 Bub-shtJiJ 8 and one orbital (8 orbital). The seoond principal 
o'4~ll has two sub-shells-s and p, the s sub-shell being made of one 
orbital only, while~p sub-shell ortltree orbitals (p-ol'bitals). The 
atom of neon (At. No. 10) has ten electrons arranged in two shells; 
the first shell having two electrons and the second shell eight. It 
stands to reason that neon atom has all the orbitals in the two shells 
completely filled. The configuration of neon in 'short ha.nd' notation 
could be written as -

. Here, letters indica.te the type of orbital, the prefix stands for 
the principal shell number and the supersoripts show the number of 
eleotrons in the orbital. The beryllium atom (At. No.4) has four elec
trons, two of these ocoupy the 18 orbita.l and remaining two will go 
to the 28 orbital. The remaining elementr; B, 0, N, 0, F, No (At. 
Nos. 5 to 10) each have two 18 clectl'ont:!, two 28 electrons, and tho ~ 
rAst of the electrons go into tht' p-orbitals. 

The boron oA;om ,At. No.5) has five electrons which are 
placed--'two in 18 orbital. two in 28 orbital, and one in 2p~ orbital. 
Carbon (At. No.6) bas six electrons, and the sixth eleotron goes into 
2pvorbital. Proceeding similarly, the oeventh eleotrot. in Nitrogen 
will ~o into 2pz orbital. Now since each p orbital has one electron, 
the eighth, ninth and tenth electron of Oxyg~n, Fluorine and 
Nitrogen. will go to fill the Pan PII' and P. ol'bitals rospectively. The 
complete configurations of the first ten elements are ~1)mmari7.p(1 
below. 
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ELEMENT AT. No. ELEOTRONIO CONFIGURATION 

II 1 181 

lIe 2 182 

Li 3 1811, 281 

Be 4 182, 282 

B G Is2, 282, 21'.:1 

C 6 182,282, 2pi ,21'£11 

N 7 182,282, 2P.:l, 2pi, 2p} 

0 S 182, 282, 2p!JJ2, 2p,?, 2PZl 

l~ I} 1'82, 282, 21'.:2, 2p,?, 2pzl 

Ne 10 182• 282, 21'.:2, 21'112, 21':2 

OHEMIOAL BONDING 

Mter this brief review .of the atomic orbital theory, let u's now 
eitend this concept to interpret chemical bonding. 

\In the table given above, it may be .noted that He and No 
Jl8,ve all availabfe orbitals filled and are chemically stable. The rest 
of the atoms H, Li, Be, B, C, N, 0 and F have partially filled orbitals 
and are chemically active or unstable. The inert gases He ancl Ne 

I being stable possess lowest energy, while the rest of the atomsl)leri. 
tioned above tend to become stable by combination with other atoms 
which results in a lowering of their energy. Thus in general, atoms 
tend to combine with other 'atoms to form molecules and in this process 
there ts a lowering of their energy, for the most stable condition is that 
with the lowest energy. 

It may also be noted. that He and. No have completely filled 
orbitals (two electrons to each), while the other atoms like H. Li, Be 
etc. have certain half·filled oribtals (one electron each). Hence it 
stands to reason that orbitals containing one electron only can cause 
chemical combination so that the atoms in the resultiI1g molecule 
come to possess ol'bitals which arc completely filled. This. h.l accom· 
panied by a lowering of energy. 

Electrovalent Bond. The formation of o.n electro valent bond 
takes place by the transfer of an electron from the partially filled 
orbital of an electr6positivo o.tom to the partially filled orbital of an 
electronegative atom which now will have a pair of electrons. Thus 
Li transfers its lone electron from the 2s orbital to the 2p.z orbital of 
F, to form Li+ and F- ions. 

Li+ 182 • 

F- 182 282 21',,2 2pi 21':2 .. 
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Th';) Li+ and ]!'- ions due to electrostatic attraction are bonded 
to give Li+F- molecule, It may be seen that all orbitals in Li+ and 
F- ions possess two electrons each and thus acquire stability (lowest 
energy). 

Covalent Bond. A covalent bond is formed when two half
filled orbitals belonging to different atoms overlap in space and 
merge to form a new bigger orbital which is known as m.olecular 
orbital. The molecular orbital surrounds the atomic nuclei of both 
atoms and marks the region in whi(Jh the pair of electrons will be 
found. 'fhe new orbital provides a gr~ater freedom of movement to 
the 'paired' electrons which now belong to both the nuclei. It might 
be expected, from logical reasoning, that larger the region of move
ment allowed to an electron lower will be its energy. Thus the 
greater freedom enjoyed by the electrons in the molecular orbital, 
results in a decrease of energy {increase in stability). The molecule 
formed in this way is more stable than the isolated 1ttoms. 

Molecular Orbitals (i'JII.O.8). 

As already stated, a moleculal' orbital is formed when two 
atomic orbitals overlap so that the electrons come to ocpupy 
the common orbital which surrounds two nuclei. This may involve 
8 and 8 orbitals; 8 and p orbitals; or p and p orbitals. 

8·8 Molecular Orbitals. A molecular orbital formed by the 
overlap of 8 orbitals of two atoms are called 8-8 molecular orbitals. 
:.E.et u~ consider the bond formation in hydrogen moleCUle from two 
individual hydrogen atoms. As the atoms are brought together, their 
18 orbitals overlap and merge to form an 8-8 molecular orbital. 

H 18 18 H 

G: ~ 
8-8 .f.. Overlap 
H-H 
G:~ 

8-8 Molecular orbital 

This may be_pictorially represented as follows: 

TWO ISOLATED H ATOMS 
WITH IS ORBITALS 

s-s OVERl.AP 

BOND AXIS 

s-s O~8ITAL 

Fig. 6·7. Formation of 8-8 orbital in Hydrogen molocule. 

The boundary of the 8·8 orbital in space, which in tliis c<!se is 
ovoid, defines tho region which the two electrons now occupy jointly. 
We call this orbital a Sigma Orbital (from the Greek letter cr cor
responding to 8) since it is completely symmetrical about the bond 
axis passing through the two nuclei. Although electrons may be 
present anywhere in this orbital, the probability of finding electrons 
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is maximum between th~ two nuclei, for they are attracted equally 
by both the nuclei. 

The bond established by the overlap of two s orbitals, is 
called a Sigma bond or G-bond. Since an s orbital is spherically 
symmctriral, the overlap may ta.ke place equally well in any direction 
and hence there is no direction to such a bond. 

s-p Orbitals. An s orbital and p orbital may overlap, even 
though the atomic ol'bitals in the two atoms lie in different principal 
:;hells. 'fhe molecular orbi.tal th us formed is known as s-p Orbital. 

,'rhe combination of Hydrogen atom and Fluorine atom giving a 
Illolecule of hydrogen fluoride affords an example of this type. There 
is one Is bonding orbital on hydrogen and one such half-fillecl2p orbital 
on Fluorine atom, while the rest of the Fluorine orbitals are com
pletely. filled and not available for overlap anrt entering into bond 
formatIOn. 

rarOf1l 
1:/ 2:;2 

() () 

Hatom 
2p~ lsI 

(. ) 
: Cvcrlop : L _______________ ~ 

() 
sop orbital 

(H F molecule) 

Here the orbital overlap consists in an attack of Is orbital on 
hydrogen atom at a dumb ell shaped half-empty 2p orbital of fluorine. 
The resulting molecular orbital (cr orbital) may be depicted to have 
been formed as in Fig. 6'8. 

'rhe . S-1) overlap A orhital::; between Hand l!' forms a s£gl1i(~ 
bond, yielding HF mo~ecule. It. i~ nQteworthy that in the cr orbital 
here, the nodal plane stands at right angles to the lluclear axis. 

pop Orbitals. We luwe already studied that the three dumbf'll 
shaped p orbitals are directed along the three axes :(:. 1/ and z whic·h 
are at right angles to each oth!}r. 1"01' e[1.I'h of the three orhita Is 

NOU4L 
; PLANE 

C>CJ- (=-do 
p- ORBVTAL " __ / I 

ON F 51'-ovhlAP 

Fig. 6·8. }1'Ol'matioll of Hl" molecule. 
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pal> PIl' p. there is a. nodal plane dividing the p orbitals into two 
lobes., 

The overlap ofp orbital of one atom with p orbital of another 
atom may take place,to form a p.p molecular orbital b,l'tWO ways. 

(a) Head.on Overlap: Let us consider two P<l) ,)rbitals approach. 
ing for an overlap by pointing directly 'heads' towards one another. 
This head·on overlap, as we call it, ensure$ .so m1lch lowering of 
energy that the new orbital is very stable and has a direction in 
relation to other p orbitals in the atom. The orbital thus generated 
being symmetrical about the nuclear axis, is designated a Sigma 
or'bital and the bond so established a Sigma bond. 

flx ORB/TAt & o()R81TAL 

x-G+G~~e+G-x 
I HeAO ON t OVER.LAP 

f3+E][:)+E3"~ 

I I rN0A4IPlANF 

-~ie--.Nn~" 
a- MO. 80flNDRY DIAGRAM 

Fig.6·9. 

In the M.O. shown above there are two. nodal planes thQ.t are 
perpendicular to the nuolear s,xis (a ohara.cteristio of (T 'M.O.) 

Formation of moleoules of :fiuorine, ohlorine and bromine offer 
common examples of this type of bonding. Thus: 

Fatq'" 

csj (~ 2p,2 2p/ 2R,' 
(J c: )" 

: I 

: Head-on: 
1. .......... _ .... " 

Overlap 
~ 

?n' 211' "1% Ii 

() 
~M.O 

lFfl10rine Hotccule} 

Fatom 
2Rl 2p.._2 25 z 

() () () 
IS' 

() 

(v) Side·wise Overlap. When two p orbitals approach cac~l 
other side-wise IlS shown below, the overlap takes place at both theIr 
lobes simultaneously. The extent of overlap in this case is relatively 
small (compared to ·head.on ov('rlnp) ancl the molecular orbital thus 
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fOfmed is oriented above and below the nodal plane which containS' 
the nuclear axis. As indicated by t,he boundary diagram, this 
molecular orbital has sausage-like regions parallel to the nodfl,l plane 
passing through the two nuclC'i. 

, 

00 
A A 
lJ~ 
lWO P-OP,8fTALS 

-
SlOE- WISE OVERLAP 

-
11' M.O.8()Utl'IJI?Y 

OIAGI?AtV 

Fig. ()olO. Forml1tion oh M.O. orbit.al. 

Sll,ch a molecular orbital generated by the side-wise overlap of tJ~e 
two half-filled p orbitals and having only one nodal plane containing 
the nuclear axis is called a 1t Jf.O. or I"i Molecular Orbital. 

For recapitulation it may be re·statecl that unlike n' M.O., Ij 

:M.O. has a nodal plane which is perpendicular to the nuclear axis. 

A covalent bond established as a result of 1: M.O. formation is 
oaQed a·r. (Pi) bond. There are two important characteristics of a 
'" bond. Firstly, it is weaker than a a bond since t.he extent of over· 
lap is relatively smaller and henoe there is a lesser decrease in energy 
of the system. Secondly, it is not possible to rotate the atoms 
oonstituting a n' bond relative to one another. If an attempt is 
made to do so, the p orbital lobes of the two atoms will no longer be 
coplanar, their overlap will be decreased and the energy of the 
system increased. In .other words, the rotation around the bond 
axis of a n' bond will be restricted because work wili have to be done 
for the same. This property of a n' bond is very useful in explaitl. 
ing the phenomeno\'\ of Geometrical isomerism. 

Format.on of Oxygen molecule-Double bond. We have 
seen that a single covalent bond results from the overlap of two 8 

orbitals, ono 8 orbital and one p orbital, or two p orbitals. All'theso 
bonds called (j bonds possess symmetry about the bond axis. In 
general, all single bonds are (j bonds. . 

:XOIV let us p~oceed to discuss the formation of oxygen molecule. 
10= 0) which i':! known to contain a double bond. In this oase the 

Ol.Cygen atoms happen to possess two bondingp orbitals on each atom. 
The.2pv and 2pz half·filled orbitals oriented at right angles, on ea.eh of 
the oxygen atoms experience a head-on and a side-wise overlap re1'l· 

~,pectively rrsulting in a a and a i: orbital 'limultaneously. 
~'1" ~ 
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o atom 
2p} 2p; 
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2p' 2p' 
~z f 
; Head-on overlap : 
'- ---((r'boii(Jr----~ 

Oatom 
?jJ' 2p2 
)!I (f , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

! Side-wise overlap ;" 
~,-- -- ---- (ii-bond)"- ______ ..J 

Thus the two atoms in oxygen molecule are linked by one a 
and one 'It' bond. 

The following diagram depicts the formation of molcClllar 
orbitals in oxygen molecule. 

~ y 
I I 0-"0£ WIJf OVERlA-ill 

.qp-z -E?}7G-Z 
m""'_ flfAD ON OVERLAP _...;:\ 

lJJ- .510EWlJE OVERI.AP--W 
I I I 

l 

Fig. (H I. M.O. boundary diagram for a and 1t bonds 
in oxygexunolecule. 

As is clea-r from. the a"Qove cOllsiderations the double bond in 
oxygen is made of one sigma Qond and one pi bonq. 

Formation of Nitrogen molecule-Triple bond. aere tho 
nitrogen atoms forming tlie N2 molecule possess threo bonding p 
orbitals each. The 2p:J;, 2p", 2p= ha,lf·filled orbitals arc oriented. along 
the three axes n.t right angles. 2pll orbitn.ls of two nitrogen atoms 
form a (j M.O. by head-on overlap, while 2p.& and. 2pz orbitals form 
two :'t l\J.O's by side-wise overlap. 
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ln' ln' 
'(Z y 
! Side-wise overlap! L. ___________ ~ __ _j 

(rr orbilol) . 

N-otom 
2p' 2px 2 S2 Is2 
) Y;J () () 

I 

! 
I . 
I : Head on overlap 

1 ______ ---.----------- _, 
____ J 

((Jorblto/) . 
• 

~ ___ . _______ ~i!.e_V!~s_e:q'!~~/qf--- _______ J 
(rr-orbilal) 

z z 

Fig. 0·12. The two "sausage clouds" of two Matecnlar orbitals. 
\' 
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The prel!eding diagram (Fig. 6'12) depicts the formation of 
Nitrogen molecule . 

. Thus in the classical line structure of nitrogen lUolecule (Ne=N) , 
one hne represents a a bond and the other ~wo '" bonds 
HYBRIDIZATION AND TETRACOVALENCY OF CARBON 

Experiment tells us that carbon atom forms four c(.walent 
bonds. But whGn we examine the electronic structure of carbon 

182 282 2Pm1 

.,jI ,;:I , 
we find that it has only two 
sumably form two a bonds. 

2P1I1 2pzO 
".. 

~ 
unpaired 2p orbitals which can pre-

To provide an explanation for the tetra-oovalency of carbon in 
methane (CH4) and its relatives, it may be assumed that the two 28 
electrons uncouple themselves and one of these is 'promoted' to the 
vacant 2pz orbital which will now have higher energy and less 
stability. The electronic configuration of the 'excited' carbon atom 
could be written as 

1s1 281 2Pai1 2Pi 2P.1 

,~ , ,. ~ , 
Now we have four half-filled orbitals which could possibly overlap 
with the four 18 orbitals of hydrogen atoms to form four a bonds 
which would result in the lowering of energy. It stands to reason 
that the lowering of energy thus caused by the formation of two 
additional a bonds of carbon is more than that necessary to 
promote an electron from ~ 28 orbital to a 2p orbital. It follows that 
althoug~ the isolated carbon atom is most stable with 2s and 2p 
eleotrons, the stabler compounds of carbon result when all four 
electrons in second energy level ..are in sepatate orbitals and form 
four covalent bonds. 

We have seen that an excited carbon atom has four available 
orbitals in the seoond energy level-one s and three p orbitals. On 
overlapping with Is orbitals of hydrogen atoms to form methane 
molecule. there would result one s-s orbital and three s-p orbitals. 
But we know that the s-s orbital will be different from each of the 
three f!-p orbitals in respeot of direciJonal character as well as 
energy. But this would be contrary to actual facts since experiment 
shows that the four covalent bonds in methane are equivalent. 

To account for the above situatIOn, the concept of hybrid 
orbitals bs been introduced. According ~o th\! theory of wave 
mechanics, orbitals on the same atom which lie close to one another in 
energy, tend to combine .or 'mix' and then redistribute to form equi'l)alent 
number of new orbitals which are ca.lled hybridised orbitals a.nd 
the phenomenon is termed hybridisation, Thus in an e.xcited car. 
bon atom, it is assumed that one 2s and three 2p orbitals combine 
or mix together and redistribute as four new equivalent hybrid 
orbitals which are designated as Sp3 orbitals (spoken as "sp three"). 
Each of the four hybrid orbitals possess three.fourt,hs characteristics 
of p orbital and one-fourth of 8 orbital. 
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ONEB- +THREE c::=:><:::=) -FOUII ~ 
lS + 3[' __. 4sp 

The hybridisation of the orbitals of carbon may be pictorially 
represented as below : 

-8-+ 
:i OR8ITAL 

S ,} ~ HYBRIO/ZAr/ON 

fOUR 5/,3 HYBRID ORBITALS OF 
CARBON 

y 

Fig. 0'13. Four 81'S hybrid orbitals of carbon. 

" It 'is noteworthy that the hybrij BpS orbital has a new shape 
whioh differs somewha.t from that of a p orbital, in that tho lobe on 
one side of th"l node is larger than the lobe on the other side. 
Overlap with another orbital to form a bond naturally ocours with 
the larger lobe and for simplifying the molecular orbitals, very often 
the smaller lo_be is not indicated. The most important characteristic 
of the -8p3 orbitals is that these four are distributed symmetrically 
ill. space on account of electronic repulsions keeping them farthest 
from eaoh other. If the valencies are regarded as radiating from 
the nucleus of the carbon atom, their directions are towards the 
corners of a regular tetrahedron and the angles between them are 
109° 28'. 

The type of hybridisatioll involving the mixing of four 'pure' 
orbitals as described above to give four equivalent Sp3 hybrid orbitals, 
.~ called tetrahedral hybridization. It is met with in saturated 
ca.rbon compounds. 

Let us now- proceed to consider the formation of methane 
.molecule. The four Sp3 hybrid orbitals of the carbon atom are 
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directed in space towards the four corners of a regular tetrahedron 
and the 18 orbital of four hydrogen atoms should approach its four 
apexes for the overlap. This would establish four equivalent cr bonds 
with the carbon atom resulting in the formation of a symmetrical 
methane molecule. Thus: 

" 

H 

109°-2S' 
cr 

~-H 
~ H 

It'ig. 6·14. Structure of Methane molecule. \ 

In ethane mOlecule-the two carboll atoms, ~ch having a 
set of four Sp3 hybrid: orbitals, combine such that one ~p3 orbital of 
each carbon overlaps in a h-ead·on fashion forminO' a cr~ond' The 
remaining three orbitals on each carbon get bonde to three 
hydrogen atoms forming 0' bonds as in methane molecule. Thus; 

H H 
H tR 

..........-c--L 
H~ \ / 'H 

H H 

Fig. 6,15, Structure of Ethane molecule. 

It may be noted how beautifully the spa hybridization o-f 
orbitals ItS illustrated above has theoretically substantiated the Le Bel 
and vau't Hoff's theory. ot the tetrahedral arrangement of carbon \ 
valency bonds in saturated o:rganic molecules. 
HYBRIDISATION AND MULTIPLE BONDS 

In the classical representa tiOll of an etllj lenic linkage, 

)0=0 (, no difference can be mn,de out between the two bonds 

which unite the carbon atoms. Huckcl's model of hybridizl~tioJ1 in 
doubly bonded cn,rbon atoms demonstrates that the two linkages 
constituting a doubJe bond are not identical. He assumes that in 
the case of ethylenic compounds of the four 'pure' ,atomic orbitals of 
excited carbon atom only 2~, and 2pz and 21)" orbitals are hybridised 
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281 , 
I 

Sp2 Hybridization 

to give three equivalent orbitals. T~ese orbitals forn;ied by. ,the 
hybridization of one s and two p orbItals, are called sp2 Orbitals 
(s~oken as "sp two").' 

ONE€- +TWO 

15 + 

The three Sp2 orbitals are very much similar in shape to Sp3 

orbitals and lie in one plane (XY plane) and are disposi3d symmetri
cally at an angle of 1200 to one another. This type of hybridization 
is termed Trigonal hybridization and is visualised to take place as 
follows: 

l Sp2 HYBRIDIZATION 

X 

Fig. 6'16. Trigonal Hybridization. 

As indicated abo've, the carbon atoms undergoing trigonal 
hybridization, undoubtedly possess the third free pz orbital which has 
its lobes disposed above and below the plane- of hybrid orbitals at 
right angles to this plane (Fig. 6'17). 

• Structure of Ethylene molecule. In the formation of ethy. 
late molecule, the two carbon atoms (in Sp2 hybridization state) form 
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a bond by the hea.d,oll overlap of the two 8pt. orbitals contributf'd 
one each by the two carbons. The remaining two ap2 orbitals of 

Fig.IH"/. 

each carbon form a bonds with hydrogen atoml!l. The unhybddized 
2Pa orbitals of the two carbon atoms undergo a sidewise overlap 
forming a 'It bond. Thus the carbon.to.carbon double bond in 
(lthylene is made of ~ne C1 and one 'It bond. Since the energy of a 
.. hOlld is less than that of a a bond, the two bonds constituting the 
ethylenic linkage, are not identical in strength. The 'it bond being 
weaker lS easily ruptured In addition reactions of ethylene. 

:!fig •. 6'18.- Orbital model for Ethylene. 

For the above reason, ethylenic linkage is sometimes reprt'sentecl 

aei7>c~c< 
Structure of Acetylene. To interpret the structurf' of 
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a.cotylene moleoule WI visualise another kind of 4ybrid orbitals of the 
carbon atom. Here one 8 orbital and only one p orbi~l hybridise 
to form two equivalent collinear orbitals; the other two p orbita.ls 
remaining undistllrbed. 

This is known as sp hybridization and the new orbitals are 
termed sp orbitals. 

The electronic configuration of each carbon atom In acetylene 
moleoule may be written as 

182 281 21'1101 21'u1 21'e1 .. 
HybridiBII.tion 

The 28 and 2p", orbitals hybridise to give two 8p orbitals. One of 
the two 8p hybrid orbitals on each carbon is then used in forming a a 

2S 

.t 51' HY8HlpIZA710N 

.sp ORO/TAL S 

Fig. 6'19, 

bond with 'lihe other carbon, and the remaining sp orbitals get bonded 
with a hydrogen atom. This leaves two unhybridised p orbitals 
(2p" and 2p.) on each carbon atom, both of which are mutually 
perpendicular to the line of H-C-C-H nuclei. These orbitals 
arp, cap&ble of forming two ... bonds by the edge.on overlap. Thus: 
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Fig. 6.20. Orbital model for acetyiene showing a and 1t bond".. 

&LECTRONEGATIVITY 
An element that tends to acquire rather thaI lose electrons in 

its chemical interactions is said to be electrol.legatille. Atoms of 
different electronegative el~mel1ts differ in tMir tendency to attract 
electrons. A measure of the tendency of an atom of an electronegative 
element in a molecule to attract electron,~ '0 itself (and away from its 
bond partner) is called its Electronegdtivity. 

Thus in a mole~ule AB joined by a pair of electrons we may 

have 
A:B 

I 
or A: B 

II 

In form~la I, the two electrons are half-way betweenr:the nnclei of 
atoms A and B which naturally exert equal attraction >on electrons 
and henc~ electronegativities of A and B are equal. In formula II, 
the two electrons are nl',arer A which implies that they are.attracted 
more by A than by Is, and the electro negativity of A is somewhat 
greater than that of .s. 

Based on the methods proposed· by Pauling, Mullikan, and 
others, numerical values of electronegativities have been assigned to 
almost all elerroents of the periodic table. 
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II TABLE : ECrRONEGATIVITrES OF SOME ELEMENTS 

2-l 

Li Be B C N 0 F 

0'97 . 1·5 2'0 2·5 3-l 3·5 4·1 
. 

Nil Mg Al Si P S Cl 

1'0 1·2 1-5 1'7 2·1 2·4 2·8 

--~-

K C" . Ga tie ~s Sa Br 

0'90 1·0 1'5 2"t1 2'2 2·5 2·7 

Rb Sr In Sn Sb Te I 

O·8!) 1·0 l'5 1'72 1·82 2·0 2·Z 

r-
Cd J:5a Tl Pb i:Si Po At 

0·86 0'97 1·4 1·5 1·7 1·8 
I 

1-9 

The tendency of an atom to acquire electrons depends on two 
factors; (i) its nuclear charge (at. no.); and (a) the distance of 
the valency shell (atomic radius). Atoms possessing more nuclear 
charge, i.e., higher atomic number, and less atomic radii, will have 
higher electronegativities. This leads to the predicition that electro· 
negati'Tities of the elements will be higher in the upper right of the 
periodic table than in the lower left. It may also be noted that,)n 
general, electronegatiV'jties of elements increase from left to right in 
'periods' and from bottom to top in 'groups' of the periodictable 
Exceptions to this statement occur when the f{Lctor of 'atomic size' 
overweighs that of 'nuclear charge'. 

The "concept 'of electronegativity has proved very useful in pre 
dieting the nature of chemical bonds as also the properties of com 
pounds. 

PQLARITY IN COVALENT BONDS 

'Ve have seen that a covalent bond between two atoms is form· 
ed as a result of overlap of two atomic orbitals. The overlapping 
orbitals, each having one electron, then merge to form a new mole. 
cular orbital containing a pair of electrons. When the atoms joined 
by a covalent bond are similar, say as in H-H molecule the two 
hydrogen atoms possessing some electronegativity) exert equal 
attractive force on the two electrons which are, therefore, symmetri. 
cally ditlposed in the molecular orbital. Thus: 
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o.r H-H 
.~ 

;.",.::.:-~< .. ~" 
. ,.. •• /.-J:~,. .. ;~., .• "" 

Fig. 6·21. Unitol'm electron cloud in H2 molecule. 
The covalent bond in hydrogen molecule is, therefore, non-polar. 

In a moleoule having two dif.ierent atoms joined by a covalent 
bond, the atom baving higher electronegativity will exert a gre~Jter 
attractive pull on the: shared pa;ir of electrons. Thus the two elec
trons will spend more timo near this than the other atom, making it 
slightly negative. TM.s in hydrogen fluoride molecule, H- F, the 
electronegativity of H atom and Ii' atom is 2'1 and 4·1 respectively. 
Hence the fluorine· atom will exert greater attraction on the shared 
electrons in comparison to hydrogen atom. The electron popu
lat.ion in the molecular orbital would be more around the F
atom as i!ldicated by the density of the cloud in the following 
diagram. 

or' 
so/- s-
H-F 

Fig. 6-22, 

Thus the covalent bond joining Hand F atoms dt.vd')ps polarity 
and is called a Polar bond. By and large the covi·.knt bond 
oetween different atoms are polar (ionic). The per cent of polar 
character in a CQvai{>nt bond depends upon the relative electronega
tivity of the atoms joined by thp bond'~ the greater the difference 
in electronegativity, the greater thl' polar character of th£' bond. 

Water and ammonia offer important exemple; of polar 
molecules. ,-_ 

u 

o 
a'r/,a+ 
H H 

N 

51-/ ir \ 5~ 
H H 

'1'he polar moleo41e'! behave like small magnets and nave a greater 
attraotion for each other as also for ion~, l\~d thus acquiro charac
teristic physical and chemical properties. 
RESONANCE 

The concept of resonance' was forwarded on purely chemical 
grovnds whpn Kekule structure of benzene was found unsathfac· 
tory 1;;:) (Ixplain it"! propf'rties m full. . Later it was disoovered that 
there :m , in fact, numerous sl}.bstances which like benzene could be 
:" qignfd two or more structur'al formulas differing only in the place
mmt ot bonds or electrons, and the actual behaviour of the "Iubs-
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t ce waS not represented by any of these structures b.ut by a. ~ew 
s~~ucture which is a 'blend' or 'hybrid' of the varIOUS poSSIble 
structures. 

T!,,: ~[; _;j.,hybli:lisut')J_ uJ two or mtlj'e £"lr, '.' ~t~(l,l,u 'I.' " 

bond structures to yield a new stable hybrid Jorm with less energy 
is tetIIled Resonance, 

, It IIlay bo clearly understood that the old concept that two 
or IIlore structural formulas oscillate between themselves and each of 
theIIl contribute to the properties of the substance, -is incorrect. 
Resonance really involves the delocalisation of electrons in the 
IIloIecule so as to !live a n('w !stable form which explains ~dequately 
its behadour. 

Thu~ !'arban.to.carbon double bond in benzene and several 
other organic compounds behaves as stronger than a normal ethylene 
linkage a.nd slightly weaker than a single carbon-to. carbon bond. 
This is explained by the fact that one of the electron: pairs bet\Veen 
the two c:trbons is delocaliflecl <)r displacert to give a. stable reson· 
anee hyb~d form as follow'! : 

"0-0/ 
/ - " 

(Resonance structures) 

It may he noted that as one electron pair shifts to one or the other 
ca.rbon at0 m, the double bond become'l'a «i'lgle Lond with polarity 
developel on It. Therefore, the r(;son.1nce hybrid form of the double 
bond in r;ueh a case becomes stable as in. benzerte and possesses 
it char,teter intermediate between that of a double Q,ud a single' 
bond. 

Sulphur dio>:ide could be represented by the following two 
possible struetll['CS whil'h fliffer only in the disposition of a pair of 
eleetronf!. 

Or 

:0:8::0: :0::8:0: 

o S-tO 
(b) 

None of these formulas can properly aceOll'lt f .. r t hI' ,PJ'operhe'l 
of sulph111' '~ioxide, The<;(' po'!tulah, tvo d;[,', ~ !! - "; _, 'S ·1 l'nl'l"(f ~ 
(one double and one eovalmt) in the mol!3cull:', whill;} it b!t8 oeen 
established by experiment that both 8-to-0 linkages in sulphur 
dioxide are equivalent in all respects. Thus none of the structures 
(A or B) represents the iltructute of 802 molecule but a new 'hybrid' 
structute having 'equivalent' 8-0 bond explains its hehaviou" 
This new hybrid is stable and h(l.s indepe-ndent exisknce. 

Of-8=O 
(a) 

O="S-tO 
(b) 

... . 
c- _'- 0 

(HybrId) 
- +
O-~-O 
(Hybr~d) 
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Quantum mechanics reveals that the resonace hybrId possesses 
less energy than "tihose calculated for anyone of the canonical 
structures. If A and B correspond to the calculated energies of the 
structures (a) and (b), and (c) stands for the energy state of the 
actual structure, the energy diagram assumes the following,shape. 

C 
TR(.Jc S TR(.JC T(.JRE 

Fig. 6·23. 

) 

The amount by which the energy of the resonance structure 
is 1ess than that of thc canonical structure, is termed the Resonance 
Energy and this difference of energy is n, measure of the added stabi. 
lity conferred by resonance. 

Another typical example of resonance is offered by the carbo
xylate ion. It is capable of being represented by the structures. 

Thus. 

:0: 

R: 0:: 0: or 

o 
I 

.h.-O=O or 

: -.J: 

R:O::.O: 

o 
u· -

R ·c-O 

':these forms, while they have the same arrangement of atomsi 

differ only in that the double bond is possessed by a~,ternate oxygen 
atoms. None of these actually represents the behaviour of carboxy· 
lic acids. Ea.ch of these forms resonates to give a· new stable 
. hybrid' form (III) which explains fully the behaviour of this class 
of compo.unds. 

R,.. R,;: R, 
:6?=9. - O~ C--g: O~",o 
.. "1 •• II III 

The above"hybrid' form warrants 'equivalence' of the tW( 


